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VOORWOORD | FOREWORD 

 

Major (Retired) Frank Winder 
 

Prologue: Surgeon Captain Arthur Martin-Leake VC and Bar 
 

In this day and age most people rely on switching on their 
favourite TV ‘action channel’ to get their adrenaline pumping. 
‘The story of Surgeon Captain Martin-Leak VC’ removes the 
need to reach for that remote. 
 
It is one of the most remarkable stories of a larger-than-life 
soldier and his (and all of his five male siblings’) feats or arms, 
often flying right into the eye of the storm which no ‘sensible’ 
person would contemplate attempting and which is so very 
compelling.  
 
This real-life account takes place at the height of the British 
Empire and shows the courage, intellect and commitment that 
these men sought to use to defend and extend this powerful 
empire. 
 
His early life reflects the social systems, education and values 
instilled in each generation of British families, particularly those 
(and there were many) who regarded themselves as having the 
responsibility of safeguarding the empire and the opportunities 

of stability that it offered. 
 
Arthur had studied medicine and was practicing as a house surgeon at the West Hertfordshire 
infirmary when the Anglo Boer War broke out in 1899. He volunteered and joined the 42nd 
(Hertfordshire) Company of the Imperial Yeomanry. 
 
He was sent to South Africa as an ordinary Trooper but eventually applied for and was appointed 
as a civilian doctor attached to the RAMC. 
 
It is of great interest to me personally, that Martin-Leake joined the South African Constabulary in 
1900 and ironically it was in this year that my grandfather also joined this very significant but often 
overlooked organisation, which had a unique and valuable role in the development of South Africa 
in the latter part of this traumatic war. A very complete study and evaluation of this organisation and 
its influence on South African policing will be published by Colonel Endley in the Nongqai in due 
course. 
 
It is often forgotten that the period after the fall of Bloemfontein and Pretoria, which many in the 
British ‘camp’ had thought would bring an end to the war, simply led to another stage of the war, 
“The Guerrilla War”. In truth the subsequent part of the struggle was in many ways the most difficult, 
vindictive, personal and most devastating part of the war. It is an important part of our history that is 
superficially understood by many. 
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We, living in places like Johannesburg, are sometimes oblivious of the war that went on around what 
is now a highly industrialised city of world standards, and it is noteworthy that it was just to the north 
of Johannesburg quite close to where today’s Leeuwkop Prison and Kyalami Grand Prix Race Track 
are situated, that Martin-Leake won his first VC in extraordinary circumstances. The Victoria Cross 
is the highest award for bravery in the face of the enemy that can be awarded by the British Military. 
 
Martin-Leake went on to survive the severe wounds he received during this fateful encounter at 
Vlakfontein on 8 February 1901. Sadly, the damage that resulted from the wound he received to his 
right hand could not be adequately repaired and as a tragic result he was no longer able to practice 
as a surgeon. But he had resolve and went on to lead an incredibly full life as you will see. 
 
Having left South Africa to undergo further surgery in England (which sadly proved to be ineffectual) 
and which took place in June 1903, he applied to be employed by the Bengal Nagpur Railway in 
India. This application was approved, and he travelled to India, a significant move for anyone but 
one that ensured a long and deep love of that sub-continent. If the truth be told and comparing him 
with the exploits of many of his British contemporaries, the journey was not so very out of kilter with 
many people’s expectations at the time. It was a productive period of expansion.  
 
In 1912 the Balkan War of that year against the Ottoman Empire broke out and was supported by 
the British Red Cross which sent a group of medica teams to assist. One of the doctors was Arthur 
Martin-Leake and he, with his ability, dedication and determination served with distinction and was 
decorated. 
 

He returned to India in 1913 after the Balkan 
War, probably little knowing that there was 
another bigger one brewing and with the 
declaration of the commencement of World War 
1 on 5 August 1914, he took leave. A day later 
started a long circuitous journey which 
eventually led him back into battle. This time it 
was in Belgium.  
 
Martin-Leake once again exceeded 
expectations in terms of bravery in the appalling 
conditions of the frontline in Belgium and as a 
result, he was recommended for the award of 
the Victoria Cross which was gazetted in the 
London Gazette dated 18 February 1915.  
 
He was the first recipient to receive a bar to the 
Victoria Cross. It was presented for various acts 
of bravery whilst he was serving with the British 
Expeditionary Force. The clasp was presented 

to him by King George V.  
 
Having been appointed initially as a 2nd Lieutenant he was attached to 5th Field Ambulance, Royal 
Army Medical Corps. 
 
In March 1915 he was promoted to captain. In November of the same year, he was promoted to 
major. Because of his Balkan experience he was assigned to accompany the “Adriatic Mission” to 
assist Britain’s Serbian allies. 
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In 1916 following the French taking over control of the Serbian Mission, he returned to France where 
he was appointed second in command of the No. 30 Casualty Clearing Station, he was subsequently 
transferred to command 46th Field Ambulance with the rank of Temporary Lieutenant Colonel. 
 
After the war his contract with the British Army was discontinued and he returned to India and even 
learned to fly a gypsy moth aircraft that he had purchased. Eventually he returned to England in 
1937. Two years later World War 2 broke out and yet again Martin-Leake volunteered and served 
his country and commanded a ‘mobile medical unit’ through the traumatic Luftwaffe blitz offensive. 
 
After a long, active, and devoted life he died on 23 June 1953.  
 
It is hard when writing such a Prologue to ignore the detail of such an active life because that is the 
very essence of the story. It’s the vibrant essence of achievement of excellence and self-sacrifice 
for a cause of perceived good in various locations that makes his life and achievements such 
valuable example to others. He exhibited an extraordinary capacity to make a difference in so many 
areas of the world. 
 
It is important for this period of history to be well understood, researched, and recorded now, 
because this world and South Africa in particular is facing severe turbulence and change. It is not 
unlikely that without the necessary attention, this fascinating information could, to our ultimate 
detriment be lost in time. 
 

A Biographical Perspective: Endley, the Man 
 

Colonel William J Endley, is an enigma. 
He was born to become an 
accomplished soldier, leader and 
intellectual.  
 
More than this he has an innate ability 
to record and communicate both his 
personal experiences as well as to 
research with the determination of a 
blood hound, areas of history and in 
particular military history (which is a 
driving passion of his) and to write 
detailed and informative assessments 
from the viewpoint of an experienced 
and capable senior army officer. His 
insights give a perspective never 
revealed previously. 
 
Soldiers will agree that often it is very 
difficult to evaluate what really 
happened in a battle and why in the 
mist of the post battle debriefing, often 

versions differ. Not often is this successfully attempted by authors of military history and put into 
print. 
 
He has led a life which only the most courageous and adventurous might attempt. 
 
There is no quick ‘cut and paste’ version of this story.  
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William Endley was commissioned into the SADF in 1980 at the age of 19 and completed the 
necessary promotional and specialist courses required to reach the rank of colonel. In addition, he 
completed with distinction, the South African Army Senior Command and Staff Duties course 
following which he completed the South African National Defence Force Executive National Security 
Programme. 
 
During his illustrious military career, he held various command posts both in training and also in 
successive and intense operations. He interacted with military as well as civilian authorities in 
strategic, and at tactical levels and in Special Operations. He has also been involved in the world of 
intelligence and counter intelligence. 
 
His primary mustering being a ‘Combat Engineer’, he undertook counter IEDD (Improvised 
Explosive Device Disposal) operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
 
He has undertaken ‘Strategic Assessments’, played a pivotal role in the demanding ‘Force 
Integration’ process required after 1994, when the newly formed SANDF undertook the integration 
of the old SADF and its previous enemies, the armies of liberation: the ANC, APLA and associated 
movements. 
 
He has been involved in providing training and being trained in foreign countries including the United 
States of America, Britain, France and Sweden. 
 
In recognition of his illustrious service in the South African military he received various ‘campaign 
medals’ and was a recipient of the very prestigious Southern Cross Medal (SM) for ‘exceptionally 
meritorious service’ and the Military Medal of Merit (MMM) and bar for ‘service of a high order’. 
He has subsequently, since 2004 been employed in the civilian sector being involved in 
humanitarian demining and security work at a high level, in Iraq, Sudan (where he was invested by 
the President of Sudan with the ‘Order of Merit of Sudan’), Afghanistan, and South Sudan. 
 
During his time in South Sudan, he formed a close relationship with the Vice President Dr Riek 
Machar and was subsequently to become his Senior Security Advisor. It was during this time that, 
showing huge initiative and courage he was able to defend the Vice President against an attempt 
by the South Sudan government to capture Dr Machar by military force. He enabled Dr Machar and 
his associates to escape and go into exile. However, this meant that he was forced to remain behind 
and enabled his capture by the notorious pro-Salva Kiir (President of South Sudan), NSS (National 
Security Service). He was held and survived with resolve, personal courage, and determination, 26 
months in two ‘hell-holes ‘of prisons in Juba (of which eight were served Death Row, following a 
spurious trial). He was ultimately released and pardoned by Presidential Decree in November 2018. 
 
He is an accomplished author and has published two books so far – there are more in the pipe-line: 
‘No Justice, No Mercy’ – describing the events leading up to his incarceration in Juba and his 
experiences in that diabolical period during which he was held in captivity there. 
‘From the Dust of Africa to the Mud of Flanders’ – describing the evolution of the UDF (Union 
Defence Force) and its employment in World War One. 
 
William Endley is a military historian of note and boasted (prior to his imprisonment in Juba, South 
Sudan) and extraordinary collection of militaria and medals primarily reflecting his passion for the 
evolution of the UDF from its origins going back to the Second Anglo Boer War. It was a truly 
remarkable collection and many of the illustrations of ‘From the Dust of Africa to the Mud of Flanders’ 
come directly from this collection. 
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WILLIAM ENDLEY THE AUTHOR 

From the Dust of Africa 
to the Mud of Flanders 

 

In this illustrated history and 
reference work on the First 
World War, William Endley has 
provided an in-depth and 
exciting account of the origins 
of the Union Defence Force 
and Sir Abe Bailey’s 
Sharpshooters.  
 
The incredible journey, often based 
on firsthand accounts, provides an 
analysis of the initial experiences of 
the South Africa’s significant 
contribution to the Great War.  
 
Artefacts are used to illustrate the 
story and are a unique reference 
and practical guide. Elaborate 
photographs and detailed 
descriptions from the ‘Endley 
Collection’ provide details of 
uniforms, headdress, insignia, 
firearms, edged weapons, field 
equipment as well as medals and 
other awards.  
 
Enlistment, recruitment and 
training for the Union Defence 
Force and Bailey’s Sharpshooters 
are discussed.  
 
A comprehensive analysis of the 
treatment of the wounded and the 
effects of weather related 
complaints on the Western Front is 
included. Detailed biographies 
feature  throughout the work. 

 

WILLIAM ENDLEY THE AUTHOR 

No Justice No Mercy 
A South Sudan Story 
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Few men can tell a story of 

illegal abduction, 

incarceration, torture, being 

sentenced to death by 

hanging, and finally receiving 

a presidential pardon.  

This is the story of one such 

man.  

Will Endley’s book No Justice, No 

Mercy: A South Sudan Story is the 

account of a man caught up in the 

political turmoil that engulfed the 

newly-born Republic of South 

Sudan, and his role as an advisor to 

Dr Riek Machar, the First Vice 

President of South Sudan.  

Endley charts his career in the 

South African Armed Forces, his 

entry into the world of private 

military contractors in the Middle 

East and Africa, and ultimately to 

South Sudan, where as Machar’s 

advisor he believed that his role 

there would add to the stability of 

the young country. Caught up in the 

backstabbing and deceit of the 

militant and toxic politics of South 

Sudan, along with the armed 

clashes between the warring 

political parties, he became one of 

the countless victims of political 

tyranny. Illegally abducted, 

tortured, and sentenced to death, 
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Endley was often forced to use his 

wits to survive the horrors of a 

modern African pseudo-democracy 

teetering on the brink of failure. But, 

he was never alone: fellow inmates 

showed their humanity towards 

him, while back home, family and 

friends worked frantically to secure 

his release.  

This is a book of corruption, deceit, 

perseverance, love, horror, state-

sanctioned murder, living on death 

row, and finally the joy of freedom. 

This is the story of a man beaten 

but never broken. 

 

- https://groep7-selfpublish-books.co.za/product/from-the-dust-of-africa-to-the-
mud-of-flanders-william-endley/ 

- https://groep7-selfpublish-books.co.za/product/no-justice-no-mercy-william-
endley/ 

- E-Mail: lynette@paradigm-all.co.za 
 

 

https://groep7-selfpublish-books.co.za/product/from-the-dust-of-africa-to-the-mud-of-flanders-william-endley/
https://groep7-selfpublish-books.co.za/product/from-the-dust-of-africa-to-the-mud-of-flanders-william-endley/
https://groep7-selfpublish-books.co.za/product/no-justice-no-mercy-william-endley/
https://groep7-selfpublish-books.co.za/product/no-justice-no-mercy-william-endley/
mailto:lynette@paradigm-all.co.za
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VOORBLAD | FRONT COVER 

  

 
Capt Arthur Martin-Leake, VC (South African Constabulary) 
Later Lt-Col Arthur Martin Leake, VC & Bar 
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SOUTH AFRICAN CONSTABULARY & MILITARY HISTORY: 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL ARTHUR MARTIN-LEAKE, VC & BAR 
Colonel (Retired) William Endley 
 

THE VICTORIA CROSS 
 

The mystical and iconic Victoria Cross remains the 
highest and most prestigious British award for 
gallantry in the face of the enemy. The Victoria 
Cross was awarded for valour to members of the 
British Army and the Royal Navy for “for most 
conspicuous bravery, or some daring, or pre-
eminent act of valour or self-sacrifice, or extreme 
devotion to duty in the presence of the enemy.”1  
 

From 1858 until 1881, the Victoria Cross was also 

awarded for actions taken “under circumstances of 

extreme danger” not in the face of the enemy. In 

1881, the criteria for the award of the Victoria Cross 

was once again only awarded for acts of valour “in the face of the enemy”. 

Before the Crimean War started in 1853, there was no official or 
standardised system for recognition of gallantry in the British armed forces. 
Officers were eligible for the award of a junior grade of the Order of the 
Bath2 and brevet promotions3 and a Mention in Despatches was an 
alternative award for acts of lesser gallantry. The scope for recognition for 
gallantry was limited and, in reality, the Order of the Bath was mainly 
awarded to officers with field rank4. 
 
Brevet promotions or Mentions in Despatches were usually awarded for 
acts that came under the immediate notice of senior commanding officers 
and were generally mainly given to members of the commander's own staff. 
It was apparent too the British public and i the Royal Court that a new award 
was required to acknowledge gallantry regardless of the length or 
meritorious service of a recipient.  
 
“Whereas, We, taking into Our Royal Consideration, that there exists no 
means of adequately rewarding the individual gallant services, either of 

officers of the lower grades in Our Naval and Military Servicee, or of warrant 
and petty officers, seamen and marines in Our Navy, and non-commissioned 

officers in Our Army. And, whereas, the third class of Our Most Honourable Order of the Bath is 
limited, except in very rare cases, to the higher ranks of both services, and the granting of Medals, 
both in Our Navy and Army, is only awarded for long service or meritorious conduct, rather than for 
braverry in action or distinction before an enemy, such cases alone excepted where a general medal 

                                            
1 “Military Honours and Awards”. Defence Internet. UK Ministry of Defence. Archived from the original on 27 
September 2007. Retrieved 30 January 2007 
2 The Most Honourable Order of the Bath is a British order of chivalry founded by George I on 18 May 1725. 
3 A brevet was a warrant giving a commissioned officer a higher rank title as a reward for gallantry or meritorious 
conduct but did not necessarily confer authority, precedence, or pay of real rank. An officer so promoted was referred 
to as being brevetted 
4 A field officer is a commissioned officer senior in rank to a company officer but junior to a general officer. Field rank 
included the ranks of major, lieutenant colonel and colonel.  

Figure 1 The Queen distributing the first Victoria Crosses 

in Hyde Park, 26th June 1857. 

Figure 2 The Victoria Cross 

obverse 
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is granted for a particular action or campaign, or a clasp added to the medal for some especial 
engagement, in both of which cases all share equally in the boon, and those who, by their valour, 
have particularly signalised themselves, remain undistinguished from their comrades.”5 
 
In the case of a gallant and daring act performed by a squadron, ship's company or a detached body 
of men when all members were deemed equally brave and deserving of the Victoria Cross, a ballot 
was drawn. The officers selected one officer, the Non Commissioned Officers an individual and 
privates or sailors could select two individuals. 
 

Queen Victoria personally overruled a recommendation that the award be 
called “The Military Order of Victoria” and she recommended that the award be 
called the “Victoria Cross”. On 29 January 1856, Queen Victoria issued a 
Warrant under the Royal sign-manual that officially constituted the Victoria 
Cross. The order was backdated to 1854 to honour acts of valour from the 
Crimean War and the original warrant confirmed that the Victoria Cross would 
only be awarded for service in the presence of the enemy and for the 
performance of some signal act of valour or devotion. 
 
On 26 June 1857, the first ceremony was held in Hyde Park when Queen 
Victoria invested 62 of the 111 Crimean War Victoria Cross recipients. 
The Victoria Cross warrant made no specific provision as to who would present 

the medals to the recipients. Queen Victoria preferred to present the medals in 

person and the Queen presented 185 Victoria Crosses of the 472 gazetted 

during her reign. The presentations included the first 62 medals presented at a 

parade in Hyde Park on 26 June 1857 by Queen Victoria. 

Queen Victoria instructed the War Office to strike a new medal that would not 
recognise birth or class. Iinitially, it was intended that the Victoria Cross would 

be cast from bronze cascabels6 taken from two cannons captured from the Russian forces during 
the siege of Sevastopol. However, subsequent research has indicated another origin for the 
material. An author, John Glanfield7 established that the metal for most Victoria Crosses 
manufactured since December 1914 came from two Chinese cannons and there is no evidence of 
the Russian origin.  

 
The medal was meant to be a simple decoration 
to be highly prized and eagerly sought after by 
those in the military services. “We have 
instituted and created, and by these presents 
for Us, our Heirs and Successors, institute and 
create a new naval and Military Decoration, 
which we are desirous should be highly prized 
and eagerly sought after by the officers and 
men of Our Naval and Military Services.” 8 
 
Although the Original Warrant stated the 
Victoria Cross would be a bronze Maltese 
cross, the Victoria Cross has always been a 
cross pattée and the discrepancy was not 

changed nor corrected. “Clause 1: "Firstly. It is ordained that the distinction shall be styled and 

                                            
5 Victoria Cross Warrant, War Department, February 5th, 1856 
6 A cascabel is a subassembly of a muzzle-loading cannon, a knob to which to attach arresting ropes to deal with the 
recoil of firing the cannon. 
7 The book “Bravest of The Brave: The Story of the Victoria Cross” was authored by John Glanfield 
8 Victoria Cross Warrant, War Department, February 5th, 1856 

Figure 3 The Victoria 

Cross reverse 
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designated 'The Victoria Cross', and shall consist of a Maltese cross of bronze, with our Royal crest 
in the centre, and underneath with an escroll bearing the inscription 'For Valour'.” 
 
The decoration is a bronze cross pattée that is 41 millimeters high and 36 millimteres wide. The 

cross bears the crown of Saint Edward surmounted by a lion and the inscription “for valour”. The 

Victoria Cross is suspended by a ring from a serifed "V" to a bar ornamented with laurel leaves 

through which the medal ribbon passes. The reverse of the suspension bar is engraved with a 

recipient's name, rank, number, and unit. On the reverse of the medal is a circular panel on which 

the date of the act for which the medal was awarded is engraved in the centre. 

From 1917, a miniature of the Victoria Cross was affixed to the centre 

of the ribbon bar when worn without the medal. In the event of a 

second award bar, like the award received by Martin-Leake, a 

second miniature was worn alongside the first. The crimson ribbon 

is 38 millimeters wide. A jewelry company, Hancocks of London, has 

been responsible for the production of Victoria Crosses awarded since 

the inception of the gallantry award. On 1 January 1849, Hancocks & Co, a retail jeweller in 

London,was founded by Charles Frederick Hancock, a former partner of Storr and Mortimer9.  

The first shop was opened at a corner of Bruton and New Bond Streets in London. On 13 August 

1849, after only eight months in business, Hancocks received the Royal Appointment of Queen 

Victoria. Hancocks has become notable for the manufacture of the Victoria Cross and for the various 

Royal Warrants10 the company holds. 

In 1856, the business expansion directed by Charles Hancock 

during the company’s formative years led to Hancocks being 

entrusted with the design and production of the Victoria Cross 

on the inception of the award. 

Martin-Leake’s bar to his Victoria Cross was the first to be 
awarded and only three Victoria Crosses and bar have been 
awarded, indicated by "VC and Bar". The bar was awarded for 
additional acts of bravery and the recipient does not wear two 
Victoria Cross medals, but wears a small bar across the VC 
medal's ribbon. Martin-Leake’s new and unique award posed 
a problem for the manufacturers of the Victoria Cross and they 
duly requested guidelines from the War Office. 
  
 “Messrs. Hancocks and Co., manufacturers of the Victoria 
Cross since its institution in 1856, are desirous of receiving 
instructions as to the form of the Clasp to be affixed to the 

Victoria Cross of Lieutenant Arthur Martin Leake, Royal Army 
Medical Corps. They enclose rough sketches as suggestions and will submit accurate drawings later 
if required.” A Senior Staff Officer commented that “There is no precedent for a clasp for VC –Please 
see sketches A and B attached. The circular wreath in B seems neither beautiful nor necessary. 
May you please decide.” 

                                            
9 In 1822, the firm of Storr & Mortimer was formed when the celebrated silversmith Paul Storr entered into a 
partnership with John Mortimer. 
10 Royal Warrants of Appointment have been issued since the 15th century to those who supply goods or services to a 
royal court or certain royal personages. The warrant enables the supplier to advertise the fact that they supply to the 
royal family, thereby lending prestige to the brand and/or supplier. 

Figure 5 by Charles Frederick Hancock 

Figure 4 The ribbon bar as worn by 

a Victoria Cross recipient 
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A recommendation for a Victoria Cross was 
usually issued by an officer at regimental level 
and supported by three witnesses, although 
witness testimonies were waived on occasion. 
The recommendation was processed through 
the military hierarchy to the Secretary of State 
for War at the War Office in London and then 
presented to the King who approved the award 
by signing his signature to the document.  
 
Victoria Cross awards are always promulgated 

in the London Gazette11 and the only exception 
made was in 1921 when a Victoria Cross was 

awarded to the American ‘Unknown Soldier’. 
 
The original royal warrant did not contain a specific clause regarding posthumous awards, although 

the official policy was not to award the Victoria Cross posthumously. Between the 1857 Indian Mutiny 

and the start of the Anglo Boer War in 1899, the names of six officers and men were published in 

the London Gazette with a memorandum stating that they would have been awarded the Victoria 

Cross had they survived. 

In September 1900 and in April 1901, another three notices were published in the London Gazette 

for acts of gallantry in the Anglo Boer War. As an exception and new policy, six posthumous Victoria 

Crosses were awarded. Three Victoria Crosses were awarded to the personnel named in the notices 

of 1900 and 1901. On 8 August 1902, an additional three Victoria Crosses were granted to become 

the first official posthumous awards. 

In 1907, the posthumous policy of awarding the Victoria Cross was 

reversed for earlier wars. Medals were dispatched to the next of 

kin of the six officers and men whose names were mentioned in 

notices in the Gazette dating back to the Indian Mutiny. Although 

nearly 25% of the VC awards during the First World were 

posthumous, the Victoria Cross warrant was only amended to 

explicitly allow posthumous awards in 1920.  

The original Royal Warrant allowed for a recipient's name to be 

erased from the official register in certain wholly discreditable 

circumstances and his pension cancelled. King George V felt very 

strongly that the decoration should never be forfeited.  

On 26 July 1920, the King’s Private Secretary, Lord Stamfordham 

wrote: “The King feels so strongly that, no matter the crime 

committed by anyone on whom the VC has been conferred, the 

decoration should not be forfeited. Even were a VC to be 

sentenced to be hanged for murder, he should be allowed to wear 

his VC on the scaffold.”12 The authority to cancel and restore awards 

remains in the Victoria Cross warrant but no awards of the Victoria Cross have been forfeited since 

1908. 

                                            
11 The London Gazette is one of the official journals of record or Government gazettes of the Government of the 
United Kingdom, and the most important among such official journals in the United Kingdom, in which certain statutory 
notices are required to be published. 
12 "Posthumous VCs". National Army Museum. Archived from the original on 16 July 2007. Retrieved 16 June 2007. 

Figure 6 Martin-Leake’s named Hancocks & Co Victoria 

Cross white card box of issue 

Figure 7 Martin-Leake's 

recommendation submitted to the 

King for approval 
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SURGEON CAPTAIN ARTHUR MARTIN-LEAKE:  
VICTORIA CROSS AND BAR 
 

 On 4 April 1874, Arthur Martin-Leake was born at ‘Marshalls’. 
‘Marshalls’ was a mansion in the village of High Cross, north of Ware 
in Hertfordshire. Martin-Leake was the seventh of the eight children of 
Stephen Martin-Leake and Isobel Plunkett. Stephen Martin-Leake 
hailed from Thorpe-le-Soken in Essex where the Martin-Leake family 
owned property. The six Martin-Leake brothers all served in various 
capacities at various times in the British armed forces.  
 
Frank, Arthur Martin-Leake’s older brother, was the captain of the ‘HMS 
Pathfinder. Frank Martin-Leake was a career naval officer who later 
became a Rear-Admiral. 
 
On 5 September 1914, just after the start of the First World War, “HMS 
Pathfinder” was sunk by German U-boat, SM U-21. “HMS Pathfinder” 
was the first ship to be sunk by a self-propelled torpedo fired from a 
submarine.  
 

 “The ship gave a heavy lurch forward and took an angle of about forty 
degrees down by the bow. Water came swirling up to the searchlight 
platform. The Captain said, 'jump you devils jump!'. The Captain and his 
secretary remained with the ship until the very end but somehow both 

survived.”13  
Captain Francis Martin-Leake, according to 
witnesses, was among the last to leave the 
sinking ship and was one of the few survivors. 
The torpedo struck near the ship's magazine, 
causing a huge explosion. ‘HMS  Pathfinder’ 
sunk in less than five minutes, taking 232 men 
to their deaths. No bodies were ever recovered. 
Frank Martin-Leake was later given command 
of a flotilla of destroyers. 
 
Arthur Martin-Leake was educated at 

Westminster School and then started his studies 
at the University College Hospital. While a 

student, Martin-Leake was awarded a silver medal for academic achievement. Martin-Leake studied 
and worked under Doctor Victor Horsley14, the foremost neurosurgeon of the time. Martin-Leake 
assisted and observed Horsley during numerous brain and spinal cord operations. In February 1899, 
Martin-Leake qualified as a doctor and was granted membership of the Royal College of Surgeons. 
Doctor Martin-Leake was a Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons.  
 
The youngest brother in the Martin-Leake family was a pioneer in military aviation who was killed in 
a ballooning accident. If one merely passes over the statement regarding the tragic death of 
Theodore Edward Martin-Leake, the impact on his family and the British nation at the time is not 

                                            
13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Pathfinder_(1904)#cite_note-9 
14 Sir Victor Alexander Haden Horsley FRS FRCS was a British scientist and professor. Horsley specialised in surgery 
and in physiology and was the first physician to remove a spinal tumour, in 1887, by means of a laminectomy. As a 
neuroscientist, Horsley carried out studies of the functions of the brain in animals and humans, particularly on the 
cerebral cortex. He was also a pioneer in the study of the functions of the thyroid gland. 

Figure 8 Arthur Martin-Leake 

in a newspaper photograph just 

after the Victoria Cross award 

was announced 

Figure 9 Painting of the sinking of HMS Pathfinder by W L 

Wyllie 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Pathfinder_(1904)#cite_note-9
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fully realised nor comprehended. However, the Martin-Leake family remained British patriots and 
stalwartly served their Monarch and Country for the next few decades.  
 
LIEUTENANT THEODORE EDWARD MARTIN-LEAKE; ROYAL ENGINEERS 
 

On 15 December 1879, Theodore Edward Martin-Leake was, like 
Arthur, born at Marshalls in the village of High Cross. He was the 
youngest son of Stephen Martin-Leake, and was educated at Radley 
College in Radley in Oxfordshire. After entering and graduating from 
the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich15, Martin-Leake was 
commissioned in the Royal Engineers with the rank of second 
lieutenant on 23 March 1899.  
 
In 1888, the Royal Engineers School of Ballooning was established at 
Chatham in Kent. The School was a test and training centre used by 
the Royal Engineers where the British Army conducted experiments 
on the use of balloons and airships. In 1890, the School was moved to 
the Stanhope Lines in Aldershot. A balloon section and depot were 
subsequently established as permanent units in the Royal Engineers 
establishment.  
 
In 1897, the School of Ballooning was renamed the Balloon Factory. 

In 1899, the Factory increased production to supply observation 
balloons during the Anglo Boer War.  
 

THE BOXER REBELLION 
 

From 1899 until 1901, the Boxer Rebellion was 
an anti-foreign, anti-Christian, and anti-
imperialist uprising in China. Towards the end 
of the Qing dynasty16, the uprising was staged 
by the “Militia United in Righteousness”, known 
as “the Boxers” because many members 
practised Chinese martial arts, which at the 
time were referred to as Chinese Boxing.  
 
During the Boxer Rebellion, 136 Protestant 
missionaries and 53 children, 47 Catholic 
priests and nuns, 30 000 Chinese Catholics, 
2000 Chinese Protestants, and more than half 
the estimated 700 Russian Orthodox Christians 
in Peking (Beijing)17 were believed to have been 

killed.  
 

                                            
15 The Royal Military Academy at Woolwich, in south-east London, was the British Army military academy for the 
training of commissioned officers of the Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers. 
16 The Qing dynasty, officially the Great Qing, was the last dynasty in the imperial history of China. In 1636, the Qing 
dynasty was established that ruled China from 1644 until 1912. There was a brief restoration in 1917. 
17 Beijing, alternatively romanised as Peking, is the capital of the People's Republic of China. 

Figure 10 Lieutenant Theodore 

Edward Martin-Leake; Royal 

Engineers 

Figure 11 The Allied Armies launch a general offensive on 

Peking Castle by Torajirō Kasai (1900) 
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 From 1861 until 1959, the Beijing Legation 
Quarter was an area in Peking where the 
foreign legations were located. During the 
Boxer Rebellion, the Legation Quarter was 
besieged by the Boxers and the Qing army for 
55 days. British, American, French, German, 
Japanese, and Russian military guards took 
responsibility for the defence of their respective 
legations.  
 
The Austrians and Italians abandoned their 
isolated legations. The Austrians joined the 
French while the Italians collaborated with the 

Japanese legations. 900 foreign nationals, 
including diplomats, missionaries, soldiers, and 

Chinese christians had taken refuge in the diplomatic Legation Quarter. Of the 900 foreign nationals, 
who took refuge in the Legation Quarter, 55 soldiers and 13 civilians were killed.  

 
Eventually, a 20 000 strong Eight Nation 
Alliance consisting of 20 000 American, Austro-
Hungarian, British, French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, and Russian forces moved into 
China to raise the siege and rescue stranded 
civilians. The Eight-Nation Alliance advanced 
to Peking from the coast and defeated the 
Chinese army in a series of battles, including 
the Battle of Peking.  
 
From 14 to 15 August 1900, the Battle of 
Peking, or the Relief of Peking, was fought 
during which the Eight-Nation Alliance raised 
the siege of the Peking Legation Quarter. On 14 

August 1900, the Siege of the Legations was officially lifted by the multi-national army.  
 

In 1900, Lieutenant Martin-Leake was appointed second in command to 
Captain A. H. B. Hume in Number 4 Balloon Section of the Royal Engineers. 
“In August 1900, the 4th Balloon Section under Lieutenant Colonel J R L 
Macdonald embarked for China.  On arrival, he was replaced by Captain A. 
H. B. Hume.  The well-equipped detachment, part of the international force, 
only reached its final destination in northern China after hostilities had ended.  
 
Problems were encountered with the dry cold weather that caused damage 
to the balloons’ envelopes, and with the heavy tube wagons that had difficulty 
in negotiating the rough terrain of China. On departure from China, part of the 
section was sent to India where it became the nucleus of an experimental 
balloon section in the Bengal Sappers and Miners at Rawalpindi.” 18 
 
For his service in the Boxer Rebellion, Martin-Leake was awarded the ‘China 
Medal 1900’ without clasp. On 1 January 1902, the ‘British China War Medal 
1900’ for the campaign was approved and awarded to eligible British and 
Indian army personnel and to men of the Royal Navy involved in the relief of 

the Legations in Peking between 10 June and 14 August 1900. Eligible candidates were members 

                                            
18 http://www.templerfamily.co.uk/military_aviation.html 

Figure 12 Troops of the Eight nations alliance of 1900 in 

China. Left to right: Britain, United States, Australia, India, 

Germany, France, Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Japan. 

Figure 13 The China War 

Medal 1900 
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of  the international relief force or Vice-Admiral Edward Seymour's Naval Brigade. Qualifying service 
for the medal was from 10 June and 31 December 1900. 
 

On 3 August 1901, Martin-Leake was promoted 
to the rank of lieutenant. From September 1902, 
he served at Aldershot at the Balloon School 
but the site soon proved to be too small. 
Between 1904 and 1906, the factory was 
moved to a site at Farnborough Common. A 22 
meter high airship shed was built and Samuel 
Cody experimented with man-lifting19. In 1906, 
Cody was appointed Chief Kiting Instructor. 
  
Samuel Franklin Cowdery, later called Samuel 
Franklin Cody, was a Wild West showman and 
early pioneer of manned flight. He was well-

known for his work on large kites called Cody 
War-Kites. The kites were used by the British 

army for artillery spotting and as smaller and more economical alternatives to balloons before the 
start of the First World War. 
 
In 1906, Martin-Leake was based in Malta as a member of the Royal Engineer Balloon Section. 
Martin-Leake was later transferred back to the Aldershot Balloon School. In 1903, Lieutenant 
Colonel John Capper was appointed to command the Balloon Sections at Aldershot under command 
of Colonel James Templer. During his time in command, Capper productively contributed to the 
development of Britain's military airships. In 1906, having briefly become Balloon Companies, the 
organisation became the School of Ballooning with Capper as Commandant.  
 

ROYAL ENGINEERS BALLOON SCHOOL MEDALLION 

    
The medallion attributed to Lieutenant Martin-Leake was 
designed by the medallist Arthur Fenwick who was active in 
Birmingham from 1888 until 1951. The conjoined busts of King 
Edward VII and Queen Alexandra are displayed on the obverse 
and the reverse depicts an airship flying over the town of 
Farnborough. The medallion was 32mm thick made from base 
silver metal. 

                                            
19 A man-lifting kite is a kite designed to lift a person from the ground. Historically, man-lifting kites have been used 
mainly for reconnaissance but interest in their development declined with the advent of powered flight at the beginning 
of the 20th century. 

Figure 14 Colonel Cody at Lark Hill where No. 2 Company of 

the Air Battalion was established at Larkhill 
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At a later stage, the Balloon Factory was separated from the 
school and moved to a new site at Farnborough. After Colonel 
Templer retired, Capper was appointed as superintendent with 
the brevet rank of colonel. Colonel Templer remained at the 
factory after he was re-engaged to act as a part-time advisor to 
Capper.  
 
The purpose of the factory was to complete the development of 
Britain's first military airship in the  purpose-built airship shed. In 
April 1908, Templer had finally decided to retire. On 28 May 
1907, King Edward VII and Prince Fushimi of Japan visited 
Aldershot to watch the launch of the airship “Nulli Secundus” 
when Colonel Capper and Cody piloted the first successful 
British airship flight over London 
 
During the King’s visit, Lieutenants Martin-Leake and Caulfield 
conducted a demonstration flight in a hydrogen filled military 

balloon named “Thresher.” Both officers were experienced 
balloonists and, prior to their ascent, the two young officers had 

a long conversation with the King and Prince Fushimi. The King and the Prince had asked the two 
young officers many questions regarding aeronautics.  
 
At 16h22, the balloon ascended from Farnborough and travelled approximately 129 Kilometers in a 
south westerly direction. At 20h15, the flight logbook records confirmed that the balloon flew over 
Bradford Peverell in Dorset. The balloonists were seen and spoke to some people in Dorchester. At 
20h20, the officers had tried to confirm their position and location.  
 
At 20h25, the balloon was seen by the chief officer of the Abbotsbury Coast Guard Station. With 
daylight drawing to a close, the coast guard officer still managed to keep the balloon under 
observation. At 20h30, he saw the balloon descend approximately 1,6 kilometers off shore but the 
balloon glanced off the surface and ascended again. The Coast Guard officer was able to confirm 
that the two crewmen were still alive.  
 

“The "Bristol Times and Mirror" today states that much mystery 
surrounds the disappearance of a military balloon, which was 
sent up from Farnborough on Tuesday in connection with the 
grand field day at which the King and Prince Fushimi were 
present.  
 
The balloon went up in the afternoon, and in a strong wind and 
flying clouds was lost to sight. Night came on but no news was 
gained. The matter was kept secret but last evening the Bristol 
police received a telegram from South Farnborough notifying 
the fact and asking for a watch to be kept, evidently in 
expectation that with the easterly wind the balloon and its 
occupants - believed, as usual to be six men - might have gone 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 16 Colonel James Templer 

Figure 15 Lieutenant Colonel John 

Capper, Royal Engineers 
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The balloon and the two occupants had simply disappeared. “The 
two missing officers are Lieutenant Theodore E. Martin Leake, 
who entered the Army in March, 1899, and was made Lieutenant 
in August, 1901, and Lieutenant William Talbot McLintock 
Caulfield, who entered the Army in August, 1899, and rose to 
Lieutenant in April, 1902.” 20 After their subsequent 
disappearance, King Edward VII personally enquired after the two 
missing officers. 
 
The military authorities were extremely concerned and steps were 
immediately taken and a search was conducted to find the crew 
and the balloon. “Authorities Alarmed. The telegram was 
marked "Urgent," and special orders were given by the Chief 
Constable for police to keep a keen look-out from points vantage 
such as Clifton Downs and Brandon Hill.  
 

The message was sent to all the police on the south-west coast, 
but as no news had come to hand at midnight, it is feared the 

balloon has been blown out to sea, and that its occupants have perished with it. On Tuesday night, 
it will be remembered, a terrible gale was blowing, and the chances of the balloon living in such 
storm would be small. The authorities are very reticent on the matter.”21  

 
Many measures were taken and implemented to 
assist in the search for the missing officers. A 
financial reward was even offered for the recovery of 
the bodies of the crew.  
 
“A substantial reward has been offered by the 
authorities for the recovery of the bodies of either or 
both of the two young Royal Engineer officers, 
Lieutenants Martin Leake and Caulfield, who were 
lost off the south coast when the war balloon 
Thrasher fell into the sea. The sum offered will no 

doubt greatly stimulate the Devonshire coast trawlers 
to try and find the bodies. Confidence is expressed that success will reward their efforts, for already 
a vigorous search has commenced.”22 

 
Martin-Leake and his family’s hopes were raised and once again dashed 
regarding the missing Lieutenants Caulfield and Leake. An erroneous 
message had been sent to Aldershot by the Portland Bill coast guard that 
confirmed the balloonists were safe. The error had simply been the result of 
the wrong use and interpretation of a single word.  
 

                                            
20 Sheffield Evening Telegraph - Wednesday 29 May 1907 
21 Sheffield Evening Telegraph - Wednesday 29 May 1907 
22 Gloucester Citizen - Monday 10 June 1907 

Figure 17 As early as 1862 (officially 

1878) the RE experimented with and 

deployed balloons. 

Figure 18 The route travelled by the missing 

balloonists 

Figure 19 Edward VII  

Royal Engineers 

Officers cap badge  
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 “The word sent was "balloon" but "balloonist" 
was read instead. The message which was 
received at Aldershot between four and five 
was as follows: "Weymouth Coastguard 
Station. —Message received at Portland Bill 
by wireless from Scilly that balloon picked up 
all safe. — Coastguard."  This was construed 
into "balloonists all safe."”23  
 
On 23 June, the partly inflated balloon was 
found 16 kilometers off the coast of Exmouth. 
The recovered balloon was found to be 

serviceable without any apparent defects. 
 
“Nothing has been heard of the two officers since, but this 
morning a telegram was received at the Aldershot 
headquarters office stating that the balloon had been picked 
up in the sea by a fishing smack near Exmouth. The balloon 
was sighted by the coastguards on Tuesday evening near 
the station at Exmouth.”24  
 
On 13 June 1907, a second glove belonging and marked 
with Lieutenant Caulfield’s name was found on a beach. His 
other glove had been recovered on Chesil beach.  

 
“Telegraphing last night, a Weymouth correspondent of the London Daily News states that a, glove, 
on which the name "Caulfield" was marked in ink, was picked up on Chesil Beach yesterday. It is 
supposed to have belonged to Lieutenant Caulfield, one of the missing occupants of the balloon 
Thrasher.”25 
 

Lieutenant Caulfield’s body was recovered 137 
meters from the shore, close to the Wyke coast 
guard station. Caulfield’s body had been found 16 
kilometers from where the balloon was seen to hit 
the water off Dorset. “When discovered, the body 
was face downwards in the water with the arms 
extended, as though the young officer was taking 
a breaststroke, in fact, swimming for his life. 
 
It was, of course, terribly beaten about by the 
elements, and only recognisable from the clothing. 
The body had neither coat nor vest on, which would 

also seem to support the theory that the balloon 
drifted over and out to sea and the young officers threw off as much clothing as they could and made 
an attempt to swim ashore.  
 
The other garments which were recognisable were socks, brown gaiters, khaki knickers, brown 
military shirt and a pair of brown boots. The knickers on the right leg were torn, and there was also 
a corresponding injury to the thigh which suggest that it was inflicted as the officer got clear of the 
balloon. In the pockets of the trousers were found three pence in coppers, a ball programme pencil, 

                                            
23 Hull Daily Mail - Friday 31 May 1907 
24 Sheffield Evening Telegraph - Wednesday 29 May 1907 
25 Evening Express 7/6/1907 

Figure 22 A Balloon Section being drawn through 

Aldershot prior to departing for the Anglo Boer war 

Figure 20 The headquarters of the balloon school built in 1907 

Figure 21 Lieutenant Caulfield’s salvaged 

glove 
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and a letter not in an envelope, which was made out to commence, “Dear Mr. Caulfield,” and was 
dated from “12, Eltham-place, Kent.” 26 
 

On 29 June, the body of Lieutenant Martin-Leake was found in the 
sea at Burton Bradstock at Dorset. “LIEUT. LEAKE'S BODY 
RECOVERED. The body of Lieut. Martin Leake, of the ill-fated Army 
Balloon Thresher, was recovered on Saturday evening at Burton 
Bradstock, a village on the coast near Bridgeport, Dorset, a few miles 
west of Abbotsbury, where the balloon was last seen. The body, of 
Lieut. Leake's companion, Lieut. Caulfield, was recovered from the 
sea on Sunday last, a short distance the other side of Abbotsbury. 
 
The body was first noticed about six o'clock on Saturday evening by 
a watchman on duty at Burton Bradstock Coastguard Station, who 
saw a dark object in the sea about, a mile from the beach. It was 
found to be terribly decomposed but there was no difficulty in 
identifying the remains, as the clothing bore the name "Leake".  When 
the body was found it was in a swimming position. Within a few hours 
after the discovery of the body a shark, about eight feet long, was 

captured in the same place.”27 
 
A Dorchester resident confirmed the balloon carrying the missing balloonists passed over 
Winterborne Abbas and descended low enough to enable the crew to speak to some of the villagers. 
The balloonists had enquired about their position and location and asked a few of the villagers to 
hold on to the balloon’s ropes. Before the villagers could assist, the balloon ascended and 
disappeared over the sea. One balloonist was seen climbing in the rigging adjusting the balloon’s 
mechanism. 
 

On 1 July 1907, an inquest was held and the 
verdict of the deaths of Lieutenants Martin-
Leake and Caulfield was ‘Accidentally 
Drowned’. Colonel Capper testifed at the 
inquest as an expert witness. Capper confirmed 
that Lieutenants Martin-Leake and Caulfield, 
the crew of the ill-fated balloon, were both 
experienced aeronauts. 
  
Colonel Capper confirmed the balloon was 
properly equipped and the recovered balloon in 

which Lieutenants Leake and Caulfield had 
travelled at Farnborough had been carefully examined and inspected. The inspection found nothing 
extraordinary and all available information indicated the officers had voluntarily left the balloon.  
 
After the balloon was salvaged at sea, the balloon’s grapnel28 was found in position and there was 
sufficient ballast29 remaining on board. Capper did not believe the two officers were thrown out of 
the balloon after the balloon landed in the sea. Capper believed that one of the officers had slipped 
or lost his grip in the balloon’s nest and he was of the opinion that the other officer was drowned 
attempting to rescue his colleugue.  

                                            
26 Evening Express 7/6/1907 
27 The Scotsman - Monday 1 July 1907 
28 The device with a multiple hook at one end and attached to a rope, which was thrown or hooked over a firm mooring 
to secure the balloon attached to the other end of the rope 
29 Ballast, other than cargo, may be placed in a vehicle, often a ship or the gondola of a balloon or airship, to provide 
stability. 

Figure 23 The Aldershot aeronauts 

Figure 24 The balloon collected by a fisherman off the 

Devonshire coast 
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Colonel Capper further discounted the theory that the two occupants of 
the balloon had jumped into the sea. Capper believed it would have been 
safer for the two lieutenants to have stayed in the balloon’s carriage as 
the balloon had retained sufficient air to remain afloat until the following 
day. The coastguard officer who saw the balloon touch the sea at 
Abbotsbury was also sure that the two occupants were not thrown from 
the balloon.  
 
The coast guard officer had carefully and continuously observed the area 
with his telescope. After the balloon was struck a glancing blow after 
hitting the water, the balloon ascended slowly. Colonel Caulfield, 
Lieutenant Caulfield’s father, confirmed to the inquest that his son had 
been a strong swimmer.  
 
“The sword draped cross marks the grave of Lt Caulfield of the Royal 
Engineers who lost his life while on duty in the Military Baloon 'Thrasher'. 

A guide to the cemetery notes: Lieutenant William Caulfeild, Royal 
Engineers. Killed along with fellow Officer, Lt Martin-Leake RAMC, whilst 
demonstrating to King Edward VII and Prince Fushimi of Japan, military 

balloon ‘Thrasher’, on 25 May 1907 at Aldershot. 
  
The balloon headed SW and was last seen close to Abbotsbury, Nr 
Weymouth only 40 feet from the ground. One of the balloonists shouted 
to a nearby farmer to catch the trail rope, unfortunately he failed to do 
so and the two men were never seen again. The next day the trawler 
‘Skylark’ picked up a tangled mess of cordage and fabric – all that 
remained of the ‘Thrasher’.”30 
 
On 2 July 1907, Lieutenant Theodore Edward Martin-Leake’s funeral 
was held at Thorpe in Essex. A commemorative plaque to his memory 
was erected in the church of Saint John the Evangelist at High Cross in 
Hertfordshire. 
 

 
 

MARTIN-LEAKE AND THE ANGLO BOER WAR 
 
From 11 October 1899 until 31 May 1902, the Anglo-Boer War was fought between Britain and the 
South African Republic (Transvaal) and the Orange Free State. The Anglo Boer War became the 
largest and most costly war in which Britain was engaged between the Napoleonic Wars and the 
First World War. Although numbers may vary, the British military strength in Southern Africa peaked 
at nearly 500 000 men who fought against the approximately 88 000 Boer fighters.  
 
The British army were forced to fight in their conventional warfare approach in a hostile country over 
difficult terrain with long lines of communications. The Boers exploited their own inherent mobility, 
knowledge of the terrain, and their capacity to be self-sufficient and independent fighters. 
 

                                            
30 http://graveyarddetective.blogspot.com/2009/09/balloonists-grave.html 

Figure 25 Figure 14 Lieutenant 

William Talbot McLintock 

Caulfield 
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At the end of 1899, the Imperial Yeomanry was established by Royal Warrant. The established 
yeomanry regiments were requested to each provide a service company to consist  of approximately 
115 men. The Imperial Yeomanry Committee prescribed the uniforms and equipment the Yeomanry 
were to acquire, including their trade mark slouch hats and they were issued with the new Lee 
Enfield rifle.  
 
Martin-Leake remarked: “It is very heavy and goodness knows how we shall carry it.31” Martin-Leake 
thought the inspection by the General for the district “was ridiculous in the extreme.”32 The new 
Imperial Yeomanry were raised on a county basis with the core being men from the existing 
volunteer units. The remainder of the recruits were individuals that had met the stringent specified 
criteria. 
 

The original contingents of the Imperial Yeomanry were dynamic 
combinations of individuals who were generally socially superior to the 
men of the British regular army. The 47th Company (Duke of 
Cambridge’s Own) consisted mainly of gentlemen from the City of 
London who donated their yeomanry salaries to the Imperial War Fund. 
These “gentlemen” paid for their own horses, equipment and passages 
to South Africa. More than half the original Imperial Yeomanry 
contingent were from London’s middle and upper classes and their 
ranks included members who had resigned county Yeomanry 
commissions to enable them to enlist in the Imperial Yeomanry.  
 
 
 

ROYAL WARRANT 24 DECEMBER 1899: ESTABLISHMENT OF THE IMPERIAL 
YEOMANRY 

1. Her Majesty's Government have decided to raise for active service in South 
Africa a mounted infantry force, to be named "The Imperial Yeomanry". 

2. The force will be recruited from the Yeomanry, but Volunteers and civilians 
who possess the requisite qualifications will be specially enlisted in the 
Yeomanry for this purpose. 

3. The force will be organized in companies of 115 rank and file, 1 one captain 
and four subalterns to each company, preferably Yeomanry officers. 

4. The term of enlistment for officers and men will be for one year, or not less 
than the period of the war. 

5. Officers and men will bring their own horses, clothing, saddlery and 
accoutrements. Arms, ammunition, camp equipment and transport will be 
provided by the government. 

6. The men to be dressed in Norfolk jackets, of woollen material of neutral 
colour, breeches and gaiters, lace boots, and felt hats. Strict uniformity of 
pattern will not be insisted on. 

7. Pay to be at Cavalry rates, with a capitation grant for horses, clothing, etc. 

8. Applications for enrolment should be addressed to colonels commanding 
Yeomanry regiments, or to general officers commanding districts, to whom 
instructions will be issued. 

9. Qualifications are: Candidates to be from 20 to 35 years of age, and of good 
character. Volunteers or civilian candidates must satisfy the Colonel of the 
regiment through which they enlist that they are good riders and marksmen, 
according to the Yeomanry standard. 

 

                                            
31 http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-risWy1cZ528/UVppdmYZJmI/AAAAAAAAAb0/GvW3oOdoKKY/s1600/MartinLeake22.jpg 
32 http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-risWy1cZ528/UVppdmYZJmI/AAAAAAAAAb0/GvW3oOdoKKY/s1600/MartinLeake22.jpg 

Figure 26 Imperial  Yeomanry 

Slouch Hat (Rosette) Badge 
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Martin-Leake was a house surgeon at the West Hertfordshire 
Infirmary when the Anglo Boer war started. After obtaining 
leave of absence from the hospital, Martin-Leake joined the 
42nd (Hampshire) Company of the Imperial Yeomanry. On 3 
March 1900, the Yeomanry consisting of 21 officers, 633 
men, and 190 horses embarked from England onboard the 
“SS Cornwall”.  
 
Unfortunately, the voyage was not ‘plain sailing’. “While we 
should not be disposed to listen to the complaints of any of 
our Volunteers for the front, if such were heard, because they 
necessarily find that campaigning meant “roughing it”, we 
certainly think that everything should be done to ensure 
decent food for the men on their voyage to the Cape. 
  
The description of what happened to the men of the Imperial 
Yeomanry who sailed on the Cornwall suggests a state of 

things which should be inquired into by the transport 
authorities. However, even if the facts were as stated, this case 
is, fortunately, we believe an isolated one. 

Writing home one of those who sailed in the Cornwall at the beginning of the month says – “Although 
we went on board at 10 a.m., we had nothing to eat until breakfast the next day, and then only two 
pieces of bread with condensed milk spread on in lieu of butter, and nothing to drink. For dinner two 
potatoes only, and for tea bread and condensed milk again, and tea. We have to buy biscuits, etc, 
at the canteen to satisfy our appetites.”33 
 

After they arrived in Cape Town, the Imperial 
Yeomanry were sent to a camp at Maitland34. 
The camp was understaffed with few facilities 
available to cope with the sudden influx of 
additional units.  
 
Standards of training within the Imperial 
Yeomanry often varied drastically. The 
prescribed regulations that required a yeoman 
to be proficient in riding and shooting were  
often ignored. Some members in the 
companies could not shoot proficiently while 
others only had minimum horsemanship skills.  
 
Fortunately, before their deployment, some of 

the companies were delayed at Maitland Camp 
while they waited for transport to the interior. The 
delays created time for training and 

acclimatisation. Martin-Leake surprisingly considered Maitland to be a good camping ground but 
noted that “our NCO’s are a very helpless and stupid set of men.”  

                                            
33 Unknown dated newspaper cutting  
34 Maitland is a suburb of Cape Town 

Figure 28 A Yeomanry regiment assembles at Clarke's Family 

Hotel, Castle Green, in England before their departure for 

South Africa 

Figure 27 Major-General Arthur Fitzroy-

Hart who played a role in Martin-Leake’s 

service in South Africa 
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Ten battalions of the Imperial Yeomanry, including 
the 12th battalion of which Martin-Leake formed 
part, were earmarked for service in the Orange 
Free State. The plan proved to be theoretical as 
there was a sudden demand for mobile mounted 
forces. The demand implied that companies of 
yeomen were detached from their battalions for 
lengthy periods of time and that some battalions 
never operated as complete battalions.  
 
Before the 42nd (Hertfordshire) Company was sent 
to Bloemfontein in the Free State, Martin-Leake 
unsuccessfully attempted to secure a medical 
doctor’s position in a British regiment. However, 
the movement north proved a welcome change 

from the cramped conditions of Maitland Camp.  
The company advanced to Pretoria from Bloemfontein and arrived four days after Lord Roberts’s 
occupation of the capital.  
 

The 42nd (Hertfordshire) Company and the 12th Battalion with the 
rest of the Imperial Yeomanry were attached to Colonel 
Broadwood’s35 2nd Cavalry Brigade. The 2nd Cavalry Brigade took 
part in the first drive against De Wet. On 16 August, Martin-Leake 
was dispirited at De Wet’s escape at Olifant’s Nek: “We crawled in 
here yesterday, tired, dirty, ragged, lousy and footsore, and worst of 
all heart-broken because De Wet is still at large. He is certainly a 
wonderful chap but our generals move so slowly and always stick 
to such huge amounts of baggage that he finds it easy to get 
away.”36 
 
Martin-Leake took part in the relief of Colonel Hore’s garrison at 
Elands River. On 4 August 1900, the Siege of Elands River started 
when over 2500 Boers commanded by General Koos de la Rey 
surrounded the camp. The Boers had five modern artillery pieces 
and three 1 pounder pom-poms and two Maxim machine guns.  
 

The British force in the position at Elands River under command of 
Lieutenant Colonel Charles Hore numbered approximately 500 and 
consisted of 300 Australians, 200 Rhodesians, some British and 

Canadians, civilians and native porters. The garrisson’s support weapons were two machine guns 
and a muzzle loading 7 pounder gun. 
 
In early September, the Yeomanry operated west of Johannesburg at Welverdiend under command 
of Brigadier General Fitzroy Hart37. Martin-Leake described Hart as “the most awful terror that we 
have met out here yet. He is off his nut on the subject of marching but he gives the men extra rum 
if he thinks they deserve it.”38  

                                            
35 Broadwood served as a cavalry officer during the Anglo Boer War and was in command at Sanna's Post in late 
March 1900 when Boer forces achieved complete tactical surprise and inflicted more than 150 fatalities. On 31 March 
1900, Lord Roberts wrote Broadwood was “commanding the 2nd Cavalry Brigade with exceptional ability and dash 
throughout the operations” 
36 http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-risWy1cZ528/UVppdmYZJmI/AAAAAAAAAb0/GvW3oOdoKKY/s1600/MartinLeake22.jpg 
37 Brigadier General Arthur Henry Seton Hart-Synnot, CMG, DSO*, FRGS was a British Army general who served in 
South Africa, Japan, Hong Kong, Burma, India, and in the First World War. 
38 http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-risWy1cZ528/UVppdmYZJmI/AAAAAAAAAb0/GvW3oOdoKKY/s1600/MartinLeake22.jpg 

Figure 29  Hampshire Yeomanry officers 

Figure 30 Studio photo of Martin-

Leake in the CIV. Photo taken by 

Messrs Bassano at Studio-25 in Old 

Bond Street in London 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-risWy1cZ528/UVppdmYZJmI/AAAAAAAAAb0/GvW3oOdoKKY/s1600/MartinLeake22.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-risWy1cZ528/UVppdmYZJmI/AAAAAAAAAb0/GvW3oOdoKKY/s1600/MartinLeake22.jpg
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Martin-Leake spent three days’ on leave in Pretoria. General Hart had written and provided Martin-
Leake with a letter of introduction to the Principal Medical Officer in Pretoria and Martin-Leake was 
finally appointed as a doctor in a hospital in Pretoria. Martin-Leake was attached to the Royal Army 
Medical Corps (RAMC) as a civilian surgeon with the same status and salary equivalent to that of a 
British army captain. 
 
Martin-Leake was posted to a military hospital at Pienaar’s Poort near Pretoria where he realised 
that a transfer to the RAMC would not be of any financial or professional benefit. There was not 
much happening at Pienaar’s Poort and Martin-Leake became irritated when he could not gain 
access to his salary because his name had been “omitted from Army Orders”.  
 
Due to his acceptance of a doctor’s position in South Africa and not in England, Martin-Leake was 
only entitled to a salary without any gratuity39 at the end of his contract. The implication was that 
Martin-Leake would have to pay his own return passage to England. In January 1901, Martin-Leake 
was posted to Kaapsche Hoop40 but was later admitted to a hospital in Middelburg suffering from 
fever.  
 

After he had recovered from the fever, Martin-
Leake was transferred to Barberton in the 
Eastern Transvaal where he was attached to 
the 1st Battalion of the Yorkshire Regiment41. 
Martin-Leake planned to establish his own 
private medical practice in the town but soon 
became disillusioned.  
 
He demanded that the Principal Medical Officer 
allow him to travel and work as a doctor 
onboard a ship bound for England. His medical 
duties on the ship would be rendered in lieu of 
him paying for his own return journey.  

 
The Principal Medical Officer subsequently 
agreed to Martin-Leake’s demands. Martin-

Leake remained disgruntled with his salary, terms of employment, and his working conditions. There 
were limited facilities for him to study and very few prospects for his personal advancement and 
development. Martin-Leake remained reluctant and hesitant to join the RAMC.  
 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONSTABULARY  
 
Established in 1900, The South African Constabulary 
(SAC) was a paramilitary force intended to police the areas 
of the two former independent Boer republics after the 
Anglo Boer War. On 22 October 1900, Field-Marshal Lord 
Roberts, commander-in-chief of the Imperial forces in 
South Africa, issued Proclamation 24 to establish the SAC. 
The first Inspector-General was Major-General Robert 
Baden-Powell who had commanded the British garrison 
during the Siege of Mafeking. 

                                            
39 A gratuity is a lump sum amount paid by the employer to the employee as a token of appreciation for the services 
they provided. 
40 Kaapschehoop is a town in the former Eastern Transvaal of South Africa. It is situated 1486 m above sea level on 
the Highveld escarpment, about 25 km from Nelspruit. 
41 In early 1901, the battalion garrissoned Komatipoort, Kaapmuiden, Avoca, and Barberton where half the battalion 
was hospitalised due to fever.  

Figure 31 Christmas in an SAC hospital. Contrary to popular 

belief the hospital blues worn by wounded and recovering 

soldiers originated in the Crimean War and not the First 

World War. 
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 In September 1900, Lord Roberts instructed 
Baden-Powell to design a constabulary force 
for the Transvaal (including Swaziland and 
Orange River Colonies) that was to be ready 
for deployment by June 1901. The 
constabulary would be administered under the 
auspices of Lord Milner, the Governor of the 
Cape Colony and High Commissioner of 
South Africa. 
 
When the SAC was established, it was 
accepted that the Anglo Boer war would soon 

be over and the recruitment for the new force 
started immediately. As hostilities continued to 
increase, it became obvious that the British 
Army was unable to carry out the agreement 
proposed by the Commander-in-Chief to 

provide personnel and equipment to the soon to be established SAC.  
 
Out of necessity, recruiting offices were established in the Cape Colony, in Natal, in England, and 
in Canada. In the former Boer republics, recruiting focussed on men like Martin-Leake who were 
already in-country and serving in the Anglo Boer War. Eventually, members of the SAC were also 
recruited from the United Kingdom, Canada, India, Ceylon, Australia, the United States, and New 
Zealand. Arrangements were made to obtain remounts in South Africa, Australia, and North 
America. 
 

Initially, the SAC was established in four divisions. Three divisions were 
established and based in the Transvaal with one in the Orange River 
Colony. Each SAC division was subdivided into Troops of 100 men, 
commanded by a captain and a lieutenant. As Boer resistance continued, 
the war entered the guerilla phase. After Martin-Leake joined the SAC, 
he too became involved in military and not the expected policing duties 
and he was engaged in field operations and on the blockhouse lines. 
 
In May 1901, Martin-Leake joined the SAC with the rank of Surgeon-
Captain. Captain Martin-Leake was extremely pleased with this turn of 
events and wrote: “I now hold the rank of Captain. This is a bit of a knock, 
rather too sudden a rise from nothing. I am moving to Swartkop (near 
Johannesburg) which is held by the SAC. Nurses have arrived here, so I 
am delighted to go.”42 The SAC had a medical corporal attached to each 

SAC Troop that consisted of one hundred men.  
 
The SAC medical corporals mainly provided trauma treatment and first aid. A doctor was allocated 
to those areas where a large number of SAC Troops were located or  concentrated. “He finally, 
however, got his commission as a medical officer, and to this day remembers the thrill in exchanging 
the weary and arduous life of a trooper for that of an officer with a batman and two horses at his 
disposal, and five hundred a year paid into his bank account.”43 
 
SAC hospitals were established at each divisional headquarters and Martin-Leake was initially 
stationed at an SAC hospital in Meyerton, south of Johannesburg. Captain Martin-Leake was soon 
dissatisfied with his living and working conditions. 

                                            
42 http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol155rw.html 
43 The Army Medical Services Magazine, October 1949. 

Figure 32 c.1902. From a sketch by Lionel James depicting three 

Boer riflemen pinned down by a patrol of SAC unable to reach 

their horses. A nine-year-old girl took the horses to them 

knowing the SAC would not fire. The ruse was successful and 

the Boers escaped. 

Figure 33 ‘A’ Division slouch 

hat badge with white rosette 

worn prior to 1902. 

http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol155rw.html
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In August 1901, however, Martin-Leake decided to still continue with his 
service in the SAC after his three months’ probationary period had 
expired. In October 1901, Martin-Leake was transferred to Syferfontein, 
north of Val, a railway station on the main railway line from Johannesburg 
to Natal. Martin-Leake was a medical officer in 'C' Division of the SAC.  
 
For a change, Martin-Leake appeared satisfied with the deployment and 
his surroundings: “They have made me into a travelling MO with about 
50 miles [80km] of line to look after. I like the job, carry a shotgun and 
have lots of good duck shooting.”44  
 
C Division of the SAC, based at Heidelberg, was commanded by Major 
Fair from the 21st Lancers. The Division was deployed to clear and 
occupy the area south-west of Heidelberg. A 145 kilometer line of 
blockhouses was built to divide the Eastern Transvaal into two distinct 

sectors that proved to be a long and tedious task. Eventually, the blockhouse line greatly assisted 
the British Army’s efforts to cut off and capture the remaining Boer commandoes in the field.  
 
MAJOR JAMES GEORGE FAIR 

 
On 19 November 1864, James George Fair, the son of the late James 
Fair from Hove in East Sussex, was born. On 29 August 1885, Fair 
entered the British army and was commissioned as a lieutenant in the 
21st Hussars. In 1858, the regiment was established in Bengal by the 
East India Company as the 3rd Bengal European Light Cavalry for service 
during the Indian mutiny.  
 
In 1862, the regiment was placed under command and formally 
transferred to the British Army and re-named the 21st Regiment of 
Hussars. In 1897, the 21st Regiment of Hussars was re-designated as a 
lancer regiment, and became the 21st Lancers. From 1 July 1889 until 30 
June 1893, Lieutenant Fair served as Adjutant. On 26 October 1898, Fair 
was promoted to the rank of captain in the 21st Lancers.  
 
In 1898, Fair served as a Staff Officer to General Gatacre45 during the 
reconquest of the Sudan. Fair was present at the Battles of the Atbara 
and Khartoum. In January 1898, British reinforcements from the garrison 
in Egypt started to arrive in the Sudan. The reinforcements included the 

1st Royal Warwickshire Regiment, the 1st Seaforth Highlanders, and the 1st 
Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders. The 1st Lincolnshire Regiment arrived in the Sudan from the 
island of Malta. The four battalions were subsequently brigaded under Major-General Gatacre.  
 

                                            
44 http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol155rw.html 
45 Lieutenant-General Sir William Forbes Gatacre KCB DSO was a British soldier who served between 1862 and 1904 
in India and Africa. He commanded the British Army Division at the Battle of Omdurman and the 3rd Division during the 
first months of the Anglo Boer War, during which time he suffered a humiliating defeat at the Battle of Stormberg. 

Figure 35 A Victorian era 21st  

Lancers officer's headdress 

Figure 34 Slouch hat badge 

worn from 1902 until 1908 by 

medical and hospital staff 

http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol155rw.html
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On 8 April 1898, the battle of Atbara was fought as 
a preliminary to Kitchener’s final advance on 
Khartoum and the Battle of Omdurman. A 
Sudanese Mahdist leader, Mahmud Ahmad, 
opposed Kitchener with an army of 10 000 men. 
The Mahdist force, mainly from Western Sudan, 
advanced to the junction of the Nile and Atbara 
rivers to engage the British and Egyptian army 
commanded by Lord Kitchener.  
 
On 20 March, the British force encamped on the 
banks of the Atbara River. Mahmud, with Osman 
Digna’s46 group of Dervish warriors, was 32 

kilometers from the British outpost at Fort Atbara 
located at the confluence of the Atbara with the Nile Rivers. On 4 April, after deciding the Mahdists 
would not attack, Kitchener advanced towards the Mahdist fortified camp outside the town of 
Nakheila. On 8 April 1898, at 06h20, the attack started.  
 

After a brief artillery bombardment, the combined 
British and Egyptian brigades attacked. The 
British Brigade was commanded by General 
Gatacre and the two Brigades from the Egyptian 
Division by General Archibald Hunter47. The 
Egyptian Brigades led the attack.  
 
The British and Egyptian troops breached the 
enemy defences and entered the Mahdist camp. 
There was fierce and prolonged hand-to-hand 
fighting between the Ansar, the Mahdist warriors, 

and Kitchener’s forces. After approximately 45 minutes, the battle ended and Osman Digna led his 
forces in a retreat to the south. 
  

Most of the Mahdist forces had been killed or 
captured. Mahmud, the Mahdist commander, was 
captured by Sudanese troops from the Egyptian 
Brigade. For his services on the Brigade staff 
during the battle of Atbara, Captain Fair was 
honourably Mentioned in Despatches.  
 

                                            
46 Osman Digna was a follower of Muhammad Ahmad, the self-proclaimed Mahdi, in Sudan, who became his best 
known military commander during the Mahdist War. He is descendant from the Abbasid family. 
47 General Sir Archibald Hunter, was a senior officer in the British Army who later distinguished himself during the 
Anglo Boer War. In 1896, he joined the Anglo-Egyptian Nile Expeditionary Force under Lord Kitchener, the Sirdar, 
Hunter commanding the Egyptian Army Division during the reconquest of the Sudan which culminated in the Battle of 
Omdurman.Hunter was Governor of Omdurman in Sudan and later of Gibraltar. 

Figure 36 General Gatacre at the Battle of Atbara 

Figure 38 Mahmud, the Mahdi commander at Atbara being 

presented to Lord Kitchener after his capture 

Figure 37 The Battle of Atbara 
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“3234 THE LONDON GAZETTE, MAY 24, 1898. 
In addition to the services of those officers whose 
names I have specially mentioned in the body of 
the despatch, I would also bring to your notice the 
valuable services of the following officers, non-
commissioned officers, and men: — British 
Brigade. Brigade Staff. — Captain Fair (Senior 
Officer).” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

MAJOR FAIR AT THE BATTLE OF OMDURMAN 
 
The Battle of Omdurman was the final major engagement of the Anglo-Egyptian conquest of the 
Sudan. The battle was fought by the  British–Egyptian expeditionary force commanded by the British 
Commander-in-Chief or Sirdar, Major General Horatio Herbert Kitchener. The force opposing 
Kitchener was the Sudanese army from the Mahdist Islamic State. 
  

The Sudanese army was commanded by Abdullah al-Taashi, the 
successor to the deceased and self-proclaimed Mahdi, 
Muhammad Ahmad. Abdullah al-Taashi was called the Khalifa. 
On 2 September 1898, the battle took place at Kerreri, 11 
kilometres north of Omdurman. The Ansar48 carried out a number 
of mass attacks that were beaten back by the continuous and 
accurate rifle and supporting fire from the British infantry, artillery 
and navy. 
 
After two hours fighting, the ferocity of the Mahdist attack faltered 
then slackened when the Mahdist force appeared to be retreating 
towards Omdurman. Captain Fair’s regiment, the light cavalry 
21st Lancers, was sent ahead to clear the plain to Omdurman. 
The Sirdar issued a clear and concise instruction to the 21st 
Lancers: “Advance and clear the left flank and use every effort to 
prevent the enemy re-entering Omdurman”49.   
 
One of the officers attached to the 21st Lancers was Lieutenant 
Winston Churchill50. “You have been attached as a 

supernumerary Lieutenant to the 21st  Lancers for the Sudan 
campaign. It is understood that you will proceed at your own 
expense and that in the event of your being killed or wounded in 

the impending operation or for any other reason no charge of any kind will fall on British Army 
Funds.”51  
 

                                            
48 The Ansar was a Sufi religious movement in the Sudan whose followers are disciples of Muhammad Ahmad who 
claimed to be the Mahdi. 
49 https://www.britishbattles.com/war-in-egypt-and-sudan/battle-of-omdurman/ 
50 In February 1895, Churchill was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the 4th Queen's Own Hussars regiment of 
the British Army that was based at Aldershot. Eager to experience military action, Churchill used his mother's 
influence to get himself posted to war zones that included the Sudan. 
51 https://winstonchurchill.org/the-life-of-churchill/young-soldier/lt-churchill-4th-queens-own-hussars/ 

Figure 39 Captain Fair was already in the Sudan when the 

photograph was taken 

Figure 40 A 21st Lancer battle ready 

before the their famous charge during 

the Battle of Omdurman 

https://www.britishbattles.com/war-in-egypt-and-sudan/battle-of-omdurman/
https://winstonchurchill.org/the-life-of-churchill/young-soldier/lt-churchill-4th-queens-own-hussars/
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In the words written by Winston Churchill:  
 
“Then General Gatacre, with Captain Brooke and the rest of his Staff, came galloping along the rear 
of the line of infantry and guns, and shouted for Colonel Martin. There was a brief conversation—an 
outstretched arm pointing at the ridge—an order, and we were all scrambling into our saddles and 
straightening the ranks in high expectation.  
 
We started at a trot, two or three patrols galloping out in front, towards the high ground, while the 
regiment followed in mass—a great square block of ungainly brown figures and little horses, hung 
all over with water-bottles, saddle-bags, picketing-gear, tins of bully-beef, all jolting and jangling 
together; the polish of peace gone; soldiers without glitter; horsemen without grace; but still a 
regiment of light cavalry in active operation against the enemy.”52  
 
 

 
 

                                            
52 Churchill, Winston S. (1964). The River War: An Account of the Reconquest of the Sudan. Four Square. 
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While the 21st Lancers prepared to advance, to 
comply with Kitchener’s orders, two 
reconnaissance patrols were sent towards 
Omdurman and to the far side of Jebel Surgham. 
The first patrol, commanded by Lieutenant 
Grenfell, reported “that the plain looked as safe 
from the other side of the hill as from where we 
were”53.  
 
The second patrol reported an enemy force of 
approximately 1000 Ansar 400 meters from the 
lancers. The enemy force was sheltering in a 
shallow khor54 or hollow. The Ansar were 
deployed towards the Omdurman road south of 
Jebel Surgham.  
 

Colonel Martin realised the Ansar force 400 meters 
to his front was the obstacle between him and his 

lancers. This force could deny the 21st Lancers the opportunity to reach Omdurman and Martin 
decided to attack the Dervish force. By the time the 21st Lancers reached the khor, the number of 
Dervishes had multiplied to approximately 2500 warriors.  
 

In his book, ‘The River War’,55 Churchill wrote a 
detailed description of the charge conducted by 
the 21st Lancers. Lieutenant Winston Churchill, 
attached to the Regiment from the 4th Hussars, 
commanded a 21st Lancers Troop consisting of 25 
lancers during both the battle and the famous 
charge.  
 
Churchill  was able to make good use his own 
observations and experiences after the battle in 
his book ‘The River War’.  
 
‘A’  Squadron of the 21st Lancers commanded by 
Major Finn, formed up on the right, ‘B’ Squadron, 
commanded by Major Fowie formed up on ‘A’ 
Squadron’s left. To the left of ‘B’ Squadron was ‘D’ 
Squadron, the composite squadron established 
for the campaign commanded by Captain Eadon. 
‘C’ Squadron, commanded by Captain Doyne, 
formed up next to ‘D’ Squadron on the extreme 
left.  
 

Churchill wrote that the 21st Lancers advanced from the Sirdar’s zeriba after the first Dervish attack. 
The  movement of the 21st Lancers towards Jebel Surgham ridge was quckly observed and reported 
to the Khalifa. “As soon as the 21st Lancers left the zeriba the Dervish scouts on the top of Surgham 
carried the news to the Khalifa. It was said that the English cavalry were coming to cut him off from 
Omdurman.”56 

                                            
53 Churchill, Winston S. (1964). The River War: An Account of the Reconquest of the Sudan. Four Square. 
54 Arabic “Khor” means the dry bed of a stream, or a stream flowing through a ravine. 
55 Churchill, Winston S. (1964). The River War: An Account of the Reconquest of the Sudan. Four Square. 
56 Churchill, Winston S. (1964). The River War: An Account of the Reconquest of the Sudan. Four Square. 

Figure 41 Winston Churchill as a young officer. Churchill 

served in the British army from 1895 until 1898. 

Figure 42 21st (EMPRESS OF INDIA'S) Lancers’ "officer's 

lance cap plate. The rayed gilt plate has the Royal Arms of 

Great Britain in the center with the Victorian crown above it. 

At the bottom is a silvered banner marked "21st LANCERS" 

with floral sprays on each side. 
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The Khalifa immediatley deployed an additional 
700 Hadendoa57 tribesmen between the Jebel 
(hill) Surgham and the road to Omdurman. The 
Hadendoa would provide protection during any 
withdrawal conducted by the Khalifa’s  forces from 
the battlefield towards the city.  
 
To counter the advance of the 21st Lancers, the 
Khalifa ordered four groups from the Black Flag 
force58, commanded by Emir Ibrahim, to reinforce 
the Hadendoa contingent. Each of the four groups 
consisted of approximately five hundred warriors. 

The movement of the Ansar reinforcements took 
place before the main body of the 21st Lancers under Colonel Martin started their advance to contact.  
 
The reinforcement of the Ansar force in the khor was completed after Lieutenant Grenfell made his 
report to Colonel Martin. In the time that had elapsed, the number of Ansar in the khor dramatically 
increased from between approximately 700 and 2700 warriors.  
 
The 21st Lancers advanced at the ‘walk’, en mass, towards the spot indicated by Lieutenant Grenfell. 
Reportedly, the route to Omdurman was only blocked by an estimated force of 100 Dervishes. The 
Khalifa personally followed his reinforcements and placed himself in a position where he watched 
and observed the 21st Lancers charge and the resulting melee.  
 

The 21st Lancers ‘wheeled’ to pass the Ansar  force to their 
left. The Asmar were waiting in kneeling firing positions 
when they opened fire and inflicted several casualties 
amongst the 21st Lancers.  
 
Colonel Martin had seen the Ansar force beyond his 
skirmish line and quickly ordered ‘wheel into line’ to the 
right. The 21st Lancers immediately broke into a gallop and 
charged. “The trumpet jerked out a shrill note, heard faintly 
above the trampling of the horses and the noise of the 
rifles. On the instant all the sixteen troops swung round and 
locked up into a long galloping line, and the 21st Lancers 
were committed to their first charge in war.”59 
 
The Ansar skirmishing line was 225 meters from the 21st 
Lancers. When the 21st Lancers were halfway to the 
skirmish line, a wide khor suddenly opened and emerged 

to their front. A dense mass of sword and spear wielding 
Ansar, including horsemen and flags, emerged from the 

khor. In several incidents, lone lancers managed to fight their way through the Dervishes. Many 
officers and other ranks returned to assist their comrades who were in trouble. “Stubborn and 
unshaken infantry hardly ever meet stubborn and unshaken cavalry. Either the infantry run away 
and are cut down in flight, or they keep their heads and destroy nearly all the horsemen by their 

                                            
57 Hadendoa is the name of a nomadic subdivision of the Beja people, known for their support of the Mahdiyyah 
rebellion during the 1880s to 1890s. The area historically inhabited by the Hadendoa is now in parts of Sudan, Egypt 
and Eritrea. 
58 The 14000-strong Black Flag Division of Khalifa Abdullahi ibn Muhammed consisted mainly of tribesmen from the 
western Baggara and Darfur regions of Sudan. Although most of its soldiers were armed with spears and swords, it 
also included most of the Mahdist army's riflemen and artillery. 
59 Churchill, Winston S. (1964). The River War: An Account of the Reconquest of the Sudan. Four Square. 

Figure 43 Churchill leading his Troop during the charge 

Figure 44 Ansar, the warriors of the Mahdi, 

showing their typical weapons and 'uniforms' 
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musketry. On this occasion two living walls had actually crashed together. The Dervishes fought 
manfully.  

 
They tried to hamstring the horses, They fired their rifles, pressing 
the muzzles into the very bodies of their opponents. They cut reins 
and stirrup-leathers. They flung their throwing-spears with great 
dexterity. They tried every device of cool, determined men 
practised in war and familiar with cavalry; and, besides, they 
swung sharp, heavy swords which bit deep. The hand-to-hand 
fighting on the further side of the khor lasted for perhaps one 
minute.”60 
 
Captain Fair took part in the charge and he found himself in the 
middle of the vicious hand to hand fighting. "Several lances broke 
in the charge, and some of the swords failed at a critical moment. 
Lieutenant Wormald's sword bent as he struck at an Emir with 
whom he was engaged in single fight ; but he stunned him with a 
blow of the crooked blade.  
 
Captain Fair's sword snapped on the linked coat-of-mail of 
another of the enemy's leaders, and he dashed the hilt into 
the face of the Dervish. Altogether, in less than two minutes, 

twenty-two of the Lancers were killed and more than fifty severely 
wounded.  

 
Of the horses, 119 were killed, many of them just struggling out of the hollow and falling dead as 
the regiment rallied close to the enemy. Of the horses, 119 were killed, many of them just struggling 
out of the hollow and falling dead as the regiment rallied close to the enemy. It was during this rally 
that some of the bravest deeds were done, individual officers riding back to bring off wounded or 
dismounted comrades.  
 

Major Wyndham had lost his horse, and was trying to 
mount behind Lieutenant Smith, who had turned 
back to help him. He had failed in two attempts when 
he was lifted up by Captain Kenna, who came riding 
back, accompanied by Lieutenant de Montmorency 
and Corporal Swarbrick, all bent on saving young 
Grenfell if he still lived, and, if not, carrying off his 
body. 
  
Grenfell was lying on the nearer slope of the hollow, 
and a number of Dervishes were hacking at him with 
their swords. Kenna and his comrades drove them 
off with their pistols, and while the corporal held two 
of the horses, the two officers tried to lift Grenfell's 
body on to the third.  
 
The Lieutenant was quite dead, bleeding from more 
than a dozen wounds. As they placed the body 

across the saddle the horse shied and bolted, throwing 

                                            
60 Churchill, Winston S. (1964). The River War: An Account of the Reconquest of the Sudan. Four Square. 

Figure 46 The hand to hand fighting in which Captain 

Fair participated during the battle 

Figure 45 Lieutenant Winston 

Churchill in September 1898 
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it to the ground. The three would-be rescuers had then to retire, keeping off the pursuing Dervishes 
with their revolvers.”61 
 

Another eye witness account confirmed 
Captain Fair’s narrow escape on the 
battlefield at Omdurman: ““A score of lances 
had been left in Dervish bodies, some 
broken, ethers unbent. Lieutenant 
Wormwald's sword bent and had to be 
thrown away.  
 
Captain Fair's snapped over Dervish 
steel, and he flung the hilt in his 
opponent's face. Major Finn used his 
revolver, missing but two out of six shots. 
Colonel Martin rode through without a 
weapon.”62  

 
The 21st  Lancers fought their way through the massed enemy and moved a distance away. The 
regiment dismounted and opened fire with their rifle carbines at the Ansar and the accurate rifle fire 
forced the Ansar to retreat. As a direct result of their charge during the action, the 21st  Lancers had 
twenty-one men killed and fifty wounded.  
 
“Two hundred yards away the regiment halted, rallied, faced about, and in less than five minutes 
were re-formed and ready for a second charge. The men were anxious to cut their way back through 
their enemies. We were alone together—the cavalry regiment and the Dervish brigade. The ridge 
hung like a curtain between us and the army. The general battle was forgotten, as it was unseen.  
 

This was a private quarrel. The other might 
have been a massacre; but here the fight 
was fair, for we too fought with sword and 
spear. Indeed the advantage of ground and 
numbers lay with them. All prepared to settle 
the debate at once and for ever. But some 
realisation of the cost of our wild ride began 
to come to those who were responsible. 
Riderless horses galloped across the plain.  
 
Men, clinging to their saddles, lurched 
helplessly about, covered with blood from 

perhaps a dozen wounds. Horses, streaming 
from tremendous gashes, limped and 

staggered with their riders. In 120 seconds five officers, 65 men, and 119 horses out of fewer than 
400 had been killed or wounded.”63 
 
Three Victoria Crosses would be awarded to members of the regiment for the rescue of their 
wounded comrades. Churchill believed that the charge and fight had only lasted for two minutes.  
After rallying and recovering, the 21st Lancers were again ready to charge the Ansar. Colonel Martin 

                                            
61 https://www.angloboerwar.com/images/pdf/blackandwhite19000317.pdf  
Black and White Budget. 17 March 1900. Vol ii Number 23. 
62  https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3741075/3741081/ 
63 Churchill, Winston S. (1964). The River War: An Account of the Reconquest of the Sudan. Four Square. 

Figure 48 The 21st Lancers engaged the Ansar with small arms fire 

but did not charge again 

Figure 47 Kitchener at the Battle of Omdurman 

https://www.angloboerwar.com/images/pdf/blackandwhite19000317.pdf
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3741075/3741081/
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decided to keep his regiment dismounted and continued to engage the Ansar with rifle fire. The 
Ansar were forced to withdraw towards Jebel Surgham, bringing the action to a close. 

 
Bennet Burleigh64 was one of the foremost war 
correspondents of the time. “It was now 1898 
and also the age of the great special 
correspondents reporting colonial wars 
everywhere the Union flag flew.  
 
One of the most famous was Bennett Burleigh 
of the Daily Telegraph and it was his task to 
accompany Kitchener's British/Egyptian army to 
the Upper Nile. He was present and reported 
about the Battle of Omdurman”. 65 
 
“Nigh a score of lances had been left in dervish 

bodies, some broken, others intact. Lieutenant 
Wormwald made a point at a fleeing Baggara, but his sabre bent and had to be laid aside. Captain 
Fair's sword snapped over dervish steel, and he flung the hilt in his opponent's face. Major 
Finn used his revolver, missing but two out of six shots.”66 
 

For his service in the 1898 Sudan campaign. Fair was awarded the 
Sudan campaign medal, the 4th Class Order of the Medjidie and the 
Khedive’s Sudan medal with two clasps. “THE EDINBURGH GAZETTE, 
JULY 14. 1899. 683 The Queen  has been  pleased  to give  and grant 
onto Captain  James George  Fair, 21st  (Empress of  India's)  Lancers,  
Her  Majesty's  Royal  licence and  authority  that  he  may  accept  and  
wear  the Insignia  of the Imperial  Order of  the Medjidieh  of the Fourth 
Class,-conferred upon him by His Highness the  Khedive of Egypt, 
authorised  by  His Imperial  Majesty  the  Saltan  of  Turkey,  in 
recognition of services rendered by him during  the recent  operations  
in the  Soudan.” 
 
On 30 May 1899, after the conclusion of the Sudan campaign, Fair was 
appointed Adjutant of the Cavalry Depot. “THE LONDON GAZETTE, 
JUNE 23, 1899. 3941. 21st Lancers, Captain James George Fair is 
seconded for service as Adjutant of the Cavalry. Depot. Dated 30th May, 

1899.”  
 
At the outbreak of the Anglo Boer War, Fair served in South Africa. 
  “THE LONDON GAZETTE, APRIL 6, 1900. 2283. War Office, Pall  Mall. 

6th April, 1900. 21st/ Lancers, Captain David Bowly  to be Major, on augmentation. Dated 7th April, 
1900. Lieutenant Ernest H. Lewis to be Captain,  insuccession to Major J. G. Fair, who holds an 
extra-regimental  appointment. Dated  2nd March, 1900.”  
 
On 14 May 1901, Major Fair joined the SAC and was posted to C Division in Heidelberg. From 23 
June 1902 until 30 June 1904, Fair commanded C Division.  On 2 February 1902, Major Fair was in 
command when the action at Vlakfontein took place. On 8 March 1902, Fair was honourably 

                                            
64 Bennet Graham Burley was a Scottish-born pirate, Confederate spy and journalist. Later in life, he changed his 
surname to Burleigh and became a celebrated war correspondent for London's The Daily Telegraph. Born in Glasgow, 
he began work as a shipping clerk at the age of 20. 
65 https://www.amazon.com/Khartoum-Campaign-Correspondents-Reconquest-Kitchener-1898/dp/1846775272 
66 Burleigh, Bennet. (1899). Khartoum Campaign, 1898 or the Re-Conquest of the Soudan. CHAPMAN & HALL, 
Limited 

Figure 49 First Charge Of Sudanese Dervishes Against The 

British At The Battle Of Omdurman 

Figure 50 The Khedive's 

Sudan Medal for service 

during the reconquest of the 

Sudan with two clasps 

https://www.amazon.com/Khartoum-Campaign-Correspondents-Reconquest-Kitchener-1898/dp/1846775272
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mentioned in Lord Kitchener’s despatches: “Officers and men brought to notice in Lord Kitchener's 
despatch of March 8, 1902.  (The DSO's, DCMs, and promotions of officers are by War Office 
telegram, the promotions of NCO's and men by the Commander-in-Chief): - South African 
Constabulary J C Fair, 21st Lancers”.  
 

On 31 October 1902, Major Fair was created a Companion of the 
Distinguished Service Order. “6908 THE LONDON GAZETTE: OCTOBER 
31, 1902. South 'African Constabulary. To be Companions of the 
Distinguished Service Order. Major James George Fair (21st Lancers). In 
recognition of services during the operations in South Africa.”  
 
After his promotion to the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, Fair commanded E 
Division in the Orange River Colony from 1 July 1904 until 30 June 1906. 
On 9 December 1905, Fair officially retired from the 21st Lancers. From 1 
July 1906 until 31 March 1908, Colonel Fair was appointed Assistant 
Inspector General of the Orange River Colony.  
 
In 1906, Colonel Fair became a Member of the Inter-Colonial Council of the 
Transvaal and Orange River Colony. After the Jameson Raid, the British 
Imperial Government had decided by order in council to appoint a Resident 
Commissioner to supervise the affairs of the British South Africa Company. 

Colonel Fair reported to the High Commissioner for Southern Africa, who in 
turn reported to the Colonial Office in London. Fair had to protect African 
interests and prevent the company from inducing another rebellion in the 
territory. From 1 April 1908 until 1 April 1911, Fair was Resident 
Commissioner and Commandant-General in Southern Rhodesia. 

 
The Southern Rhodesia Legislative Council election of 24 
April 1908 was the fourth election to the Legislative Council 
of Southern Rhodesia. The Legislative Council had, since 
1903, comprised seven members elected by registered 
voters from the four electoral districts. In 1907, the number 
of members nominated by the British South Africa Company 
was reduced from seven to five. The Administrator of 
Southern Rhodesia sat ex officio67 on the Legislative 
Council. As Resident Commissioner of Southern Rhodesia, 
James Fair was a member of the Council but did not have 
the right to vote.  
 
Fair retained his military connections both before and during 
the First World War. From 1911 until 1915, Major J. G. Fair 
was Deputy Assistant Director of Remounts and was 
appointed as a Lieutenant-Colonel on the Reserve of 
Officers on 25 February 1914. From 1915 until 1916, Colonel 
Fair was sent to Egypt as Deputy Director of Remounts. His 
final appointment was Deputy Assistant Director of 

Remounts for Southern Command68. In 1916, Lieutenant 
Colonel was awarded the Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Michael and Saint George (C.M.G.).  

                                            
67 Due to Fair’s appointment or position. 
68 The 1901 Army Estimates introduced by St John Brodrick allowed for six army corps based on six regional 
commands. As outlined in a paper published in 1903, II Corps was to be formed in a reconstituted Southern 
Command, with HQ at Salisbury Plain. 

Figure 51 Fair was 

awarded the Ottoman 

Order of the Medjidie 4th 

class breast badge for his 

service in the Sudan 

Figure 52 Lieutenant Colonel Fair, officer 

commanding 'E' Division of the SAC 
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THE SAC BLOCKHOUSE LINE 
 
C Division manned a line of police posts between the Johannesburg to Natal and the Pretoria to 
Delagoa Bay main railway lines. Originally, the line of SAC policing posts connected the railway 
lines from Eerstefabrieken east of Pretoria to Heidelberg. In September 1901, the line was moved 
further east and lay between Wilge River Station and Greylingstad.  
 

In November, the line was extended further east 
from Brugspruit on the Delagoa line to Waterval on 
the Natal railway with an extension to Villiersdorp. 
The area west of the line was a so-called 'protected 
area' cleared of Boer forces and enemy activity. 
 
At the time, Martin-Leake was not impressed with 
his seniors nor the blockhouse system: “It seems to 
me that these people are worse than useless ... the 
only thing they do understand is to dress and to 
have a good time. I cannot understand how we can 
ever expect the war to come to an end; no wonder 
the Boers can walk all round us. 
 
The line of blockhouses ... is a perfect farce; the 
country behind, which is supposed to be clear, is full 
of Boers. We must have captured and killed, during 
the last year, more Boers than ever existed, but yet 
their numbers in the field seem to increase rather 
than diminish. Their army as an organised force 

ceased to exist...but yet we hear now that De Wet has 5 000 men and guns in the Free State.”69 
 
Most intelligence reports received by Major Fair 
consistently indicated that a Boer force had 
moved back into the protected area. Many 
intelligence reports were sometimes discredited 
and even disregarded until Major Fair was 
ordered by the Commander in Chief, Lord 
Kitchener, to move C Division’s line of posts 
further forward.  
 
Major Fair was an experienced campaigner and 
cavalry officer. Fair decided to first conduct a 
reconnaissance in force of the ‘cleared area’. A 

composite reconnaissance force consisting of 150 
men was selected and formed from three Troops in 'C' Division. The composite reconnaissance 
force or patrol was under the command of Captain Algernon Essex Capell. 
 
CAPTAIN ALGEMON ESSEX CAPELL, D.S.O. 
 
On 1 November 1869, Algernon Essex Capell was born at Tettenhall Wood in Wolverhampton in 
Stafford in England. Capell was educated at Felsted School and, after completing his schooling, 
intended to enlist in the British army. Due to an eye injury received during a fencing bout, Capell 
was rejected for military service on medical grounds. 
 

                                            
69 http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol155rw.html 

Figure 53 A Boer commando carrying out a charge on a 

British objective 

http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol155rw.html
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Still determined to pursue an adventerous life, 
Capell became a crew member on a 
windjammer70 at Cardiff. At the age of 17, 
Capell sailed round the Horn of Africa. The 
Horn of Africa was the most eastern peninsula 
of the African continent that lay to the west 
coast of South America.  
 
After the voyage, Capell returned to England. 
Capell where he applied and was accepted for 
service in the Cape Mounted Rifles in the Cape 
Colony in South Africa. Capell joined the Cape 
Mounted Rifles and was posted to 
Kingwilliamstown in the Eastern Cape.  
 

“This fine corps is the regular military force of 
Cape Colony. They were at one time in the pay of the Imperial Government, but since 1870 the 
Colony has borne the expense. The men engage for five years, and are regular soldiers. General 
Sir E Y Brabant, in an article in the 'Monthly Review', sketched the history of the Cape Mounted 
Rifles.  
 
In another article in the 'Nineteenth Century' he used the expression, "They are grandly trained 
soldiers". On 13th October 1899 the corps numbered 924, all ranks, with a full supply of horses and 
eight guns; they saw service in many districts, but it was perhaps in the Queenstown-Dordrecht 
country, in December 1899 and January 1900, that their services to the Empire were of greatest, 
nay, inestimable value.”71 Capell served in the Cape Mounted Rifles for nine years and was present 
during the annexation of Pondoland72.  

 
At the start of the Anglo Boer War, Capell was commissioned in 
Bethune's Mounted Infantry, one of a number of irregular mounted 
units established in Natal when war was declared in October 1899.  
 
Major E. C. Bethune of the 16th Lancers, an officer in South Africa on 
special service, undertook to raise a regiment of 500 mounted men. 
Bethune was given command of the regiment and promoted to the 
rank of lieutenant colonel. In Natal, the regiment formed part of a 
composite brigade of Mounted Infantry. The other units in the Brigade 
consisted of the Natal Carbineers, a squadron of the Imperial Light 
Horse, and Thorneycroft's Mounted Infantry.  
 
The Composite Brigade formed part of General Redvers Buller's army 
that fought in a series of battles to end the siege of Ladysmith. 
Lieutenant Capell fought at the battles of Colenso, Spioen Kop, and 
Vaal Krantz. Capell took part in the relief of Ladysmith and fought in 
the action at Scheeper's Nek.  

 

                                            
70 A windjammer is a commercial sailing ship with multiple masts that can be square rigged or fore-and-aft rigged or a 
combination of the two. 
71 https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/south-african-units/316-cape-mounted-rifles 
72 In September 1894, the Territory of Pondoland was formally annexed to the Cape. It was divided into two parts, and 
its eastern portion, comprising of the divisions of Maclear, Mount Fletcher, Qumbu, and Tsolo, was ceded to 
Griqualand East. 

Figure 54 Cape Mounted Riflemen 

Figure 55 Captain Capell 

https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/south-african-units/316-cape-mounted-rifles
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Colonel Bethune with 500 men were ordered to advance from Dundee to Newcastle. Although the 
Boers had evacuated Dundee, scattered groups remained in the vicinity. On 16 May 1900, Bethune 
was ordered to pursue groups of Boers reported to be near Nqutu73.  
 

The mounted infantry did not find any Boers at Nqutu and were 
informed that a Boer commando was operating in the nearby 
Blood River valley. Bethune’s force moved northwards in pursuit. 
On 20 May, Bethune’s force was close to Scheepers Nek where 
a small Boer force was concentrated in a valley behind the nek. 
“THE War Reporter, WEEKLY EDITION, 26 May 1900: 
“Volksrust, 25 May- Here on the Natal front, the Republican 
forces held their positions easily this week. In addition the 
Burghers scored a decisive victory over a British patrol on 20 
May at Scheepersnek, about 10 kilometers southwest of 
Vryheid.”74 
 
General Chris Botha had instructed Commandant Blignaut of the 
Swaziland Police with eighty Boers to occupy and dominate the 
Scheepersnek area and to wait for the British advance on 
Vryheid. In 1864, General Christiaan Botha, the younger brother 
of General Louis Botha, was born in Greytown in the Colony of 

Natal. Botha was one of the early settlers in Swaziland and was 
appointed Police Commandant at Bremersdorp.  
 

In April 1900, Botha was promoted to the rank of Assistant Commandant 
General and he commanded Boer forces in the Natal campaign. After 
the Boer forces were forced to retreat from Natal, Botha fought in the 
Eastern Transvaal and in Northern Natal. Chris Botha was a delegate at 
the Anglo Boer War Peace Conference and he seconded the resolution 
to accept the terms offered. In 1912, Chris Botha died in Kokstad. 
 
The Boers that camped at Scheepersnek were mainly members of the 
Swaziland Police, under command of Commandant, later General, 
Jacobus Daniël “Koot” Opperman. Additionally, there were some Boers 
from Vryheid. The Boers had chosen a dominating tactical position in a 
rocky outcrop approximately 50 meters from a natural water spring. On 
Sunday, 20 May 1900, approximately 90 Boers were attending an early 
morning church service led by Dominee75 Edwin Cheere Anderssen.  
 
On 22 March 1868, Edwin Cheere Anderssen was born in Ceres. In 
1892, Anderssen completed his theological training at Stellenbosch 

University. On 28 January 1893, Anderssen was ordained and confirmed 
in his first congregation in Umtata76. Anderssen served the Umtata congregation for three years and 
then accepted a transfer to the Dutch Reformed Church in the eastern Cape town of Maclean. In 
1877, Maclean was founded as a farming centre on the site of a military camp that was established 
in 1854. In 1899, after serving his congregation for two years, Anderssen left Maclean and moved 
to the town of Vryheid. Anderssen served on commando throughout the Anglo Boer war. 

                                            
73 The village is 24 km west-south-west of Barklieside and 53 km east of Dundee in Natal. Of Zulu origin, the name is 
derived from isquthu, ‘flat-topped vessel’, descriptive of a nearby hill from which the village takes its name. 
74 https://northernnatalnews.co.za/185002/battle-at-scheepersnek-118-years-on 
75 Minister in Dutch 
76 In 1883, the traditional town of Umtata was founded in the eastern part of the Cape Colony along the banks of the 
Mthatha River. Umtata became the leading administrative center of the area and a military post for the British colonial 
forces.  

Figure 57 Dominee Anderssen 

Figure 56 General Chris Botha 

https://northernnatalnews.co.za/185002/battle-at-scheepersnek-118-years-on
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The Boers had posted alert sentries and scouts on the access routes as they were expecting the 
arrival of the British forces at any time. Halfway through Anderssen’s sermon, Boer sentries alerted 
Commandant Opperman of the approach of some British forces and the Boers immediately took up 
defensive positions. One of the determined and steadfast defenders was the clergyman, Dominee 
Edwin Anderssen.  
 
THE BOER COMMANDERS AT SCHEEPERS NEK 
 
GENERAL KOOT OPPERMAN 

 
On 16 January 1861, Jacobus Daniel (Koot) 
Opperman was born in Cradock in the Cape 
Colony. In 1873, Opperman moved to the 
Harrismith area of the Orange Free State with 
his family.  
 
Usibepu was a Zulu chief who, after the defeat 
of the Zulu Kingdom by the British, attempted to 
create an independent Zulu kingdom. From 
1883 to 1884, Usibepu fought the Zulu king 
Cetshwayo77 and inflicted a series of defeats on 

him. In 1882, the British colonial office restored 
eight of the central "chiefdoms" to Cetshwayo's 

superintending control. After the partition of Zululand, Usibepu’s chiefdom in the north was 
expanded and he remained independent of Cetshwayo. After the death of Cetshwayo, Prince 
Dinizulu, heir to Cetshwayo, had to fight for his right to succession. On 20 May 1884, Dinuzulu 
kaCetshwayo became the king of the Zulu nation.  
 

After Dinizulu succeeded Cetshwayo, Dinizulu became the last 
king of the Zulus officially recognised by the British. King Dinizulu, 
after failed attempts to obtain military support from the British 
authorities, offered land to Boer farmers in the Vryheid and 
Utrecht districts in exchange for their assistance in his struggle to 
restore the former Zulu Kingdom. In 1884, a group of Boer 
farmers agreed to provide King Dinizulu military assistance in 
return for land with access to the sea to establish an independent 
republic. Dinizulu formed an alliance with the Boer volunteers 
from the South African Republic who had for decades invaded 
western Zululand for grazing.  
 
The ‘Dinizulu’s Volunteers’ were under the command of Lucas 
Meyer and the volunteers included future general and South 
African prime minister L.J. (Louis) Botha. Lucas Johannes Meyer 
was a Boer general, member of the Transvaal government, and 
later president of the Nieuwe Republiek. Koot Opperman joined 

as a volunteer and served in the expedition against Usibepu. 
Dinizulu’s combined army of Zulus and Boers invaded Zibhebhu's 

territory and forced Zibhebhu to retreat to the Mkuze River Pass through the Lebombo mountains. 
On 5 June, in a rugged gorge beneath Ghost Mountain78 in Northern Natal, they opposing forces 
                                            
77 From 1873 until 1879, Cetshwayo was king of the Zulu Kingdom and its leader during the 1879 Anglo-Zulu War.. 
Cetshwayo consistently opposed the war and sought fruitlessly to make peace with the British, and was defeated and 
exiled following the Zulu defeat in the war. He was later allowed to return to Zululand, where he died in 1884. 
78 According to local legend, the mountain is haunted and there are claims that, at times, lights can be seen emanating 
from the summit and eerie sounds can be heard. 

Figure 59 Sergeant Koot Opperman, 

South African Republic Police 

Figure 58 Sergeant Opperman and members of the Swaziland 

Police 
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fought at the Battle of Tshaneni79. During the campaign, Opperman had the opportunity to meet and 
get to know Louis Botha.  
 

At the end of the campaign, the Boer 
volunteers claimed payment for their military 
services. Dinizulu was confronted with 
demands he could not meet after 800 Boers 
had each claimed large tracks of farmland. 500 
of the volunteers were each granted a 16 
square kilometer farm.  
 
The remaining 300 claimants who had only 
volunteered their services late in the campaign 
were given smaller pieces of land called 'half 
farms.’ Dinizulu’s alliance with the Boers came 
at a price of 2 700 000 acres of land populated 

by his loyal followers that had to be ceded.  
 

On 5 August 1884, the former members of ‘Dinizulu’s Volunteers’ declared their territory the “Nieuwe 
Republiek” ("New Republic") with the town of Vryheid80 as the capital. General Lucas Meyer was 
elected President. In October 1886, the Boers claimed more land and the right to a protectorate over 
Dinizulu. British authorities intervened by recognising the New Republic.  

 
In the compromise between the Boers and the British, the 
Boers cancelled the right to a protectorate over Dinizulu and 
claims to another area Boers with the condition that the Boers 
who had settled in the newly claimed area retain their farms. In 
1887, the New Republic was absorbed into the South African 
Republic and all New Republic citizens automatically became 
Republican subjects. 
 
In 1893, Opperman was appointed and commissioned with the 
rank of lieutenant in the ZARPS, the South African Republic 
Police. Lieutenant Opperman was stationed in Swaziland. At 
the start of the Anglo Boer war, Opperman served with the 
Swaziland Burghers.  
 
The Swaziland Police under Opperman started training before 
the Anglo Boer war and the police had issued rifles and 
ammunition to loyal Boer citizens in the territory. The 

Swaziland Burghers consisted of approximately 200 Boers. On 
4 October 1899, Special Commissioner Krogh81 issued an 

official notice for the evacuation of Swaziland. All Boers eligible for active service were excluded in 
the notice.  
 
After the start of the Anglo Boer war, Opperman fought at the battles of Colenso and Pieters Hill. At 
Pieter’s Hill, Opperman was evacuated from a trench after he was concussed by an exploding 

                                            
79 Also called the Battle of Ghost Mountain. 
80 Vryheid is the Afrikaans word for "freedom". At the end of the Anglo Boer War the city and surrounding area was 
absorbed into the Natal colony by the British. 
81 Johannes C. Krogh was of Danish extraction and a civil servant and politician of the former South African Republic.  

Figure 60 The New Republic flag from the South African Flag 

Book (2008) by A. P. Burgers 

Figure 61 General Lukas Meyer when he 

was president of the New Republic 
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Lyddite shell82. Commandant Opperman later fought in the battles and skirmishes that epitomised 
the other phases of the Anglo Boer War at Barberton, Vryheid and Piet Retief. 
 

In September 1901, Louis Botha, in an attempt to 
divert the war from the Transvaal, commenced with a 
second Boer invasion of Natal. Botha had assembled 
the biggest raiding Commando of the guerilla phase 
of the Anglo Boer war. The commando consisted of 
selected fighting men from Bethal, South Middelburg; 
Ermelo, Carolina, and Standerton and consisted of 
almost a thousand Boers.  
 
On 17 September 1901, while en route, Botha’s 
commando defeated a British force commanded by 
Major Hubert Gough at Blood River Poort. Koot 
Opperman, as a Boer commander, had earned his 
fighting reputation.   
 
On 17 September 1901, Major Hubert Gough's 24th 
Mounted Infantry was involved in a fierce battle 

against overwhelming odds on the border of Natal between Dundee and Vryheid at Blood River 
Poort. British Intelligence reports on Botha's movements had been vague and Gough was under the 
impression that Botha and his commando was at least 32 kilometers away. 
 

Major Gough, searching for the Boer force commanded by General 
Louis Botha, had located after he observed approximately 300 
dismounted Boers. Gough advanced against the Boers with only 
part of his force to engage them. As he advanced, Gough was 
unaware that Botha was on his flank with the rest of the 1000 
strong Boer force. Botha launched a mounted attack against 
Gough's outnumbered force killing, wounding or capturing half of 
the 24th Mounted Infantry. 
 
The British forces in Natal had quickly implemented measures to 
stop and counter the invasion. All the drifts from the Vryheid district 
into Northern Natal were occupied and the three British columns 
pursuing Botha and his forces were reinforced by members of the 
Natal Volunteer Forces and Zulu soldiers. A tactical assessment 
confirmed the blocking of the drifts leading into Northern Natal 
could deviate Botha’s operations into the direction of the town of 
Eshowe.  

 
General Botha was provided intelligence from a local Boer 

commander, Commandant Dannhauser, regarding the weak fortifications at Fort Itala and Nkandla 
and decided to attack the positions. The Itala garrison was situated in a tactical position that 
dominated the roads to Dundee, Ladysmith, and Melmouth and also hindered the Boer advance to 
Greytown.  
 

                                            
82 British explosive shells filled with Lyddite were initially designated "common lyddite" and beginning in 1896 were the 
first British generation of modern "high explosive" shells. 

Figure 62 Sir Hubert de la Poer 

Gough 
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Itala Camp was fortified by a circle of sangers83 and the camp was defended by 300 mounted infantry 
from the Dublin Fusiliers commanded Major A. J. Chapman at Fort Itala. Major Chapman, from the 
Dublin Fusiliers, was professional soldier who was battle hardened after almost two years of fighting 
in the Anglo Boer war. The Itala garrison were warned of the presence of the commando giving 
Major Chapman the opportunity to strengthen the fortifications and to despatch an advance party. 
Fort Prospect was commanded by Captain Rowley of the Dorset Regiment. Rowley commanded 
148 men manning a strong barbed-wire enclosed position. General Chris Botha and 1400 Boers 
were tasked to attack the Itala camp while another force consisting of 400 men would attack Fort 
Prospect.  

 
On 25 September, Chapman withdrew 80 men 
from Fort Prospect to reinforce the Itala 
defences. The Boers attacked and the 
protracted battle continued throughout the day. 
A detachment of Zululand Police broke through 
the Boer lines to join the British defenders and 
the Boer force was eventually forced to 
withdraw. 
 
The British position at Itala consisted of 
sangars84 on the summit of the hill with a larger 
sangar at the bottom. On 26 September 1901, 
during the night, the hill was overrun by the 
Boers and the British garrisson suffered heavy 

casualties. After 02h00, General Chris Botha 
attacked the Itala main base. Commandant Opperman and his force consisting of 400 men attacked 
Itala from the south-east.  
 

An intense battle took place until 04h00 when 
the intensity of the fighting decreased. Despite 
determined efforts by the Boers, their attacks 
were neutralised by the British fortifications 
and their effective use of the available two 
artillery pieces. At 06h00, a second attack was 
launched that lasted for 13 hours but the 
British forces stoically defended and held their 
positions.  
 
The Boers were unable to break through the 
defences of the main position. At 07h00, 
General Botha called off the attack as his force 
was running out of ammunition and Boer 
losses were 100 killed and wounded. 
Commandant Koot Opperman had been badly 
wounded during the intense fighting. 
 
Botha’s commando withdrew without realsing 

that the defence of Fort Itala had been close to 

                                            
83 A sangar  is a temporary fortified position with a breastwork that was originally constructed of stones, and now built 
of sandbags, gabions or similar materials. Sangars were normally constructed in terrain where the digging of trenches 
would not be practicable 
84 A sangar  is a temporary fortified position with a breastwork that was originally constructed of stones, and now built 
of sandbags, gabions or similar materials. Sangars were normally constructed in terrain where the digging of trenches 
would not be practicable. 

Figure 63 “No surrender”. The defence of Fort Itala on 26 

September 1901. 

Figure 64 Members of a boer commando during the first 

invasion of Natal. Colour photo by Tinus Le Roux 
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collapsing. Major Chapman’s force had manned their positions and defences for 18 hours and had 
26 men killed and 59 wounded. “The Mounted Infantry of the Dublin Fusiliers was represented in 
the little garrison of Fort Itala, which made such a splendid defence when the place was attacked 
by Botha with an overwhelming force on 26th September 1901. Major Chapman of the 1st Dublins, 
who commanded the garrison, received promotion.  Lieutenant Lefroy and several non-
commissioned officers and men were also mentioned in despatches by Lord Kitchener at the time 
for great gallantry.”85 
 
On 4 January 1902, during an attack on a British force at Onverwacht, Opperman was shot in the 
forehead and died 20 meters from the enemy position while leading his commando. Opperman’s 
adjutant, M.W. Coetzer and Burgher Willem Collins battled to lift Opperman’s 120-kilogram corpse 
onto a horse. Their efforts were in vain and they failed to recover the General’s body that was left 
on the battlefield.  
 
COMMANDANT JOHAN BLIGNAUT 
 

Johan Samuel Frederick Blignaut was the eldest son of Burger 
Pieter G Blignaut who was killed in action at the battle of 
Elandslaagte on 21 October 1899. On 5 January 1888, Johan 
Blignaut enlisted in the South African Republic’s Staatsartillerie86 
until he resigned on 31 December 1890. Blignaut then joined the 
South African Republic Police (ZARP) and served with the rank of 
sergeant.  
 
In March 1895, after Swaziland was occupied and placed under 
the administration of the South African Republic, Blignaut was 
commissioned and appointed with the rank of second lieutenant in 
the Swaziland Police. Blignaut was later promoted to the rank of 
lieutenant.  
 
At the start of the Anglo Boer War, Blignaut went to the Natal front 
with the Swaziland Commando and served at Dundee, Colenso, 
and on the Tugela Heights. On 20 May 1900, Commandant 
Blignaut’s commando was responsible for the Scheepers Nek 

debacle in which Captain Goff was killed. 
 

On 17 September 1901, during the battle at Blood River Poort, Blignaut and General Opperman 
charged the British artillery emplacements and Blignaut was personally involved in the capture of 
the two artillery field guns. During the attack at Fort Itala, Blignaut was killed in action.  
 
“At Fort Itala his luck changed for the worst: he recklessly stormed the sangars and was killed when 
trying to turn the barrel of either a gun or the Maxim by hand.” In September 1940, Blignaut’s widow 
applied for his Anglo Boer War awards. Commandant Blignaut was awarded the Dekoratie voor 
Trouwe Dienst, post-nominal letters DTD, a South African military decoration.  
 
The decoration was instituted in 1920 as a retrospective award for Boer officers of the Anglo Boer 
War. Blignaut’s recommendation for the Dekoratie voor Trouwe Dienst was signed by Colonel G. 

                                            
85 https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/imperial-units/647-royal-dublin-fusiliers 
86 In 1881, the executive council of the South African Republic Mandated the formation of the Artillery Corps of the 
South African Republic. The artillery formation was later named the Staatsartillerie van de Zuid-Afrikaansche 
Republiek (State Artillery of the South African Republic) with a purely military function and structure. 

Figure 65 Lieutenant Blignaut in 

Bremersdorp in 1895 

https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/imperial-units/647-royal-dublin-fusiliers
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Van Dam87 who wrote on the application that Blignaut was “Killed in action Itala Zululand. I 
personally buried him.88” 
 
CAPTAIN GOFF’S AMBUSH 
 

Captain William Ernest Davis Goff was a promising young officer from 
the 3rd Dragoon Guards who had recently joined Bethune's Mounted 
Infantry. In February 1901, Goff’s regiment, the 3rd Dragoon Guards 
arrived in South Africa. Captain Goff was one of the British regular 
officers sent earlier to South Africa on special service. Goff commanded 
“E” squadron of Bethune's Mounted Infantry.  
 
While commanding and leading his squadron, Goff was far ahead of 
the main force when he rode into Scheepers Nek. Goff approached the 
Boer positions without detecting the Boer sentries who dispersed 
before Goff’s force could deplot to attack. Goff’s squadron was in an 
exposed position on a slope where some ant hills provided their only 
cover.  
 
The Boers deployed on the ridges opened fire. There was immediate 
panic amongst the squadron’s horses when the dismounted infantry 

returned fire supported by the automatic fire provided by their maxim 
machine gun. The heavy Boer fire forced E Squadron to withdraw before the arrival of the main body 
and only a few members of Goff’s Squadron managed to escape. Captain Ford, commanding 'D' 
Squadron, tried to rescue the survivors but was driven back by heavy rifle fire. During this action, 
Lieutenant Capell was reported missing. 
 

“Before Laing's Nek was turned Bethune's 
Mounted Infantry were to suffer a grievous 
mishap. In his telegram of 21st May 1900 
General Buller said that he had detached 
Colonel Bethune with about 500 men from 
Dundee on the 19th, to march to Nqutu, and to 
rejoin at Newcastle. On the 20th one squadron 
was ambushed about six miles south of 
Vryheid, very few escaping.  
 
Captain Goff, 3rd Dragoon Guards, 
Lieutenants Lanham and McLachlan, and 
about 26 non-commissioned officers and men, 
were killed. Captain Lord de la Warr, 

Lieutenant De LaSalle, Sergeant-Major Hadler, 
and about 30 non-commissioned officers and men, were wounded.”89 
 
Captain Capell was taken prisoner while trying to assist a wounded soldier to evade the Boers but 
was released on the same day.90 “Colonel Bethune dared not open fire at close quarters lest he 
should injure his own already wounded force. Gallantly the men of D squadron dashed into the 
melee, and rescued from thence such troopers as survived. Lieutenant Capell, who gave his horse 

                                            
87 Commandant Gerard Mari Van Dam was the commandant of the Johannesburg Police commando during the Anglo 
Boer War. On 21 July 1901, Van Dam was captured at Lebombo and imprisoned as a prisoner of war at Ladysmith, 
Durban, and Greenpoint. Van Dam was later appointed as a lieutenant colonel in the South African Police. 
88 https://www.angloboerwar.com/forum/surname-b/11527-blignaut-johan-samuel-frederick-commandant 
89 https://www.angloboerwar.com/forum/17-memorials-and-monuments/3009-scheeper-s-nek 
90 Lord Roberts' despatches: 2 April 1901. Captains A E Capell, Missing - released at Blood River. 20 May 1900. 

Figure 67 Boers charging Major Gough’s force at Blood River 

Poort 

Figure 66 Captain Goff 

https://www.angloboerwar.com/forum/surname-b/11527-blignaut-johan-samuel-frederick-commandant
https://www.angloboerwar.com/forum/17-memorials-and-monuments/3009-scheeper-s-nek
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to an injured trooper, was taken prisoner, and Lord De la Warr, while going to the relief of another, 
was slightly injured in the leg.”91 On 20 May 1900, Capell was released by British forces at Blood 
River and he was promoted to the rank of captain “for gallantry in the field” he displayed at 
Scheeper's Nek.  
 

E Squadron’s losses were 28 killed and the 
squadron’s fatalities included Captain Goff and 
2 subalterns. 30 men were wounded and 6 were 
taken prisoner and the Boers captured the 
maxim machine gun and 26 horses. One Boer 
was killed, another wounded and one captured. 
As a result of the losses sustained by his force, 
Bethune fell back to Nqutu and eventually to 
Dundee.  
 
On 9 November 1900, Captain Capell was 
mentioned in General Sir Redvers Buller's 
despatches. “Lieutenant Colonel Bethune 
(raised and commanded regiment most 
efficiently); Captains C J Collopy, A E Capell, 
Lieutenants Norman Packer and M. Prior have 
distinguished themselves on more than one 
occasion.”  
 

On 19 April 1901, Capell was created a Companion of the Distinguished Service Order. His award 
was gazetted in the London Gazette: “Algernon Essex Capel, Capt., Bethune' s Mounted Infantry. 
In recognition of services during the operations in South Africa.” The decoration was sent to the 
Commander-in-Chief in South Africa and presented to Capell by the Duke of Cornwall and York92 
on 14 August 1901.  
 

In 1900, Capell joined the SAC and was an 
officer in C Division when he was appointed to 
command the reconnaissance patrol at 
Vlakfontein. During his service with the SAC, 
Captain Capell was awarded the SAC Badge for 
Gallantry.Capell later served as Chief Staff 
Officer in Johannesburg.  
 
On 1 April 1908, Capell was transferred to the 
Orange River Colony as Divisional 
Commander. A few months later, Capell was 
replaced and relieved by the newly appointed 
government. Capell moved to Kenya in East 

Africa and served as an Assistant District 
Commissioner at Dagoretti93.  

 
In 1909, Capell a renowned big game hunter, had a close escape from death during a rhinoceros 
hunt. “Major Capel [sic] of Dagoretti was severely wounded lately when after a rhino. The brute 
turned on his pursuers and as Major Capel was getting from behind a tree to put in another shot one 
                                            
91 https://www.gutenberg.org/files/41017/41017-h/41017-h.htm 
92 The Duke of Cornwall and York and later King George V, was the second eldest son of King Edward VII, who 
ascended the throne on Queen Victoria's death in January 1901. 
93 Dagoretti is an area in the western part of Nairobi, the capital of Kenya. Administratively it is one of eight divisions of 
Nairobi. 

Figure 68 Capell served with the Kenyan Police as an 

Assistant District Commissioner at Dagoretti 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/41017/41017-h/41017-h.htm
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of his boys carrying a spear at the trail dashed past him in a fright, the spear piercing the right side 
of his chest. Under doctor's care the wound is healing satisfactorily.”94 
 
From 1910 until 1912, Capell was appointed Commandant of the Colonial Forces and Chief of Police 
at Grenada in the West Indies. In the London Gazette published on 3 January 1911, Capell was 
appointed a member of the Legislative Council. “The KING has been pleased to give directions for 
the appointment of Major Algernon Essex Capell, D.S.O. (Chief of Police), to be an Official Member 
of the Legislative 'Council of the Island of Grenada.”  
 

In 1913, Capell returned to Southern Africa as 
Assistant Commissioner of the British South 
Africa Police95. The New Year Honours 1914 
were appointments by King George V to various 
orders and honours to reward and highlight 
good works by members of the British Empire.  
 
On 2 January 1914, The New Year Honours 
were announced and Capell was awarded the 
King’s Police Medal for conspicuous devotion to 
duty. “Major Algernon Essex Capell, D.S.O., 
Chief Inspector, British South Africa Police.” On 

7 July 1909, the medal was established as the 
King's Police Medal (KPM) that was also awarded to members of recognised fire brigades for 
gallantry or distinguished service. Initially, the intention was to annually award the medal to a 
maximum of 120 recipients. 
 
In 1914, at the outbreak of the First World War, Capell commanded a British South Africa Police 
column that occupied Schuckmansburg96 in the Caprivi Strip. Schuckmansburg had been under 
German rule.  

 
A Despatch written by Sir Sydney Charles,1st Earl 
Buxton and High Commissioner to South Africa, was 
published in the Second Supplement to the London 
Gazette on 13 July 1917. “In September, 1914, it was 
decided, with a view to allaying apprehension among 
the native tribes in adjoining British territory, and to 
safeguarding trade routes on the Zambesi, to occupy 
Schuckmansburg, a German post in the eastern 
extremity of the Caprivi Zipfel.  
 
The occupation was effected on September 21st by a 
detachment of police under Major A. E. Capell, D.S.O. 
No resistance was offered, and the German Resident 
and his European Police Subordinate were made 
prisoners of war.  
 

                                            
94http://www.europeansineastafrica.co.uk/_site/custom/database/default.asp?a=viewIndividual&pid=2&person=381 
95 The British South Africa Police was, for most of its existence, the police force of Rhodesia. It was formed as a 
paramilitary force of mounted infantrymen in 1889 by Cecil Rhodes' British South Africa Company, from which it took 
its original name, the British South Africa Company's Police. 
96 Schuckmansburg, is a settlement in the Caprivi Strip in north-eastern Namibia with a population of about 800. 
During the time of German colonialism, it was the capital of the Caprivi Strip. 

Figure 70 The King's Police Medal 

Figure 69 The town of St George's in Grenada 

http://www.europeansineastafrica.co.uk/_site/custom/database/default.asp?a=viewIndividual&pid=2&person=381
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British authority in the Caprivi Strip has since been exercised through a Special Commissioner 
appointed from the Bechuanaland Protectorate Service, and directly responsible to the High 
Commissioner.”97 
 

After his return to Rhodesia, Capell was appointed to command 
the 2nd Battalion of the Rhodesia Regiment98 and he 
commanded the battalion throughout the East Africa campaign. 
“Tropical disease killed or rendered ineffective far more 2RR 
men than the Germans did; at times the regiment was reduced 
to an effective strength of under 100 by the vast myriad of 
potential ailments, including trench fever, black water fever, 
dysentery, pneumonia, sleeping sickness and many others.  
 
The 1,038 personnel who served with 2RR in East Africa 
collectively went into hospital 2,272 times, and there were 
10,626 incidences of illness—in other words, the average 2RR 
soldier was hospitalised twice and reported sick 10 times.”99  
After the regiment was drastically reduced by losses sustained 
in battle and disease, Capell was sent to the West Indies to 
reorganise a West Indian Regiment that had fought in East 

Africa.  
 

At the end of the First World War, Capell was appointed Commissioner of Police and Commandant 
General of Southern Rhodesia until his retirement in 1926.  Capell was awarded the Croix de 
Guerre100 for his services in East Africa. In the London Gazette published on 31 August 1917, 
Capell’s award of the decoration was confirmed: “Croix de Guerre. Lieutenant-Colonel Essex 
Algernon Capell, D.S.O., Rhodesian Regiment. Captain (temporary Lieutenant-Colonel).”  

 
In 1924, Colonel Capell was appointed Commander of the Order of 
the British Empire commander (C.B.E.). His appointment was 
confirmed in the London Gazette published on 30 May 1924:  
 
“The KING has been graciously pleased, on the occasion of His 
Majesty's Birthday, to give orders for the following promotions in, 
and appointments to, the Most Excellent Order of the British 
Empire. To be Commanders of the Civil Division of the said Most 
Excellent Order: Colonel Algernon Essex Capell, D.S.O., 
Commissioner, British South Africa Police, Southern Rhodesia”.  
 
On 23 February 1952, Colonel Algernon Essex Capell died at 
Salisbury in Rhodesia and he was buried at the Salisbury cemetery 
with full military honours. 
 
 
 

 

                                            
97 https://kimsimmonds.net/ps02/ps02_364.html 
98 The Rhodesia Regiment was one of the oldest and largest regiments in the Rhodesian Army. It served in the Anglo 
Boer War and the First and Second World Wars.  
99 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Rhodesia_in_World_War_I#2nd_Rhodesia_Regiment 
100 The Croix de Guerre is a French military decoration created in 1915 that consists of a square-cross medal on two 
crossed swords, hanging from a ribbon with various degree pins. The Croix de Guerre was awarded as an individual 
award or unit award to soldiers who distinguished themselves by acts of heroism involving combat with the enemy. 
The medal was sometimes awarded to some officers who had been honourably Mentioned in Dispatches. 

Figure 71 Trooper, British South Africa 

Police 

Figure 72 Colonel Capell 

https://kimsimmonds.net/ps02/ps02_364.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Rhodesia_in_World_War_I#2nd_Rhodesia_Regiment
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CAPELL’S FIGHTING PATROL: VLAKFONTEIN: 8 FEBRUARY 1902 
 
The assembly area for the reconnaissance patrol was a large farmhouse called Syferfontein that 
had been taken over by the SAC and converted into a fortified post. The stone house was close to 
the Waterval River that provided a regular and reliable supply of fresh water. The surrounding terrain 
was flat and the house was fortified with sandbag redoubts101. On 8 February 1902, at 04h00, the 
reconnaissance patrol left Syferfontein. The patrol moved northeast towards a neighbouring farm, 
Vlakfontein. From Vlakfontein, the patrol moved towards Van Tondershoek. The intelligence report 
given to Major Fair soon proved reliable, accurate, detailed, and specific. 
 

The reconnaissance patrol was informed that a 
Boer laager was deployed on Van Tondershoek 
farm. This intelligence unfortunatly proved to be 
correct. The Boers were hidden in a deep 
hollow with perennial running water provided by 
a stream and the Van Tondershoek farmhouse 
was a short distance from the hollow. 
 
The Boers concealed in the hollow were 
commanded by General Piet Viljoen. After 
suffering severe losses from British raids at 
Trichardsfontein and Witkrans, General Viljoen 
returned to his base at Vaalkop, north of Bethal. 
His strategy was to move westwards into the 

protected area.  
 

With 200 men, Commandant Joachim Prinsloo and Field Cornet J. C. Duvenhage made the first 
incursion into the protected area. On 24 January, another 400 men from the Pretoria, Germiston 
and Heidelberg commandos joined the Boer force.  
 
COMMANDANT JOACHIM PETRUS NIKOLAAS PRINSLOO 
 

On 31 October 1864, Joachim Petrus Nikolaas 
Prinsloo was born in the Pretoria district on the 
family farm ‘Rietfontein’ near Delmas. In 
November 1899, Prinsloo went to the Natal front 
as a burger or private in the Boer forces and took 
part in most of the battles on the Natal front. 
Prinsloo was wounded near Standerton but was 
able to fight at the Battle of Donkerhoek from 11 
until 12 June 1900.  
 
On 5 June 1900, as Lord Roberts Commander 
in Chief of the British forces, prepared to occupy 
Pretoria, General Louis Botha left to rally the 
remnants of the Boer army. Botha had been 
persuaded to continue fighting by the President 

of the Free State, Martinus Steyn102.  

                                            
101 A redoubt is a fort or fort system usually consisting of an enclosed defensive emplacement outside a larger fort, 
usually relying on earthworks, although some are constructed of stone or brick. 
102 Martinus Theunis Steyn was a South African lawyer, politician, and statesman. He was the sixth and last president 
of the independent republic the Orange Free State from 1896 to 1902. 

Figure 73 The farmhouse at Syferfontein, an SAC police post 

manned by  'C' Division  

Figure 74 Part of the later Pretoria Commando commanded 

by Commandant Prinsloo. 
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General Christiaan de Wet’s Free State commandos disrupted the extended British lines of 
communication and British forces were defeated at various Free State towns. Many Boers in the 
South African Republic returned to their homes believing the war was over and lost.  Botha revived 
some of the legendary Boer fighting spirit and approximately 5000 Boers were willing to fight. The 
Boer forces assembled at Donkerhoek pass. 
   

Lord Roberts realised his vulnerability regarding his extended lines 
of communication. Roberts sent two prominent generals, Lord 
Kitchener and Lord Methuen, to counter De Wet’s activities and 
emissaries to convince Botha to surrender. It was soon apparent that 
the commandos were being deployed for battle and Roberts sent a 
14 000-man force in an attempt to destroy the Boer resistance. 
 
General Louis Botha was confronted by a military force almost three 
times the size of his own force but he had anticipated that the British 
forces would attempt a classic pincer movement to surround him. 
Therefore, the greatest threat facing Botha was to be outflanked by 
Roberts’s forces. Botha’s force dominated a broad front on either 
side of Donkerhoek pass. Knowing that Roberts had an aversion for 
frontal attacks, Botha only defended the pass with a small force and 
concentrated the long Boer defence lines at the ends.  
 

General de la Rey commanded the right flank that extended 20 
kilometers north of Donkerhoek. General Botha commanded the left 

flank for a similar distance to the south. The practical implication was that Botha’s 40 kilometer front 
was defended by only 5000 Boers. Botha’s assessment of Roberts’s tactics had proved correct. 
Roberts sent Lieutenant-General Ian Hamilton along the base of the Bronberg ridge with 3000 
cavalrymen and 2200 infantrymen ready to move south of the Boers to occupy Diamond Hill.  
 

General John French commanded two cavalry and mounted infantry 
columns that were too carry out a similar manoeuvre to the north. In 
the centre, Lieutenant-General Sir Reginald Pole-Carew deployed 
his infantry and artillery on the Pienaars River and his artillery 
registered targets on the road and railway through the Donkerhoek 
and Pienaarspoort passes. Pole-Carew would only start to advance 
after the Boers were surrounded.  
 
The Boer line of defence extended further beyond the areas on 
which the British forces started their outflanking maneuvers and 
launched their attacks. Due to Botha’s forces disposition, both 
British force components were caught and trapped in a fierce Boer 
crossfire. To the south, General Hamilton’s cavalry was almost 
surrounded while his infantry’s advance was stopped on the slopes 
of Diamond Hill. The cavalrymen had entered a valley and drew fire 
from three directions.  

 
As a detachment of Hussars maneuvred to their right, they drew Boer 
fire from Diamond Hill. A section of Q Battery of the Royal Horse 

Artillery attempted to return and deliver artillery fire but they had no support or protection until the 
12th Lancers arrived on the front line. An Eton-educated Victorian cavalry officer, Lord Airlie103, led 

                                            
103 Lieutenant Colonel David Stanley William Ogilvy, 11th and 6th Earl of Airlie was a Scottish peer. David Ogilvy was 
educated at Eton College and Balliol College, University of Oxford. From 1874 until 1876 he gained the rank of 
lieutenant in the services of the 1st Regiment, in the Scots Guards and the 10th Royal Hussars. From 1878 until 1879 

Figure 75 Joachim Petrus Nikolaas 

Prinsloo 

Figure 76 Commandant Joachim 

Prinsloo and Field Cornet J. C. 

Duvenhage  
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a gallant attack by the 12th Lancers to remove the Boers from their position under against close-
range Boer rifle-fire and Lord Airlie was killed. 
 

To the north, the British right flank was 
trapped in a horseshoe-shaped circle of 
hills and a stalemate was reached on the 
battlefield. French’s column of 1400 
cavalry, mounted infantry, and field 
artillery were stopped by General Koos 
de la Rey’s defensive fire and well 
prepared and chosen positions.  
 
At the center of the line, the Boer 
defence was weak and Roberts 
concentrated his main force at this 
supposedly vulnerable Boer center of 
gravity. However, General Pole-Carew’s 
participation in the firce battle had been 
limited to a mere ineffectual long-range 
artillery bombardment of the pass. 
Following the indecisive results of 11 

June, Roberts decided to launch a frontal attack the next morning.. 
 
On 12 June, the second day of the battle, Pole-Carew’s infantry were sent to assist Hamilton on 
Diamond Hill. Lord Roberts was still hesitant to launch a frontal assault on the Donkerhoek pass. 
The artillery were escorted to forward deployment positions by a squadron of the New South Wales 
Mounted Rifles commanded by Captain Maurice Hilliard. The Mounted Infantry from De Lisle's corps 
had advanced to a farm where the positioned two rapid firing pom-poms were deployed. 
 

The deployed British artillery remained 
supported and protected by the Western 
Australian Mounted Infantry. An intense artillery 
onslaught enabled a classical infantry advance 
that eventually captured Diamond Hill. On 
Diamond Hill, the Boers had taken advantage of 
the terrain and cover provided by rocky 
outcrops. The Boers maintained intense rifle fire 
on the exposed advancing British troops as they 
struggled up the hill.  
 
The hill was attacked by the New South Wales 

Mounted Rifles, who advanced in extended order, 
then galloped under Boer fire before they 

dismounted at the base of the hill. The mounted rifles advanced up the hill and charged the Boer 
defenders who then retreated. The British attackers suffered severe casualties until Diamond Hill 
was captured later in the afternoon. Botha planned to launch a counterattack supported with indirect 
fire from Rhenosterfontein Hill but the New South Wales Mounted Rifles fiercely defended Diamond 
Hill despite the Boer artillery fire and Botha decided to cancel his counterattack. 
 
                                            
Ogilvy fought in the Second Anglo-Afghan War. From 1884 until 1885, Ogilvy served in the Sudan and Nile 
Expeditions. In 1899, Ogilvy’s regiment went on active service in the Anglo Boer War. Ogilvy took part in the Battle of 
Magersfontein and was mentioned in the despatch from Lord Methuen describing the battle. During the advance to 
relieve Kimberley, Ogilvy was mentioned in despatches by Lord Roberts and for gallantry at Modder River. He was 
wounded near Brandfort. 

Figure 77 The City Imperial Volunteers and the Coldstream 

Guards at Diamond Hill 
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To the north, General French’s dismounted 
horsemen came under intense Boer attack and 
the Boers were gradually gaining the upper 
hand. De la Rey sent a message to Botha 
requesting reinforcements to enable him to 
destroy French’s column and the attack the 
center of the British line.  
 
Unfortunately for De La Rey, there were no 
reinforcements available as Botha could not 
spare any of his force that was bitterly engaged 
at Diamond Hill. 
 

After nightfall, General Botha and his forces 
vacated their positions in the mountains and retreated. On 13 June, General Botha's commandos 
moved north and were pursued by Roberts’s forces to Elands River Station, 40 kilometers from 
Pretoria. The pursuing force consisted of Mounted Infantry and Australian forces.  
 
Although Lord Roberts had removed what he had perceived as the Boer threat on his eastern flank, 
the Boers remained positive and motivated despite retreating from the battlefield. General Jan 
Smuts wrote that the battle had “an inspiriting effect which could scarcely have been improved by a 
real victory.”104 
 

Joachim Prinsloo accompanied General Erasmus to the east of the 
Pretoria–Delagoa Bay railway line in the so-called ‘Oosterlijn105’. 
Prinsloo fought at the Battle of Donkerhoek. After the Battle of 
Donkerhoek, Prinsloo’s promotion in the Pretoria commando was 
meteoric. After returning to his residential district, Prinsloo was 
elected to be a Veldcornet106 and was shortly afterwards appointed 
to the rank of commandant.  
 
Prinsloo was killed while the peace negotiations that finally ended 
the Anglo Boer were in process. The attritional battle of 
Bosmanskop took place towards the end of the Anglo Boer War. 
Prinsloo aggressively led and commanded in an attack that forced 
the 2nd Dragoon Guards (Queen's Bays) to retreat after 2 British 
officers and 20 other ranks were killed. 4 officers and 57 other ranks 
were wounded and 3 were missing. Prinsloo and 6 Boers were 
killed. 
 

“In his despatch of 8th April 1902, Lord Kitchener says that Colonel Lawley sent out Colonel 
Fanshawe with three squadrons of the Queen’s Bays and 30 National Scouts to make a detour 
preparatory to co-operating with his own advance. 
 

                                            
104 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Diamond_Hill#cite_note-FOOTNOTEPakenham1992160-9 
105 The Oosterlijn (East Line) from Pretoria to Lourenço Marques had a total length of 562 kilometres (ca. 350 miles), 
of which 472 kilometres (ca. 293 miles) formed part of the Oosterlijn. 
106 The term field cornet (Veldcornet) was formerly used in South Africa for either a local government official or a 
military officer. The term later came to denote a military rank equivalent to that of a lieutenant in the Boer armies. 

Figure 78 Boers electing a Field Cornet 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Diamond_Hill#cite_note-FOOTNOTEPakenham1992160-9
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At 3.15am Fanshawe rounded a farm, where several Boers 
were captured; he then went on and tried to surround a laager, 
but the enemy were on the alert and he “was received by a very 
heavy fire, and, realising that he was in the presence of superior 
numbers, ordered a gradual retirement upon Leeuwkop. Close 
fighting then went on for several hours. The Bays, who were 
skillfully handled, retired steadily by alternate squadrons, whilst 
the Boers followed, pressing the withdrawal with the greatest 
determination and persistence.” 
 
Colonel Blake107, commanding the Boer Irish Brigade108, 
described Prinsloo’s death in battle: “The last fight of the war 
was fought in the first part of April, near Heidelberg. 
Commandant Joachim Prinsloo, a young and energetic Boer, a 
most gracious and lovable man, one of the best officers I ever 
saw, here made his last charge. Preceding the charge, a very 
hot fight took place, and Commandant Prinsloo received two 

bad wounds, but he nerved himself up, ordered and led his last 
charge, saw the last battle of the war a victory, and the last shot 

fired in that last battle gave the Commandant a third wound, a fatal one, and he rolled from his horse 
and died a contented patriot. The brave Veldcornet Van der Walt, badly wounded himself, felt sorely 
grieved as he gazed upon the lifeless remains of his beloved commander, but consoled himself in 
the knowledge that Commandant Prinsloo had lived to see his enemy utterly routed.”109 
 
Veldcornet van Niekerk of the Bethal commando and Assistant Veldcornet J. Herman of Pretoria 
were killed and thirty Boers, including Lieutenant Farrel of Naudé's Scouts, were wounded. Prinsloo 
and the other Boer dead were buried at Rietfontein and, in 1973, reinterred at the town of Bethal. 

 
Prinsloo’s farm was completely destroyed 
during the Anglo Boer war. The British 
“scorched earth” policy had included the 
destruction of Prinsloo’s farmhouse built in 
1897. Prinsloo’s widow and their eight children 
were interred at the notorious Balmoral 
concentration camp110 where three of his 
daughters died.  
 
“The death rates, which give a more reliable 
indicator of what was happening, indicate that 
the authorities had reason to be concerned 
about deaths in Balmoral camp for it was 
somewhat higher than the Transvaal camp 
average.”111 

                                            
107 On 6 October 1856, John Young Filmore Blake, an Irish-American soldier and writer was born in Bolivar in Missouri 
in the United States. Blake served as a foreign volunteer for the Boers of the South African Republic during the Anglo 
Boer War. 
108 Two Irish Commandos, volunteer military units of guerrilla militia, fought alongside the Boers against the British 
forces. 
109Blake, John Y. Fillmore. (1903). A West Pointer with the Boers. Angel Guardian Press.  
110 Balmoral is a town in the in the eastern part of South Africa. The village was established as a railway station of the 
Oosterlijn from Pretoria to Maputo in 1894. The village and railway station were erected at the farm Eenzaamheid. For 
decades the village was nothing more than a railway stop with a primary school for the surrounding farms. During the 
Anglo Boer War, the British built a concentration camp near the railway station.  
111 https://www2.lib.uct.ac.za/mss/bccd/Histories/Balmoral/ 

Figure 79 Colonel John Young Filmore 

Blake 

Figure 80 Balmoral concentration camp graveyard 

https://www2.lib.uct.ac.za/mss/bccd/Histories/Balmoral/
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THE SAC’S DESPERATE BATTLE AT VLAKFONTEIN 
 

The Boer force that confronted Captain Capell's 
patrol had increased to a force of approximately 
600 men. Capell’s patrol was only able to get 365 
meters from the laager before they were detected. 
The SAC patrol immediately went on the offensive 
and attacked and opened fire on the Boer laager. 
It soon became obvious that the patrol was greatly 
outnumbered. After the Boers realised that their 
hide had been discovered, they returned fire and 
attempted to outflank Capell on his both flanks. 
 
Capell conducted an orderly tactical withdrawal 
under heavy fire to the fortified SAC post at 

Syferfontein. Both forces on the battlefield 
consisted of hardened veteran and experienced combatants and the fierce running battle took them 
back over Vlakfontein. The SAC left and right flank guards were simultaneously attacked by the 
Boers. Neither flank force was able to rejoin the main body under Capell’s direct command that 
succeeded in breaking contact with the Boers and getting away safely.   

 
Capell managed to withdraw most of his forces on the left flank. But 
eight men that included a sergeant, a subaltern, and Captain Martin-
Leake were unable to escape. The small group continued to engage 
the Boers and managed to hold them off. The situation changed 
drastically when a party of Boers moved along a small donga and 
opened fire on the group from a flanking position.  
 
All eight SAC members were killed or wounded. Martin-Leake 
attended to a number of the wounded and dressed their wounds to 
control the bleeding. Medically and professionally, Martin-Leake did 
all he could for the wounded while he himself was under heavy 
enemy fire. 
  
Sergeant William Henry Waller112 was shot in the leg and was 
seriously wounded. Martin-Leake attended to Waller and appeared 
to be oblivious to the heavy close-range rifle fire. When Lieutenant 
Abraham was mortally wounded, Martin-Leake ran to the wounded 

officer in an attempt to make him more comfortable and to ease his 
pain. During his efforts and attempt to save lives, Martin-Leake was 
himself shot three times and he was wounded in the right hand and left 

thigh. 
 
The Boers overran Martin-Leake and the small SAC group but the commando had no intention to 
take any of the wounded SAC members as prisoners of war. The SAC dead and wounded were 
simply left on the battlefield. Because he was a doctor, the Boers expressed their regret for shooting 
Martin-Leake and then summarily left the battlefield. 
 
Number 426 Third Class Trooper J. Grindlay was severely wounded during the battle. Grindlay, the 
first witness at an SAC Board of Officers, stated under oath that: “I was with Lieut Blackett’s party 
on the left flank. Lt Abrahams was about 100 yards away on my right. I did not see Capt Leake in 

                                            
112 No 267 Sergeant. William Henry Waller was wounded and listed in the South African Field Force Casualty Roll 
“South african Constabulary Waller C Division Severely wounded. Van Tondershk, 8 February 1902.” 

Figure 81 Syferfontein - Vlakfontein - Van Tonder's Hoek 

Figure 82 Surgeon Captain 

Martin-Leake in his SAC unform. 

The SAC uniforms were designed 

by Baden-Powell 
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the firing line, but I visited the wounded where Lt Abrahams was fighting, and I saw Capt Leake lying 
wounded there; he was so close that he could have touched Lt Abraham with his hand.  
 

The Boers who were there expressed great 
regret that they had shot Capt Leake, and 
stated that he had rushed forward; he had 
previously dressed Sgt Waller under heavy fire 
and had gone to Lt Abrahams, to attend him.”113  
 
Capell had withdrawn part of his force positioned 
in the center of the line to a secondary position to 
cover the retirement of the SAC group on the left 
flank.  
 
Realising he was heavily outnumbered by the 
enemy, Capell tried to withdraw a force 

commanded by Lieutenant Swinburne and 24 men 
on the extreme right flank. A message sent by 

Capell did not reach Swinburne because the messenger carrying the despatch had been shot. 
Lieutenant Swinburne defended a strong tactical position against overwhelming odds throughout 
the engagement and he did not imediately withdraw with his forces.  
 
The Boers launched determined attacks on Swinburne’s position that were repulsed with heavy 
casualties being inflicted on the Boers. During the battle, Swinburne received a message from the 
Boers advising him to surrender or, alternatively, he and his men would not be given mercy nor 
quarter114. Lieutenant Swinburne declined the ‘kind’ offer made to him by the Boers and he held and 
defended his position until nightfall. After dark, Swinburne was able to withdraw his party to safety 
but Lieutenant Blackett was killed and a number of men were wounded. The dead and wounded 
were evacuated back to Syferfontein where the dead were buried.  
 

Martin-Leake and his group, both dead and 
wounded, lay where they had fallen. The 
causalties waited for a number of hours before 
assistance carrying stretchers, blankets, 
bandages, and water arrived. The SAC wounded 
had developed raging thirsts after lying for hours 
in the hot sun. Initially, the available drinking 
water was limited and Martin-Leake refused to 
drink his share until all the other wounded had 
been given drinking water. 
 
Arthur Martin-Leake, by refusing to drink water 
before the rest of the wounded were taken care 
of, was compared to Sir Philip Sidney. Sir Philip 
Sidney was an English poet, courtier, scholar, 

and soldier.  
 

                                            
113 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
114 During a battle, usually an army took prisoners from the enemy. The prisoners would be given or “granted quarter”. 
If commanders instructed their subordinates not to give quarter, no prisoners were taken and all enemy were killed 
even if they surrendered. 

Figure 84 Another picture postcard depicting Martin-Leake's 

VC action at Vlakfontein 

Figure 83 Surgeon Captain Martin-Leake depicted during 

the action at Vlakfontein 

https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq
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On 22 September 1586, the Battle of Zutphen was fought near the village of Warnsveld and the 
town of Zutphen in the Netherlands during the Eighty Years' War115. Sidney fought for the 
Protestants against the Spanish. During the battle, Sidney was shot in the thigh and he died 26 days 
later from gangrene. Sir Philip Sidney was 31 years old at the time of his death.  
 

Before the battle, Sidney noticed that one of his 
men did not have adequate personal body 
armour. Sidney summarilly removed removed 
his own thigh armour believing it was not right 
for him to have armour if his men did not. As he 
lay dying, Sidney composed a song to be sung 
on his deathbed. According to legend, while 
Sidney was mortally wounded, he gave his 
water to a wounded soldier and said "Thy 
necessity is yet greater than mine". One 
account stated that although his death was 
avoidable, it was heroic. 
 
Captain Martin-Leake was evacuated to the 

SAC hospital in Heidelberg where he soon 
recovered from the thigh wound. On 12 February 

1902, Surgeon-Captain A. M. Leake's name appeared as “Severely wounded, right arm and left 
thigh” in the War Office List of Casualties. Martin-Leake’s ulnar nerve116 had been severed and his 
hand was paralysed. The wound proved to be a permanent crippling wound for Martin-Leake that 
potentially destroyed his ambition to qualify as a surgeon. 
 
THE AFTERMATH  
 

The Boers did not pursue Capell and the SAC patrol. Now aware 
that their hide was discovered, the Boers moved north-west away 
from Van Tondershoek. On 8 March 1902, at Klippan, the same 
Boer commando that fought at Vlakfontein, was engaged in a large 
skirmish with the Scots Greys 117.  
 
“On the 18th February General Gilbert Hamilton was sharply 
engaged at Klippan, twenty miles south-east of Springs, with a body 
of Boers which was estimated to number about 500. Upon this 
occasion, I regret to say, a portion of a squadron of the Scots Greys 
detached to one flank was cut off, surrounded, and partially 
captured. Our casualties were Major Fielden and Captain Ussher 
mortally wounded, Lieutenant Rhodes and 2 men killed, and 6 

wounded. The Boers were reported to have 8 men killed and 
wounded”.118 
 

By the end of February, the commando was reinforced by Boers from the Heidelberg Commando 
commanded by General Hendrik Alberts. On 1 April 1902, a patrol of the Queen's Bays, newly 
arrived in South Africa, clashed with the reinforced commando. The 2nd Dragoon Guards (Queen's 

                                            
115 In Dutch and English history the Dutch struggle for independence from the Spanish Crown in the 16th and 17th 
century was known as the Eighty Years' War. The initial part of this period is now known as the Dutch Revolt. 
116 In human anatomy, the ulnar nerve is the nerve that runs near the ulna bone. The ulnar collateral ligament of elbow 
joint is in relation with the ulnar nerve. The nerve is the largest in the human body unprotected by muscle or bone, so 
injury is common. 
117 The Royal Scots Greys was a cavalry regiment of the British Army from 1707. 
118 https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/imperial-units/515-2nd-royal-scots-greys-dragoons 

Figure 86 ‘C’ Division (Eastern 

Transvaal) - Light Blue rosette. 

Worn prior to 1902 

Figure 85 The memorial on the farm of Commandant Claassen 

at Syferfontein commemorating Captain Arthur Martin-

Leake’s V.C. action 

https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/imperial-units/515-2nd-royal-scots-greys-dragoons
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Bays) was a cavalry regiment of the British Army. “In his despatch of 8th April Lord Kitchener says 
that Colonel Lawley sent out Colonel Fanshawe with three squadrons Queen's Bays and 30 National 
Scouts to make a detour preparatory to co-operating with his own advance.  
Monument commemorating Martin-Leake at the farm Syferfontein. 

 
At 3.15 am Fanshawe surrounded a farm, where several Boers 
were captured; he then went on and tried to surround a laager, 
but the enemy were on the alert and he "was received by a very 
heavy fire, and realising that he was in presence of superior 
numbers, ordered a gradual retirement upon Leeuwkop. Close 
fighting then went on for several hours.  
 
The Bays, who were skillfully handled, retired steadily by 
alternate squadrons, whilst the Boers followed, pressing the 
withdrawal with the greatest determination and persistence". 
Leeuwkop was found to be in the enemy's hands, and Fanshawe 
had to make for another ridge, "where he received the timely 
support of the 7th Hussars and Lieutenant Colonel Lawley's 
guns" 
 
The Boers quickly retreated. "In this affair, although the Bays 

were capably handled and displayed steadiness and gallantry in 
face of superior numbers, their losses were, I regret to say, heavy. Two squadron-leaders and 10 
non-commissioned officers and men were killed, and 5 officers and 59 men were wounded”119. Badly 
outnumbered, the Queen's Bays returned to their base at Boschman's Kop after suffering severe 
casualties. 
  
From March until April 1902, Kitchener launched extensive and deliberate operations in the same 
area. Kitchener deployed 15000 men in an attempt to trap the commandos but the operation failed 
to capture the Boer generals and their men. Peace negotiations had, by then, started to end the 
Anglo Boer war.  
 

Captain Capell, in a detailed report, confirmed the gallantry, 
discipline and fighting spirit of the SAC members under his 
command.  
 
“I cannot speak too highly of every officer and man, the latter being 
cool and splendid while in the firing line. Cases of gallantry were 
numerous; Captain Leake, Medical Officer, was wounded in three 
places while attending Lieutenant Abraham under murderous fire; 
Sergeant Hoffe and 2nd Class Trooper Marks distinguished 
themselves by their good work with Lieutenant Swinburne; Corporal 
Reeves, No 4 Troop, during the retirement rode back under heavy 
fire, picking up a man whose horse had been shot, and was riding 

away with him when his own horse was shot dead; he and the other 
man were captured, resisting to the end; Hospital Orderly Odell, No 5 

Troop, did good service in carrying a message to Lieutenant Swinburne while under fire.   
 
Our losses were heavy, viz.: 2 officers and 6 men killed; 1 officer and 10 men wounded; 24 horses 
killed and missing.  The Boers admit they were 800 strong, and had 12 casualties.  I deeply regret 
the loss that the Corps has sustained in the death of Lieutenant D O P Abraham, Lieutenant A C 
Blackett, Sergeant G Robinson, 1st Class Trooper M H Hutchins, Trooper McLarity, Trooper A E 

                                            
119 https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/imperial-units/514-2nd-queens-bays-dragoon-guards 

Figure 87 General Hendrik Alberts 

Figure 88 A Victorian era SAC 

headdress badge 

https://www.angloboerwar.com/unit-information/imperial-units/514-2nd-queens-bays-dragoon-guards
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Scott, Trooper C Morton, Trooper A Pearl.  But by their gallant self-sacrifice they have added another 
honour to the many which the South African Constabulary has gained for itself.  
 

I am highly pleased with the gallant and steady conduct of all ranks 
in this particularly trying engagement, especially as a large number 
of them were under fire for the first time, and I congratulate them all 

upon their very complete vindication of their action. The gallant conduct of Leake in tending wounded 
under murderous fire, and that of Corporal Reeves, in going back under heavy fire to rescue a 
comrade, will be the subject of special report to the Commander-in-Chief.” 120  
 

Newspaper articles abounded regarding the SAC officers wounded or 
killed in action at Vlakfontein. “The Daily Telegraph”, on 12 February 
1902, published: ‘Last night’s casualty list shows two officers of the 
South African Constabulary, Lieutenants A.C. Blackett and T.O. Pollard 
Abraham, were killed, and Surgeon-Captain A.M. Leake was severely 
wounded. No further details of the affair have come through. The scene 
is probably the Syferfontein some eighteen miles from Johannesburg. It 
is an important colliery, and the action was in all likelihood a sequel to 
the recent Boer attack on the Brakpan coal mines.” 
 
The “Herefordshire Mercury” quoted a section from the “South African 
Constabulary Journal” provided to the newspaper by a “Mr. Dewey”. Mr. 
Dewey’s son, Trooper Henry D. Dewey, was a member of the SAC.  
 
“Lieut. Blackett and his little party had been rushed by a superior number 
of the enemy, who had crept up unnoticed to a very close range. When 

called upon to surrender our men stoutly refused, but fought to the last, 
nearly all being killed or wounded, including Lieut. Blackett, who was the 
first killed, while directing the fire of his men. The Boers, having taken 
possession of this point, were able to pour a deadly short range fire on to 

the flank of Lieut. Abraham’s men, who had reinforced Lieut. Blackett on his right. 
 
It was now that Lieut. Blackett became badly wounded in two 
places, and several casualties occurred among his men. Surgeon-
Captain Martin-Leake, who had been working hard among the 
wounded all through, hearing that Lieut. Abraham was badly 
wounded, immediately went to him in the face of a heavy fire at 
close range, only to be wounded himself while dressing Lieut. 
Abraham’s wounds; in spite of his wound he continued his work 
until wounded a second time by the same bullet that killed Lieut. 
Abraham.” 
 
On 13 February 1902, Martin-Leake’s name appeared in the 
printed media. The report was accompanied by some additional 
journalistic speculation in “The Evening News”. “We regret to notice 
from Tuesday night’s casualty list that Surgeon-Captain A. Martin-
Leake is returned as severely wounded at Syferfontein on Saturday 
last. No further details of the affair have come through. The scene 
is probably the Syferfontein some eighteen miles from 

Johannesburg. It is an important colliery, and the action is supposed 
to be a sequel to the recent Boer attack on the Brakpan coal mines.” 

 

                                            
120 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 

Figure 89 The memorial 

headstone of Lieutenants 

Algernon Blackett and 

Thomas Abraham 

Figure 90 Lieutenant Algernon Carey 

Blackett 
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The two officers killed in action at Vlakfontein were buried in the same grave. Born in 1876, 
Lieutenant Thomas Oxenham Pollard Abraham served in the Cape Mounted Rifles and he was 
promoted to the rank of sergeant. In May 1900, Abraham was nominated by the Governor of the 
Cape Colony for a commission with the rank of second lieutenant in the King’s Liverpool Regiment. 
At Abraham’s request, the commission in the King’s Liverpool Regiment was cancelled. Abraham 
joined the SAC after he had served from the beginning of the Anglo Boer War with the Cape Mounted 
Rifles.  
 

On 6 May 1873, Algernon Blackett was born in 
Wylam in Northumberland. Lieutenant Algernon 
Carey Blackett was the youngest son of late Royal 
Naval Captain Edward Algernon Blackett. On 9 
May 1892, Blackett entered Emmanuel College at 
Cambridge University. Blackett became  a well-
known Cambridge University athlete and the 
university’s swimming champion for many years.  
 
In 1894, Blackett graduated from Cambridge 
University with a Bachelor of Arts degree and 
became a solicitor. In 1897, Algernon Blackett 

emigrated from England to South Africa. On 19 October 1899, Blackett started his Anglo Boer War 
service as Trooper Number 107 in Bethune’s Mounted Infantry. On 20 November 1899, Algernon 
Blackett was commissioned as a lieutenant in Bethune’s Mounted Infantry. 
 
On 6 January 1901, Lieutenant Blackett, while serving as an officer in Bethune’s Mounted Infantry, 
was slightly wounded at Rietpan. Blackett transferred to the SAC. On 12 October 1901, Lieutenant 
Blackett was severely wounded at Wildeal’s Kraal and he had barely recovered from the wound 
when he rejoined his Troop for the reconnaisssance at Vlakfontein. 
 

During the fight at Vlakfontein, Blackett was shot through 
the right lung and left hand and his horse was shot and 
killed under him. At the time of his death, Lieutenant 
Blackett was 28 years old. Lieutenant Blackett is 
commemorated and remembered on a brass plaque at St 
Mary the Virgin Church in Tynedale in England.  
 
One of the SAC other ranks killed in action at Vlakfontein 
was Number 568 Second Class Sergeant George 
Robinson. On 4 February 1901, George Robinson 
enlisted in the SA Constabulary and, on 1 May 1901, was 
promoted from the rank of 3rd Class Trooper to to the rank 
of Corporal. On 1 December 1901, he was promoted to 
the rank of 2nd Class Sergeant. 
  

Robinson proved to be an efficient member of the SAC and his effectiveness is evident from the 
entries made in his “Record of Conduct and Service”: “Displayed great pluck at Kaffirspruit when 
surrounded by Boers in a kraal which he loopholed and with 8 men held for six hours till relieved. 
The wall was not high enough to protect the horses which were all shot.” Sergeant Robinson was 
buried in Standerton and is commemorated on a marble tablet at St Nicholas' Church in Water Lane 
in Swayfield in England 
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 Major Fair, commanding C Division, directed a 
Board of Officers to convene to gather 
evidence about Martin-Leake’s gallant conduct 
in the face of the enemy at Vlakfontein.  
 
The appointed Board of Officers convened at 
the farm ‘Roodebank.’ Captain Capell was 
appointed President and Captains M. H. Brown 
and A. A. Slatter as members of the Board of 
Officers. The Board of officers found Martin-
Leake’s conduct to have been exemplary and 

he was recommended and subsequently awarded the SAC Badge for Gallantry.  
 

THE SAC BADGE FOR GALLANTRY 
 

According to Baden Powell: “We had so many 
cases of individual gallantry on the part of 
officers and men that it was difficult to get them 
all recognised by the Army authorities, 
especially as they were in so many cases not 
regularly attached to Army units. So, although 
we had three V.C.’s and a considerable 
number of D.S.O.’s and D.C.M.’s awarded to 
the S.A.C., I found it desirable to institute a 
Badge for Gallantry of our own; and this came 
to be a highly prized decoration in the force. 
The badge was to become..."a highly prized 

decoration in the force”.121  
 

Baden-Powell, as Inspector General of the SAC, was obviously concerned 
that his men were not getting the recognition for gallantry he felt they 
deserved. In January 1902, acting on a suggestion from Lieutenant 
Colonel A. H. M. Edwards the commanding officer of A Division, Baden-
Powell instituted the South African Constabulary Badge for Gallantry.  
 
The badge was awarded to Warrant Officers, non-commissioned officers 
and men of the SAC for “distinguished gallantry in the field which the 
inspector General considered as warranting recognition.” The badge was 
introduced by SAC General Order Number 59 dated 8 March 1902. 
 
Baden-Powell personally approved all awards of the South African 
Constabulary Badge for Gallantry. Baden-Powell ‘s decision was made 
and based on the recommendations of a special board that consisted of 
appointed SAC officers. Baden-Powell requested Lord Milner, the High 
Commissioner for South Africa, to present the first awards of the gallantry 

badge. In response to his request, Baden-Powell received a note from the Milner’s military secretary 
stating that “his Excellency was doubtful about the advisability of presenting the badges”.  
 

                                            
121 Baden-Powell, Baden Henry and Baden-Powell, Robert. (1992). Lessons from the Varsity of Life. Stevens 
Publishing. 

Figure 92 SAC Badge for 

Gallantry cloth/gold wire 

version 

Figure 91 Baden-Powell presenting SAC Badges for Gallantry 

and addressing his men 
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Baden-Powell postponed the first award ceremony and later presented the badges himself. On 27 
August 1902, the first South African Constabulary Badges for Gallantry were presented on a parade 
at Zuurfontein122. 
 
The gallantry badge was designed in the form of a shield. The background of the badge was covered 
in felt that originated from the green colour worn by the 5th Dragoon Guards. The green colour used 
was the same as the colour worn on the SAC shoulder straps. Both Colonel Edwards and Baden-
Powell had been members of the 5th Dragoon Guards.  
 

The shield was surrounded by a gilt wreath surmounted by a crown. There 
was a horizontal scroll at the bottom of the badge bearing the word 
‘GALLANTRY’. The gallantry badge was worn on the right lower sleeve of 
the uniform by a trooper. If the recipient held noncommissioned rank, the 
badge was worn above his rank and elbow. The gallantry badges were 
made in both metal and cloth.  
 
According to surviving SAC records, there were only 83 recipients of the 
South African Constabulary Badge for Gallantry. Two recipients were 
Captain A. E. Capell and Surgeon Captain A. Martin-Leake. 
 
On 18 February, Major Fair wrote a letter to the Chief Staff Officer of the 
SAC. Fair stated in his letter that he hoped “the Inspector General may 
see fit to forward the same to the General Officer Commanding in Chief 
and recommend this gallant Medical Officer for the Victoria Cross.” 

Attached to the proceedings of the Board of Officers was a statement from Sergeant Waller who 
was still recovering in hospital.  
 

Sergeant Waller’s recollection and statement regarding Martin-
Leake’s conduct and motivation for the Victoria Cross proved crucial 
for the approval of Martin-Leake’s recommended award. Because he 
was still in hospital, Waller did follow the same procedure followed by 
other the witnesses who signed and conveyed their statements 
before the Board of Officers. Instead, Major Fair accepted Waller’s 
signed statement signed in Fair’s presence at the SAC hospital in 
Heidelberg.  
 
On 17 February 1902, Sergeant William Waller wrote: “I most 
respectfully beg to state that during the engagement at Vlakfontein 
on the 8th inst Capt Leake medical officer acted with great bravery 
throughout the fight. Myself and Lieut Abrahams was on a sloping 
ridge with the men in the left centre of the firing line. We were firing 
at the Boers at a range of sixteen hundred yards when I got upright 
to extend the men to cover what seemed to be a slight Donga when 

all of a sudden about forty Boers opened fire at us at about one 
hundred yards range. I was immediately shot in the leg.  
 

Capt Leake immediately came up and under most terrific fire he (Capt Leake) lying flat on the ground 
bandaged my leg. The Boers were still advancing on us under cover of Donga and from both flanks. 
The fire was very hot during this time. Lieut Abrahams was shot.  
 

                                            
122 The SAC Headquarters was based at Zuurfontein, now close to Kempton Park to the east of Johannesburg 
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Capt Leake at once went to him but he was mortally 
wounded and while trying to put him in a comfortable 
position Capt Leake was shot three times but he 
would not give in until he rolled over thoroughly 
exhausted.  
 
Our men were all hit then and the Boers came out of 

the Donga and charged us some firing as they came 
and during the time we were lying in the Veldt he 

refused to taste of water until everyone had been served.”123 Waller concluded his statement “W.H. 
Waller, Sgt No 3 Troop.” 

 
Many witnesses had seen and remembered the actions on that 
unforgettable day. One participant at the battle was Trooper George 
Henry Cullis. On 3 September 1960, Brigadier Robert Vincent “Bob” 
Franklin was a medical doctor working on the Cunard liner the ‘R.M.S. 
Media.’124 During a voyage, Franklin and Cullis coincidentally met. In 
1960, George Cullis became an American citizen and lived in New 
Jersey. George Cullis wrote his eye witness account many years after 
the battle: 
 
“In February 1902, there were 30 men of whom I was one selected 
from N0 1 Troop, C Division of the South African Constabulary picked 
for convoy duty to escort food convoys picking up at Val River and 
taking across the veldt to Witbank where there was as I remember a 
big coal mine. We dropped off wagons along this line at the different 
troops stationed along this area. Going and coming consumed about 
a week. Wagons were pulled oxen or mules. 

 
On Feb 8th 1902 this detail of 30 men under Lieut A. H. Hornby who by the way was I believe also 
of the famous Lancashire cricket team125 of that time and if there was a good leader and a brave 
man it was he. At least us 30 men on his patrol thought so and nothing seemed too hot for him to 
take up and carry through. The Boers never got a convoy or part of one on our time which was 
seven months prior they had so I understand. 
 
This is a preamble leading up to the engagement which was somewhat of a larger scale operation 
than the regular job we had. A composite force made from men detailed from their different troops 
of C Division SAC as we were known and of course the men did not know the purpose. We 
numbered about 150, not more I think. It was the talk around afterwards that were to find out the 
strength of a body of Boers operating in that section. Well we did. It was rumoured their commander 
was the late Gen Smuts and they must have outnumbered us 10 to 1. 
 

                                            
123 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
124 ‘Media’, built by John Brown & Co., and launched in 1946, was a cargo-passenger ship. On 20 August 1947, She 
made her maiden voyage from Liverpool to New York. In 1952, she was fitted with Denny-Brown stabilizers, the first 
North Atlantic liner to be so equipped. ‘Media’ made her final Cunard sailing in September 1961, afterward being sold 
and renamed Flavia. 
125 From 1908 until 1914, Albert Henry Hornby captained the Lancashire county cricket. During his cricketing career, 
Hornby scored 9541 runs with an average run rate of 24,78. In 1912, Hornby’s highest recorded batting innings was 
129 runs against Surrey at The Oval. In the same year, Hornby shared in a partnership of 245 in two and half hours 
with J. Sharp against Leicestershire at Old Trafford, a Lancashire county cricket seventh-wicket record. During the 
First World War, Hornby served in the Army Remount Service with the rank of captain. 
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We left camp before day light on Feb 8th/02 under command of 
Capt Capell and soon after I remember daylight came we got into 
general action with them. They seemed all set and waiting for us. 
We gave them a good argument for 3 or 4 hours it seems to me. 
I know the first range Lt Hornby gave us and I was about next to 
him was 1400 yards. It shortened as the action continued and we 
were forced to retire eventually with quite some losses large in 
percentage according to the numbers engaged.  
 
During this time my Lieut called to me to retire and bring Capt 
Leake to the centre where our 30 men were. I did not know Capt 
Leake was a surgeon attached to us so had to follow along the 
firing line searching for him. This I did after crawling back to get 
my horse which was probably ½ mile behind us. Eventually I 
found him.  
 

Then I knew he was a doctor as he was taking care of the wounded 
on the left flank. I gave him my message from Lt Hornby. He said get me a horse and remain 
mounted. This I did and went back to him. I found that he was out of action wounded so returned to 
the centre. By this time all were in retreat and we took up another position a few miles back but they 
too drove us from this eventually. 
 

Those of us not captured or wounded got back to Val from where we had 
started that morning. I understand Capt Leake refused all attention or water 
until all other wounded were cared for. A truly brave man and doing a job 
beyond his regular line of duty at least our men thought so. I do not know 
to which troop he was regularly attached. This action took place as stated 
on Feb 8 1902 at Van Tonder’s Hoek and this was the name I believe we 
gave it. It also seems to me that Capt Capell was awarded the DSO or some 
such decoration.  
 
We men only knew of these happenings when they were read out in the 
day’s general orders.  This is all there was to it and have tried to remember 
the names of the places where the story commenced and hope it is what 
you had in mind when asking me to relate my memory of it. 38 years is a 
long time to think back. My name is George Henry Cullis regimental No 
2207. A member of No 1 Troop South African Constabulary headquarters 
at Heidelberg Transvaal.”126 
 

On 15 February 1902, a document titled “Remarks by Inspector General 
No. 4” was distributed to all SAC Divisions from the SAC Headquarters based 
in Johannesburg. “I have again much pleasure in placing on record a gallant 
piece of work on the part of the S.A.C. It was performed by a detachment of 

“C” Division under the Command of Capt. Capell on 8th instant near Van Tondershoek (29) in the 
East Transvaal. Previous reports had been discredited and the Commander-in-Chief ordered a 
forward move of the line of posts of “C” Division. 
 
Major Fair commanding the Division, very properly sent Capt. Capell with a detachment to 
reconnoiter previous to making such a move, and thereby saved what would otherwise have 
probably been a disaster. Capt. Capell moved out with 130 mounted men at 3 a.m. on the 6th, and 
disposed his force to the best advantage in a semicircle on ridge overlooking Van Tonders Hoek, 
where he expected the enemy to be.  

                                            
126 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
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At daybreak he found himself within 400 yards 
of the enemy’s laager and he opened a heavy 
fire upon it. The Boers who were in strong force 
replied by a determined attack upon his front 
and left flank, and succeeded in rushing that 
flank, having come close up under cover of a 
donga in superior numbers. Capt. Capell 
withdrew a portion of his centre to a second 
position, whence he was able to cover the 
retirement of his left flank.  
 
Seeing that he was largely outnumbered by the 
enemy, he endeavoured to withdraw his 
extreme right flank, which under Lieut. 
Swinburne was holding a strong little position, 
but the Orderly conveying the message, was 
shot while on his way – so that it never reached 

Lieut. Swinburne and he subsequently did not leave his post.  
 
The Boers attacked him in a determined manner, but he drove them off with loss. They then sent a 
message advising him to surrender, otherwise they would give no quarters. This he declined and 
held his post the whole day up to nightfall, and then withdrew his party safely in the dark. 
 

Capt. Capell meanwhile being pressed by overwhelming numbers of 
Boers withdrew the remainder of his force with great skill and coolness, 
and retired, contesting the ground back to his line of blockhouses some 
7 miles distant. A few of our men were captured by the enemy during the 
fight owing to their horses falling or being shot, but in no case was there 
an inglorious surrender and before being captured the men did not forget 
to throw away the bolts of their Rifles. 
 
Capt. Capell says in his report “I cannot speak too highly of every officer 
and man, the latter being cool and splendid when in the firing line”. 
Cases of gallantry were numerous. Capt. Leake Medical Officer was 
wounded in three places while attending Lieut. Abraham under 

murderous fire, Sergt. Hoffe and 2nd class Trooper Marks distinguished 
themselves by their good work with Lieut. Swinburne. Corp. Reeves No. 

4 Troop during the retirement rode back under heavy fire and picked up a man whose horse had 
been shot and was riding away with him when his own horse was shot dead, he and the other man 
were captured resisting to the end. 
 
Hospital Corp. Odell No. 5. Troop did good service in carrying a message under Lieut. Swinburne 
under heavy fire. Our losses were heavy, Viz: 2 Officers and 6 men killed, 1 Officer and 10 men 
wounded, 24 horses killed and missing. Boers admit they were 800 strong and that they had 12 
casualties.  
 
I deeply regret the loss that the Corps has sustained in the deaths of Lieut. D.O.P. Abraham, Lieut. 
A.C. Blackett, Sergt. G. Robinson, 1st Class Trooper M.H. Hutchins, Trooper McLarty, Trooper A. 
Pearl; but by their gallant self-sacrifice they have added another honour to the many which the 
S.A.C. has gained for itself.  
 
I am highly pleased with the gallant and steady conduct of all ranks in this particularly trying 
engagement, especially as a large number of them were under fire for the first time and I 
congratulate them all upon their very complete vindication of their action. 

Figure 98 A mounted SAC Trooper in 1900 

Figure 99 South African 

Constabulary slouch hat badge 
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Capt. Capell’s disposition and conduct of the affair throughout appear to have been excellent, 
though had he acted on the principle of having a portion of his force as support, well in the rear, he 
would have found the extrication of his forces from front line less difficult. The gallant conduct of 
Leake in tending wounded under heavy fire – and that of Corpl. Reeves in going back under heavy 
fire to rescue a comrade will be the subject of special report to the Commander-in-Chief. Lieut. 
Swinburne and his party are to be commended for the cool and plucky manner in which they 
successfully held their post for hours against the determined attack of the enemy.  
 
It may be noted that Capell says he could have held his first position in spite of the superior numbers 
of the enemy had not a misfortune occurred to his left flank, by which they were driven in. This 
misfortune was, that while the attention of the men on that flank was taken up with the enemy in 
front of them, a number of Boers crept up by Dongas behind them and volleyed them at short range. 
Had one or two men been posted or kept a look out in this direction, this could not have happened, 
and our force would not have had to retire. This point should be borne in mind by all ranks – viz: to 
keep a good look out even in the most unexpected direction. 
 
(By Order) 
J. S. Nicholson, Colonel 
 

CAPTAIN MARTIN-LEAKE’S VICTORIA CROSS RECOMMENDATION 
 

 Major James Fair duly forwarded his recommendation for the 
award of the Victoria Cross to Martin-Leake to the SAC 
headquarters. General Baden-Powell endorsed the findings 
of the Board of Officers that was concluded at Heidelberg 
and he then sent the recommendation for Martin-Leake’s 
Victoria Cross to Lord Kitchener.  
 
“I have the honour to forward and strongly recommend to 
the favourable consideration of the General Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief, the enclosed evidence of gallantry on 
the part of Surgeon Captain Leake, South African 
Constabulary, as being a case possibly deserving of 
recommendation of the Victoria Cross.”127 
 
Lord Kitchener, Commander in Chief in South Africa, did not 
agree with the recommendation for a Victoria Cross. As 
senior British commander in South Africa, Kitchener argued 
that Martin-Leake had not been “doing anything more than 
his duty.” On 24 March 1902, Kitchener forwarded Martin-
Leake’s Victoria Cross recommendation to the Under 

Secretary of State for War at the War Office in London.  
 

In the covering letter, Kitchener wrote: “ I have the honour to forward herewith a recommendation 
for the Victoria Cross in the case of Surgeon Captain Leake South African Constabulary. I am of 
opinion that though the Officer in question undoubtedly showed great devotion to duty, he at the 
same time was only carrying out his manifest duty, and I therefore consider  that the bestowal of the 
D.S.O. would be more appropriate than the V.C., and I therefore recommend him for the former.”128  
 

                                            
127 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
128 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
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 Further representation and correspondence for Martin-Leake’s 
recommended award took place between the War Office and the 
Surgeon General in South Africa, Sir William Deane Wilson.129 
On 19 March 1902, General Wilson replied to the Private 
Secretary from Pretoria giving  his opinion as Principal Medical 
Officer:  
 
“I have read the enclosed and determined that Capt Leake has 
done well and I have thought what I myself and other officers 
would have tried to have done if they had the same opportunity. 
Capt Leake had the chance of distinguishing himself and he 
availed himself of it. He could, I considered have been more 
careful of his own personal safety and may have well considered 
doing so. I consider him well worthy of recognition for his 
services. I consider your question “Was he doing anything 
more than his duty?” would exclude everyone from the 
Victoria Cross for it is every one’s duty to do his very 
best.”130 
 
On 3 January 1901, Lord Roberts was appointed as the last 

Commander-in-Chief of the Forces.131 Initially, Lord Roberts 
concurred with Kitchener’s recommendation that Martin-Leake not 

be awarded a Victoria Cross. On 23 April 1902, Roberts instructed his Senior Aide to “submit 
Surgeon Leake’s name for the D.S.O. as recommended by Lord Kitchener.” On 25 April 1902, Lord 
Roberts’ aide, Lieutenant Colonel Brown, responded and wrote “This would almost have seemed to 
me a case for V.C.”  
 

Colonel Brown wrote and submitted detailed his personal detailed 
comments and inputs to Lord Roberts: “Lord Kitchener forwards a 
recommendation for the V.C. in the case of Surgeon Captain 
Leake, South African Constabulary, but is of the opinion that this 
Officer was only carrying out his manifest duty. The grant of the 
D.S.O. would be more appropriate than the V.C. and he therefore 
recommends Surgeon Captain Leake for the D.S.O.’’ 
The Regulations respecting the V.C. were however amended in 
1881, was to admit the decoration being captured in cases of 
mortal gallantry in the performance of duty. 
 
During the action at Vlakfontein 8 Feb 1902, Surgeon Captain 
Leake came up to a wounded man and attended to him under a 
heavy fire from about 40 Boers at 100 yards range. He then went 
to the assistance of a wounded Officer, and while trying to place 
him in a comfortable position, was shot three times, but would not 
give in till he rolled over thoroughly exhausted. All the men, at this 
point, were wounded, and while they were lying in the Veldt, 
Surgeon Captain Leake refused to take water until every man had 

been served. 
 

                                            
129 Surgeon-General Sir William Deane Wilson, KCMG was a British army surgeon and principal medical officer of the 
British Army in South Africa during the Anglo Boer War. 
130 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
131 From 1660 to 1707, the Commander-in-Chief of the Forces was the professional head of the English Army. In 
1904, the position was replaced after the creation of the Army Council and the appointment of Chief of the General 
Staff. 
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 It may be observed that in the case of Capt Schofield, RA, at 
Colenso132, Sir Redvers Buller133 also took the view that as the 
gallantry displayed by that officer was in the performance of 
duty, he was not eligible for the V.C. but he was informed in a 
letter from this department of 31 January 1900, that although it 
was formally held that an act of duty merely performed was not 
of itself held to be a sufficient qualification for the V.C., a 
Warrant of the Regulations was introduced by the Royal 
Warrant of 23 April 1881, defining the qualification as 
“conspicuous bravery or devotion “to the country in the 
presence of the enemy” which was intended to include marked 
gallantry in the performance of duty. 
 
Sir R. Buller still objected to recommend Capt Schofield but 
after deference to South Africa, it was eventually decided by 
the Comm in Chief and Sec of State that he should have the 
V.C. instead of the D.S.O. which had been awarded to him.”134 
 
Schofield’s initial award of the Distinguished Service Order was 
withdrawn and he was awarded the Victoria Cross. “At Colenso, 

on the 15th December, 1899, when the detachments serving the 
guns of the 14th and 66th Batteries, Royal Field Artillery, had all 
been killed, wounded, or driven from them by Infantry fire at close 

range, Captain Schofield went out when the first attempt was made to extricate the guns, and 
assisted in withdrawing the two that were saved.”135 

 
On 4 May 1902, Lord Roberts issued a new instruction to Colonel 
Brown regarding Martin-Leake’s recommendation when he wrote: 
“Submit to the King for the VC.”136 Captain Martin-Leake was 
awarded the Victoria Cross for “conspicuous bravery or devotion to 
the country in the presence of the enemy”.  
 
Martin-Leake’s citation stated: “During the action at Vlakfontein, on 
the 8th February, 1902, Surgeon-Captain Martin-Leake went up to 
a wounded man, and attended to him under a heavy fire from about 
40 Boers at 100 yards range. He then went to the assistance of a 
wounded Officer, and, whilst trying to place him in a comfortable 
position, was shot three times, but would not give in till he rolled 
over thoroughly exhausted. All the eight men at this point were 
wounded, and while they were lying on the Veldt, Surgeon-Captain 
Martin-Leake refused water till everyone else had been served.”137  
 

                                            
132 On 15 December 1899, the Battle of Colenso was the third and final battle fought during the Black Week of the 
Second Boer War. It was fought between British and Boer forces from the independent South African Republic and 
Orange Free State in and around Colenso, Natal, South Africa. 
133 In 1898, Buller commanded the troops stationed at Aldershot. In 1899, Buller was appointed commander of the 
Natal Field Force on the outbreak of the Anglo Boer War. He was defeated at the Battle of Colenso, during what was 
later to become known as Black Week. Defeats at the Battles of Magersfontein and Stormberg also involved forces 
under his command. Because of concerns about his performance and negative reports from the field, he was replaced 
in January 1900 as overall commander in South Africa by Lord Roberts. 
134 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
135 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
136 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
137 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
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On 2 June 1902, Captain Martin-Leake was presented with the 
Victoria Cross by King Edward VII at St James’ Palace in London. 
The award ceremony was the first ceremony of its kind held for 
the presentation of awards and medals after the Anglo Boer War 
had ended.  
 
Before hosting the Investiture, the King received the special 
Ambassador of China who was to represent the Emperor of China 
at the King’s Coronation. His Imperial Highness, Prince Cheng138, 
presented his credentials after he was presented to the King by 
Colonel, the Honourable, Sir W. Colville, His Majesty's Master of 
the Ceremonies139.  
 
The Chinese entourage were driven to the Palace in Royal 
carriages. The King was attended by his Gentlemen in Waiting140 
and escorted by a detachment from the 1st Life Guards. Hundreds 
of spectators assembled outside Buckingham Palace from early 
in the morning. The route through the park to Saint James was 
lined by the spectators who had gathered en masse.  
 

 
While waiting for the proceedings to start, the spectators 
spent the time singing the National Anthem and various 
patriotic songs. The King was loudly and enthusiastically 
cheered by the crowds as he travelled along the route to the 
event. After arriving at the garden entrance from 
Buckingham Palace, the King was received by the great 
officers of State141 and the Royal household142.  
 
At 11h30, the Investiture conducted by the King took place 
at St James Palace. Major-General Sir Henry Leslie 
Rundle143 was invested with the insignia of a Knight 
Commander of Saint Michael and Saint George. The King 
first presented Captain Martin-Leake with the Victoria Cross 
before he presented the Distinguished Service Order to a 
number of officers. A large number of Companions to other 

                                            
138 Zaifeng, formally known by his title Prince Chun, was a Manchu prince and regent of the late Qing dynasty. He was 
a son of Yixuan, the seventh son of the Daoguang Emperor, and the father of Puyi, the Last Emperor. He served as 
Prince-Regent from 1908 to 1911 during the reign of his son until the Qing dynasty was overthrown by the Xinhai 
Revolution in 1911. Prince Cheng of the First Rank, or simply Prince Cheng, was the title of a princely peerage used 
in China during the Manchu-led Qing dynasty (1644–1912). 
139 Colonel the Honourable Sir William James Colville, KCVO, CB 
140 A gentleman-in-waiting is “A man of gentle birth attached to the household of the sovereign or other person of high 
rank.” The term “of gentle birth” implied a gentleman was from a family of good social position. 
141 The greater officers were the Lord High Chancellor, Lord High Treasurer, Lord Privy Seal, the Lord Secretary. 
142 The Royal Households of the United Kingdom consist of royal officials and supporting staff of the British Royal 
Family and the Royal Household that supports the Sovereign. Every member of the Royal Family who undertakes 
public duties has his own separate Household. 
143 K.C.M.G. London Gazette 19 April 1901: For services in connection with the campaign in South Africa 1899-1900. 
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various Orders were then invested by King Edward VII. The King afterwards hosted a levee144 in the 
Throne Room145.  
 
The high profile event was attended by the Royal family that included the Prince of Wales, and the 
Dukes of Connaught and York146. Prince Charles of Denmark was also in attendance. The 
Honourable Corps of Gentlemen-at-Arms147 formed the King’s bodyguard on duty in the State 
Saloons. The Yeoman of the Guard was also on duty in the Palace148. In the Garden of the Palace, 
a guard of honour was mounted by the Irish Guards and the 1st Life Guards were stationed in the 
Mall.  
 
On 8 October 1901, Martin Leake was honourably mentioned in Lord Kitchener’s despatch. 
“Surgeon-Captain Leake; for his devotion to duty in attending to wounded at Vlakfontein, February 
8, when he was wounded in three places.” 

 
After the Vlakfontein incident, Martin-Leake’s wounds healed 
but he suffered from complete paralysis of the muscles 
supplied by the ulnar nerve. The paralysis caused atrophy 
loss of circulation and power over the area of distribution. The 
medical report confirmed Martin-Leake was shot in action 
while attending the wounded and he had been on official duty. 
Critically, it was stated that the disability could be permanent 
if an operation was not done to reunite his severed nerves. 
After he was wounded, Martin-Leake’s wounds had been 
dressed ‘antiseptically’ and he had ‘recovered in bed’. The 
wound in his left thigh had healed completely.  
 
 The medical report about Martin-Leake’s wounds and 
condition was completed. The report confirmed Martin-Leake 
was “not previously proposed for discharge” but “proposed for 
change to England for the purpose of being operated on with 
a view to reuniting the severed nerve.” The recommendation 
was done at Heidelberg by Major Phillips the Divisional 
Medical Officer for C Division. The recommendation was 
counter-signed by Major Merriman on behalf of Major Fair, 
the Divisional Commander.  
 
On 8 March 1902, a Medical Board convened in Heidelberg 

regarding Martin-Leake’s medical condition. The Board concluded in its findings that: “The Board 
concurs in the above report and recommends that Captain Martin-Leake be granted six months sick 
leave to proceed to England for the above purpose.” The president of the Board was Major Philips 
and the member was Captain Parnell. On 16 March 1902, the findings of the Board and Captain 
Marin-Leake’s sick leave were approved. The medical approval was done by Major Burtschaell, the 
Principal Medical Officer of the SAC.  
 

                                            
144 The levee was traditionally a daily moment of intimacy and accessibility to the monarch or leader. 
145 St. James's Palace remains the senior palace of the British monarchy. St. James's Throne Room is used for official 
occasions. For example, it is the venue where the lord mayor and councillors of the City of Westminster usually 
present an address of welcome to visiting heads of state during state visits. 
146 Duke of York is a title of nobility in the Peerage of the United Kingdom. Since the 15th century, it has, when granted, 
usually been given to the second son of the English monarchs. 
147 His Majesty's Body Guard of the Honourable Corps of Gentlemen at Arms was the bodyguard to the British 
Monarch. Until 17 March 1834, they were called The Honourable Band of Gentlemen Pensioners. 
148 The King’s Body Guard of the Yeomen of the Guard is a bodyguard of the British monarch. The oldest British 
military corps still in existence, in 1485, it was created by King Henry VII after the Battle of Bosworth Field. 
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On 16 March 1902,  authority was granted by General Baden-Powell 
for Martin-Leake to travel to England to undergo the operation and 
for him to take six months sick and convalescent leave. In June 
1902, Martin-Leake underwent the operation in England that was 
carried out by Sir Victor Horsley149. Horsley joined both nerve ends 
but, unfortunately, the operation was partially successful. 
 
Martin-Leake was left with a permanent loss of flexibility and his 
right hand remained inflexible and partially paralysed. In 1902, as a 
result of the disability, Martin-Leake failed to qualify as a surgeon 
and was semi-successful a year later. On 11 June 1903, Captain 
Martin-Leake qualified as a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons 
at the University College in London. Martin-Leake had furthered his 
studies while convalescing from his wounds.  
 
Unfortunately, Martin Leake’s medical condition did not improve and 

he suffered permanent damage to his right hand as a direct result of 
the gunshot wound and a surgical career was no longer possible. As 

compensation, Martin-Leake was awarded a temporary disability and wound pensions from SAC 
funds fixed and determined at £100 per year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
149 During the First World War, Sir Victor Alexander Haden Horsley served as a surgeon in France and Egypt. Horsley 
volunteered for field surgery in Iraq, where he died suddenly of heatstroke, complicated by intestinal infection, at the 
British General Hospital at Amara, near Baghdad. 
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INDIA 
 
Martin-Leake accepted an appointment in India as an Administrative 
Medical Officer with the Bengal-Nagpur Railway. On 23 December 
1903, Martin-Leake wrote a letter to the Under Secretary of State at 
the Colonial Office150. “I wish to state that I am leaving England to 
take up my appointment on the Bengal Nagpur Railway on the 6th 
of January 1904. I also wish to appeal for the alteration in the 
decision arrived at about my pension of 100 per annum.  
 
I underwent an operation for nerve suture 18 months ago, and am 
now able to say that the operation has not been a success, as was 
hoped. The condition of my right hand is extremely unsatisfactory, 
there been much deformity and loss of power. I am now a fellow of 

the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and have held many resident appointments in Hospitals; 
I therefore had every prospect of success as a consulting surgeon at home. But now owing to my 
inability to operate, I have to take a purely administrative post in India, with a very moderate salary, 
and no further prospects or pension. 
 

I consider that a wound pension of only 50 per 
annum is quite inadequate to meet my case, 
when taking into consideration the large sum of 
money expended and the time taken in 
education to obtain the Fellowship of the 
College of Surgeons.  
 
I can no longer hope to carry out my profession 
as an operative surgeon with my seriously 
damaged right hand, and consider that the loss 
is inestimable. I shall be much obliged if you will 
reconsider the matter, or let me appear before 
a medical board for their decision.”  
 

 
The Bengal-Nagpur Railway was one of the companies that pioneered the 
development of the railways in eastern and central India. In 1887, the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway was established to upgrade the Nagpur Chhattisgarh railway 
line that was later extended via Bilaspur to Asansol. The purpose of the 
extension was to develop a shorter Howrah-Mumbai route than the previous 
route via Allahabad.  
 
The Nagpur Chhattisgarh Railway was owned by the provincial government. 
In 1888, the Nagpur Chhattisgarh Railway was bought from the Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway by the Bengal Nagpur Railway who converted the railway 
tracks to broad gauge151. On 1 February 1891, the railway was opened for 
goods traffic. 

 

                                            
150 The Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies was a junior Ministerial post in the British government, subordinate 
to the Secretary of State for the Colonies 
151 A broad-gauge railway is a railway with a track gauge broader than the 1435 mm standard-gauge railways. 

Figure 107 Bengal 

Nagpur Railway 

Battalion cap badge 

worn from 1901 until 

1917 
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The Bengal Nagpur Railway Battalion was an 
auxiliary infantry regiment under command of the 
British Indian Army.152 The battalion was a local 
civilian volunteer battalion. On 28 April 1905, 
Martin-Leake joined the Bengal-Nagpur Railway 
Volunteer Rifle Corps as a Surgeon Lieutenant. 
On 6 October 1905, he was promoted to the rank 
of Surgeon Captain. 
 
The Bengal Nagpur Railway Battalion was part of 
the Bengal Army and a military force of the Bengal 
Presidency.153 The battalion served under 
administrative control of Bengal command154. On 
15 June 1888, the regiment was established as 

the Bengal Nagpur Railway Volunteer Rifle Corps. 
Many members of the regiment were employees of 

the Bengal Nagpur Railway. On 18 November 1898, the unit merged with the Orissa Volunteer 
Rifles. 
 

During the Kitchener reforms of 1903,155 the 
battalion was re-structured into a Corps consisting 
of two battalions. On 1st April 1917, the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway Battalion was renamed the 36th 
Bengal Nagpur Railway Regiment.  
 
On 1 October 1920, this British Indian army unit 
was re-designated as the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
Regiment and the uniforms worn by the regiment 
included khaki formal dress. In 1933, the unit was 
renamed the Bengal Nagpur Railway Battalion. 
Martin-Leake remained in India until 1912 when he 

returned to England on leave. While Martin-Leake was in England, war broke out in the Balkans.  
 
The Balkan states156, encouraged by the rising tide of international nationalism, were maneuvering 
for position as the Austrian157 and Ottoman158 empires were in decline and losing their dominance. 
Montenegro, in an alliance with Serbia, Bulgaria, and Greece went to war against Turkey, the 
Ottoman Empire. Eight months later, on 30 May 1913, the war ended after the Treaty of London 
was signed.On 8 October 1912, the First Balkan War started when the Balkan League member 

                                            
152 The British Indian Army was the main military of the British Indian Empire before its decommissioning in 1947. The 
army was responsible for the defence of the British Indian Empire and the princely states, that sometimes had their 
own armies. 
153 The Bengal Presidency, officially the Presidency of Fort William and later Bengal Province, was a subdivision of the 
British Empire in India. 
154 The Bengal Army was the army of the Bengal Presidency, one of the three presidencies of British India within the 
British Empire. 
155 in 1903 , the Kitchener reforms began when Lord Kitchener of Khartoum, newly appointed Commander-in-Chief, 
India, completed the unification of the three former Presidency armies, and also the Punjab Frontier Force, the 
Hyderabad Contingent and other local forces, into one Indian Army. 
156 Historians state the Balkans comprise Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Kosovo, 
Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, and Slovenia. 
157 The Austrian Empire was a Central-Eastern European multinational great power from 1804 to 1867, created by 
proclamation out of the realms of the Habsburgs. During its existence, it was the third most populous empire in Europe 
after the Russian Empire and the United Kingdom. 
158 The Ottoman Empire was an empire that controlled much of south-eastern Europe, Western Asia, and Northern 
Africa between the 14th and early 20th centuries. It was founded at the end of the 13th century in north-western Anatolia 
in the town of Söğüt by the Turkoman tribal leader Osman I. 

Figure 108 Officers and Non Commissioned Officers 

Bengal Nagpur Railway Corps 
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states attacked the Ottoman Empire. By the start of the 20th century, Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro, 
and Serbia achieved independence from the Ottoman Empire. However, large sections of their 
ethnic populations remained under Ottoman rule and, in 1912, these countries formed the Balkan 
League.  
 

DOCTOR MARTIN-LEAKE THE VOLUNTEER: BALKANS WAR 1912 
 
THE BRITISH RED CROSS 

 
In 1870, the British Red Cross was established. The 
establishment of the British Red Cross took place seven years 
after the International Committee of the Red Cross was 
established in Geneva in Switzerland in 1863.  
 
The idea for the International Committee of the Red Cross 
originated after Henry Dunant159 mobilised members from the 
local population to assist the wounded during the battle of 
Solferino in Italy160. The establishment of the British Red Cross 
was completed after the start of the Franco-Prussian War that 
took place from 1870 until 1871. In July 1870, Colonel Loyd-
Lindsay161 (later Lord Wantage of Lockinge). wrote a letter to 
The Times newspaper. In his letter, Loyd-Lindsay advocated 
the establishment of a National Society in Britain on the same 
lines as those in other European nations.  
 
On 4 August 1870, at a public meeting chaired by Loyd-Lindsay 

in London, the society was established. The society was initially 
called “The British National Society for Aid to the Sick and 
Wounded in War”. The British National Society for Aid to the Sick 
and Wounded in War assisted and provided aid to both armies 
during  the Franco-Prussian War. 162 Additionally, the Society 

provided medical support during other 19th-century European conflicts.  
 

The British National Society for Aid to the Sick and 
Wounded in War functioned under the international 
protection of the Red Cross Emblem163. The society was 
one of several British volunteer medical organisations that 
served in the Franco-Prussian war. 
 
In 1905, 35 years after its formation, the society was 
reconstituted as the British Red Cross Society. In 1908, the 

                                            
159 Henry Dunant was a Swiss Christian, humanitarian, businessman and social activist.  Dunant was the visionary, 
promoter and co-founder and father of the Red Cross. In 1901,  Dunan received the first Nobel Peace Prize twith 
Frédéric Passy. Dunant the first Swiss Nobel laureate. 
160 On 24 June 1859, the Battle of Solferino resulted in victory for the allied French Army commanded by Napoleon III 
and Victor Emmanuel II’s Piedmont-Sardinian Army over the Austrian Army of Emperor Franz Joseph I. 
161 Brigadier General Loyd-Lindsay, 1st Baron Wantage, VC, KCB, VD was a British soldier, politician, philanthropist, 
benefactor to Wantage, and the first chairman and co-founder of the British National Society for Aid to the Sick and 
Wounded in War for which he crucially obtained the patronage of Queen Victoria. 
162 The Franco-Prussian War was the conflict between the Second French Empire and the North German 
Confederation led by the Kingdom of Prussia. 
163 During armed conflict, displaying the red cross emblem implies a person, vehicle, building, or equipment is not part 
of the conflict but is providing impartial assistance. The emblem provides protection for military medical units, 
transportation of the wounded, and Red Cross's humanitarian aid. 

Figure 109 Robert Loyd-Lindsay delivering 

financial aid to both sides during the 

Franco-Prussian War in 1870. He is 

followed by his assistant, Mr Whittle, who 

is carrying the money in his bag. 
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Society was granted its first Royal Charter by King Edward VII and his consort, Queen Alexandra, 
became president of the Society.  
 
From the start of the Balkans conflict, there was concern in Britain about the lack of medical facilities 
available to Balkan soldiers. An appeal was sent to Queen Alexandra, spouse of King Edward VII 
and president of the British Red Cross Society.  
 

The appeal was sent to the Queen by Princess 
Sophie of Greece. Princess Sophie of Greece 
and Denmark was a Greek and Danish 
princess by birth and Princess of Hesse-
Kassel and Hanover through her successive 
marriages to Prince Christoph of Hesse and 
Prince George William of Hanover.  
 
In October 1912, in response to Princess 
Sophie’s appeal, the British Red Cross Society 
established the British Red Cross Balkan 
Fund. The fund was established to provide 
assistance to the sick and wounded in the 
‘Near East.’ Medical units, each consisting of 
18 personnel, were quickly mobilised and 
established.  

 
On 8 October 1912, in an interview with “The Daily Telegraph” newspaper, a background to the 
British Red Cross mission in the Balkans was presented by Sir Frederick Treves164. Treves was 
chairman of the Medical Relief Committee. 
 
“The men will want nothing but food to eat” said Sir Frederick. “They will take no ambulances from 
here, but this is what will happen. Suppose an engagement. The Red Cross men will take 
possession of some building as near to the scene of action as they can get it, and turn it into a 
temporary hospital for dealing with the cases brought them.  

 
Don’t let it be thought that they will be only a 
hospitable staff though, there will be plenty of 
work in the field, and they will be there to do it. 
It is well to point out this. I know the country 
pretty well, and I fear the distress will be 
appalling. Just think of the class of fighting 
there is likely to be, and the total inadequate 
medical assistance.” 
 
It will be an awful picture, and the Boer War will 
be a drawing-room affair in comparison with it. 
This is only just a beginning. There will be 
plenty more men go out, and later, we shall 
probably have to send out hospitals.   
 

Just at present, at any rate, we are not sending 
out female nurses. It is surprising the number of 

                                            
164 Sir Frederick Treves, 1st Baronet GCVO CH CB FRCS KStJ was a prominent British surgeon, and an expert in 
anatomy. Treves was renowned for his surgical treatment of appendicitis, and is credited, in 1902, with saving the life 
of King Edward VII in 1902. 

Figure 110 The British Red Cross moving camp during the 

Balkans conflict  

Figure 111 Albanians at the Virpazar railway station. Virpazar 

is a small fisherman’s village on the road from Podgorica 

towards the coast. 
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Fellows of the Royal College of Surgeons there are among the doctors who have volunteered, and 
none of them are over 40. We could not ask for better men.” 
 

The British Red Cross sent medical teams to the 
Balkans and Doctor Arthur Martin-Leake was one 
of the first doctors to volunteer. As a volunteer, 
Martin-Leake had signed an agreement to work 
for the British Red Cross in the Balkans. The 
agreement was based on the experience gained 
by the British Red Cross after they established the 
Portland Hospital165 during the Anglo Boer War.  
 
From October 1912, Martin-Leake served in the 
Balkans until the conflict ended in May 1913. 
Martin-Leake was present at the siege of 
Scutari166.  
 
 “The news to hand today shows that the 

Montenegrins are steadily tightening their grip on 
Scutari. General Lazovitch has advanced as far as 

Bardanjolu, immediately to the north of Scutari and is ready to effect a junction with General 
Martinovitch. Scutari, therefore, is virtually surrounded. The shelling of the citadel will probably 
commence forthwith. All who wish to leave are being allowed to do so by the authorities. 

 
In the meantime, General Martinovich was 
rapidly working his right southward and 
eastward, and he has now reached Kukli, within 
ten kilometers of San Giovanni di Medua, and 
due south of Scutari, thus ensuring the free 
passage of the River Boyana.  
 
Today Dr. Leake, with a small party of the British 
Red Cross Mission, left Pintaro, some distance 
up the Boyana, and consequently well towards 
the front. They set out in a motor boat recently 
captured from the Turks. The men are delighted 
at the prospect of being near the scene of 

action.”167  
 

                                            
165 Dr. George Stoker, had considerable experience of military hospital work, urged the sending out of self-contained 
independent units acting under the military authorities, but with their own staff, equipment and transport. The idea was 
at once taken up by Mrs. Bagot (wife of Captain Bagot, M.P. for South Westmoreland) and resulted in the formation of 
the Portland Hospital, the chief contributors being the Duke of Portland and residents in the counties of Westmoreland 
and Cumberland. British Central Red Cross Committee felt that privately donated stationary hospitals of about 100 
beds, attached to some of the larger military hospitals, would be a better option. It was organized as a hospital of 100 
beds by a Committee of Management, in consultation with the Army Medical Department of the War Office, with 
Major-General Hon. H. P. Eaton as Honorary Secretary. It was opened as a section of No. 3 General Hospital at 
Rondebosch in January 1900, was sent to Bloemfontein in April, and finally closed in July. 
166 The siege of Scutari took place from 28 October 1912 to 23 April 1913 when the army of Kingdom of Montenegro 
defeated the forces of the Ottoman Empire and invaded Shkodër. 
167 “The Daily Telegraph”, 5 November 1912 

Figure 112 Martin-Leake at Montenegro with British Red 

Cross personnel. Left to right unknown, Smith, Bradford, 

Burke, Martin-Leake 

Figure 113 “Tomorrow the first unit organised by the British 

Red Cross Society will leave London for the state of war.  1. 

Doctor Frederick Goldsmith, chief medical officer of Papua, 

and Doctor Martin-Leake who gained the V.C. in South 

Africa, and was the first doctor to enrol.” 
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Three Red Cross directors were appointed by 
the Society to coordinate the Red Cross’s work 
in Bulgaria, Montenegro, and Serbia, called the 
Northern states. Greece and Turkey also 
received medical and financial assistance from 
the Royal British Red Cross. 
 
Within four days, the small medical unit had 
been selected, equipped and dispatched by the 
Medical Relief Sub-Committee of the British Red 
Cross.  
 
On 20 October 1912, the first surgical unit left 
Victoria Station in the City of Westminster for 
Montenegro. The unit consisted of three 

dressers and twelve orderlies. Surgeon-General 
Bourke was in charge and the other surgeons in 

the unit were Doctor Anthony Bradford from St Thomas’s Hospital Home, Doctor F. Goldsmith from 
Adelaide in Australia and Surgeon Captain Martin-Leake. Doctor Goldsmith was the chief medical 
officer for Papua168. The unit traveled to Cettinge in Montenegro, a few days’ travel from London. 
Cettinge had a very small population in the country of Montenegro. 

 
“Almost as soon as we got here wounded men 
began to arrive, as there had been some 
severe fighting the day before in an attempt to 
surround Scutari. Many of the cases very 
severe, and in a pitiable condition as they had 
been brought a long way over very bad 
country.  
 
We had hoped to have sent a boatload of 
cases down to the Russian Hospital this 
morning but owing to the heavy rain for the last 
twelve hours the river is in flood and 
dangerous.  
 
We have taken over more rooms but as the 
wounded are still coming in things will be very 

bad if the weather does not improve. There is 
heavy snow in the hills and it is still pouring here. We should not however have many more wounded 
if this keeps on, because the lowland becomes flooded and fighting will be impossible. What the 
poor wretches are doing in the trenches it is impossible to imagine.  
 
There is part of the Army some three hours from here, said to be cut off by the water, and without 
any food and ammunition. There is a rumour here now that the Turks have retaken the road into 
Scutari. Things must have been going badly for these people for a rumour of this kind to have got 
about.”169  
 

                                            
168 Papua New Guinea is an island country that lies in the south-western Pacific. It includes the eastern half of New 
Guinea and many small offshore islands. 
169 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 

Figure 114 An Albanian soldier during the Balkans war. 

Photo taken by Martin-Leake. 

Figure 115 Martin-Leake at a Muslim cemetary 

https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq
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A British Red Cross medical unit formed to serve 
in the Balkans had three medical officers and  
three dressers170 who were usually medical 
students. The medical officers were assisted by 
six nursing orderlies and one was of the nursing 
orderlies was appointed the unit sergeant-
major.  
 
Additionally, there were five general duty 
orderlies and a cook in the medical unit. The 
three units were hastily dispatched to the 
Balkan front lines in a concerted effort to meet 
the urgent medical demands. The governments 

of Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro, Serbia, and 
Turkey were the grateful recipients of both the medical teams and the British public’s donations and 
contributions towards medical assistance. 

 
A Red Cross medical unit serving in the 
Balkans had a full complement of sufficient and 
quality medical equipment, surgical equipment, 
and medical supplies. A unit was designed with 
the intention to function independently and to 
be self-sufficient. Medical support could be 
provided in both field and base facilities.  
 
The quality, type and the standards of medical 
equipment procured for service in the conflict 
was carefully selected to ensure that Red 

Cross medical units functioned independently 
and without outside assistance. In the Balkans, 

medical equipment was packed into panniers171 and transported by mules. 
 
The fighting in the conflict became widespread and, combined with 
the extreme terrain and climate, the operational circumstances and 
conditions were extremely difficult for the British Red Cross non-
combatants.  
  

                                            
170 An individual who served as doctor's assistant especially in the dressing of lesions like a wound, ulcer, abscess, or 
tumour. 
171 A pannier is a basket, bag, box, or similar container, carried in pairs slung over the back of a beast of burden. 

Figure 116 Montenegrin officers 

Figure 117 The Red Cross contingent with Albanian medical 

staff  

Figure 118 Mr. E.W. Todd, a 

medical student  
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Bulgaria, Serbia, and Montenegro formulated 
extensive plans to coordinate their war efforts. 
The plans were merely a continuation of secret 
pre-war settlements and agreements made 
under close Russian supervision.  
 
On 8 October, Montenegro declared war 
against the Ottoman Empire and advanced 
towards Shkodra with pre-determined 
secondary objectives in the Novi Pazar area. A 
week later, Montenegro’s other allies, after 
issuing a joint ultimatum, also declared war on 
the Ottoman Empire.  
 
Serbia and Montenegro attacked and opened a 

new theater or front for operations at Sandjak. 
Established in 1865, the Sandjak of Novi Pazar was an Ottoman second-level administrative unit 
that was reorganised in 1880 and again in 1902.  
 

Bulgaria and Serbia attacked in Macedonia 
and Thrace. The Bulgarians and the Serbs 
conducted combined operations in Macedonia 
while the Bulgarians campaigned 
independently in the Thracian theater. 
 
After the outbreak of conflict, the Ottoman 
Empire mobilised three Armies. The Ottoman 
Thracian army was headquartered in 
Constantinople, the Western army in Salonika, 
and the Vardar army in Skopje.  
 
Each Ottoman army fought on its own front 
against the Bulgarians, the Greeks, and the 

Serbians. Smaller and independent Ottoman forces were deployed at other locations that were 
usually located close to the heavily fortified cities. 
 
Bulgaria attacked towards Eastern Thrace but were stopped on the outskirts of Constantinople at 
the Çatalca line and on the isthmus of the Gallipoli peninsula. Other Bulgarian forces captured 
Western Thrace and Eastern Macedonia.  

 
Serbia attacked towards the south in the 
direction of Skopje and Monastir. Serbian 
forces wheeled to the west after reaching the 
Adriatic Sea. A second Serbian army captured 
Kosovo and successfully completed a link-up 
with Montenegrin forces. Greece's main army 
had attacked from Thessaly into Macedonia 
through the Sarantaporo strait.  
 

Figure 120 A house converted for a British Red Cross hospital 

Figure 119 British Red Cross frontline field hospital 
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On 7 November, in response to an Ottoman initiative, the Greek 
forces started negotiations with Ottoman forces regarding the 
surrender of Thessaloniki. The negotiations were taking place 
while the Bulgarian 7th Rila Division was rapidly advancing from 
the north towards Thessaloniki. The Turkish commander, 
Hassan Tahsin Pasha, considered his position to be hopeless. 
 
The Greek negotiaters had apparently offered the Ottomans 
better terms of surrender than the terms offered by their allies, 
the Bulgarians. On 8 November, Hassan Tahsin Pasha with 
26000 members of the Ottoman forces surrendered and they 
became prisoners of war. While Greek forces controlled of 
Thessaloniki, they exploited their advantage and occupied more 
positions east and northeast of Thessaloniki that included 
Nigrita.  
 

On 12 November, Greece extended the occupied area and 
linked-up with the Serbian army to the northwest. The Greek 

focus of main effort moved eastwards towards Kavala where the force linked up with the Bulgarians. 
Another Greek army attacked Epirus that lay in the direction of Ioannina.  

 
The historical region of Epirus was in the 
western Balkans. Epirus was a north-western 
area of ancient Greece that remained 
connected with the large ethnic Greek minority 
in the region. The British Red Cross volunteers 
did sterling and brave work. After a magazine172 
exploded in the city of Antavari in Montenegro, 
British medical volunteers rushed to assist the 
injured.  
 
“Fortunate it was that members of the British 
Red Cross Mission were on the spot. As soon 
as the first series of explosions had revealed 
the seriousness of the affair, a party from the 

Red Cross Hospital, headed by Drs. Bradford, 
Goldsmith and Leake, hastened to the scene.  
 

They ministered to the wounds – relatively 
slight, by good luck of one or two people, who 
had been hit by whizzing splinters. But an even 
greater service was rendered by a couple of 
the men, through the example they set to the 
natives in their attempt to rescue the people 
who were still believed to be imprisoned near 
the magazine.  
 

Encouraged by the coolness of these two Red 
Cross men, rescue parties penetrated further and further into the building, and eventually succeeded 
in bringing out five injured men. But the remaining eleven were still unaccounted for, and the tragic 

                                            
172 Magazine is the name for the place within which ammunition or other explosive material is stored. 

Figure 121 Doctor Bradford was in 

charge of Martin-Leake’s party 

Figure 123 Shkodra, Albania, 1912 

Figure 122 Serbian troops resting in a bivouac after an 

exhausting walk in Lessio in Serbia in 1912 
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secret hidden within the smoking magazine was grimly suggested by the discovery of a blackened 
human arm in one of the dark passages of the fortress.”173 
 

After a failed Ottoman counter-attack on the 
western-Thracian front Bulgarian forces, assisted 
by the Serbian Army, conquered Adrianople. The 
Battle of Bizani was fought during the last stages 
of the war around the forts of Bizani that defended 
the approaches to Ioannina, the largest city in the 
region. After the defeat of the Ottoman forces at 
the Battle of Bizani, Greek forces were able to 
capture Ioannina.  
 
In the joint Serbian-Montenegrin theater of 
operations, the Montenegrin army first besieged 
and then captured the city of Shkodra.  
 
During the Balkan Wars, the city of Shkodra had 
been regulary occupied and withstood numerous 

occupations until the Ottoman forces were finally defeated by the Kingdom of Montenegro. Ottoman 
forces had held out during the siege of the town by the Montenegrin army with their Serbian allies 
that lasted for seven months.Finally, in April 1913, the Ottoman garrison surrendered. It was a bitter-
sweet victory for the Montenegran forces who had paid a heavy price and suffered a high death toll 
with more than 10000 casualties. The occupation of Shkodra ended the Ottoman Empire’s almost 
500 year long occupation of Europe west of the Çatalca line. On 30 May 1913, the war officially 
ended.  
 

The British Red Cross volunteers who served in Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro, 
Serbia, or Turkey from 1912 until 1913 or in the Balkan Allies War of 1913 were 
awarded Red Cross medals. On 8 July 1913, at Marlborough House174, Queen 
Alexandra received the male and female Red Cross nurses, orderlies and 
doctors who had voluntarily served in the Balkans campaign. The Queen 
presented the recipients with the British Red Cross Society Balkan War Medal. 
Arthur Martin-Leake was awarded the medal with clasp “Montenegro” And his 
medal was presented to him in absentia during the Queen’s reception.  
 
In 1913, the Red Cross Balkan medals were manufactured by J. R. Gaunt & 
Sons175 and made of enamel and Sterling silver. The “Montenegro” clasp was 
integral to the hanger, while “Balkan War 1912-13” was a separate clasp. The 
medal ribbon was silk. The medal’s reverse was engraved with a recipient’s 
name and stamped with hallmarks and the maker's initials (JRG&S). The 
‘Montenegro’ clasp was impressed 'STERLING SILVER' while the “Balkan War 
1912 -13” clasp was impressed 'JRG&S' and 'STERLING'.  

                                            
173 The Daily Telegraph, 7 November 1912 
174 Marlborough House in the City of Westminster, London was built for Sarah Churchill, Duchess of Marlborough, the 
favourite and confidante of Queen Anne. For over a century it served as the London residence of the dukes of 
Marlborough. It became a royal residence through the 19th century and first half of the 20th. 
175 In 1884, J R Gaunt & Son were established in Birmingham by James Richard Gaunt and his son Charles Frederick 
Gaunt (both previously employed by Firmin & Sons); specialised in manufacturing military medals and uniform buttons 

Figure 124 A Montenegro camp 

Figure 125 The British 

Red Cross Balkan 

War Medal with clasp 

“Montenegro.” 
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King Nicholas of Montenegro176 presented members of the British Red Cross 
contingent the Red Cross Order of Prince Danilo177 in recognition of their 
services rendered during the war. In 1912, after the award was instituted, 220 
Orders were awarded. One recipient of the Red Cross Order of Prince Danilo 
was Doctor Martin-Leake. The order was manufactured of silver with a green 
enameled laurel surround and the obverse centre consisted of a red enameled 
red cross on a white background. The silver coat-of-arms that was depicted on 
the medal represented the Kingdom of Montenegro. 

The reverse of the order indicated the qualifying and issue date of ‘1912-13’ in 
Cyrillic script178 with a red enamel surround. The order was adorned with the 
Montenegrin Crown with characteristic tassels, was 33 millimeters wide, and 

53,2 millimeters high. The suspender was horizontally pierced with a cross and 
the order was suspended on a triangular ribbon.  

 After the Balkans War, Martin-Leake returned to his medical 
duties in India. On 5 August 1914, after news of the declaration 
and start of the First World War reached India, Martin-Leake 
requested and received leave of absence from the Bengal-
Nagpur Railway and he immediately returned to Europe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
176 Nikola I was the ruler of Montenegro from 1860 to 1918, reigning as prince from 1860 to 1910 and as the country's 
first and only king from 1910 to 1918. 
177 Named for Montenegro's Prince-Bishop Danilo I, this Order was established in 1853 and was awarded for civil as 
well as military merit. 
178 Cyrillic script is a writing system used for various languages across Eurasia and is used as the national script in 
various Slavic, Turkic, Mongolic, Uralic, Caucasian and Iranic-speaking countries in South-eastern Europe, Eastern 
Europe, the Caucasus, Central Asia, North Asia and East Asia. 

Figure 126 the Red 

Cross Order of Prince 

Danilo 

Figure 127 "Marshalls" the Martin-Leake 

family home in the village of High 

Cross, north of Ware in Hertfordshire. 
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THE FIRST WORLD WAR 
 

“We got the news about declaration of war on Wednesday 
morning in Calcutta & I got leave & mobilized at once, leaving 
Thursday afternoon. We were kept in Bombay for a day & a half 
because there was supposed to be a German cruiser about 
somewhere. However, we saw nothing of her & reached Aden 
at night. There were several British ships looking after us. The 
Governmental people were rather careful about this boat 
because she had a good load of gold on board & some soldiers 
for Aden.”179 
 
Martin-Leake with another British officer travelled via Malta and 
Marseilles to Paris. In a letter written to his mother, Martin-
Leake wrote: “There is another Englishman with the same 
object in view & we are going to wander along together till we 
find the Expeditionary Force. He comes from the Viceroy’s staff 
& got special leave to join his regiment.  
 
 

 
Otherwise they are not allowing any officers to 
leave India. In fact, all officers on leave have been 
recalled. I should of course have much liked to 
have come home first to see you, but it is pretty 
well certain that if I did try & start from England I 
should be given some home job & should 
probably not get abroad at all.  
 
Perhaps I shall be sent home as it is; however, in 
these days of uncertainty it is difficult to know 
what to do & how things will turn out.”180 
 
Martin-Leake was appointed with the rank of 
second lieutenant and attached to the 5th Field 
Ambulance that formed part of the 2nd Division. 
Martin-Leake often described and explained after 
the First World War the difficulties and 
complications that he had experienced 

volunteering for military service during the First 
World War. Somehow, Martin-Leake had managed 

to enlist in France without having gone via England. 
 
 “It seems as though nothing can keep him out of wars. I wish I could convey some of the relish with 
which he told the tale of gate-crashing into France in 1914. Although a civilian dressed in an old 
volunteer unifrom, he contrived to accompany a member of the Viceroy staff in the capacity of some 
kind of secretary cum batman. On arrival at Malta this caused something of a stir and Lord Methuen 
issued an order for the apprehension of certain unauthorised civilians who had landed on the island 

                                            
179 https://www.hertsmemories.org.uk/content/herts-history/diaries-and-letters/hertfordshire-
voices/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_1914-1918/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_august_1914 
180 https://www.hertsmemories.org.uk/content/herts-history/diaries-and-letters/hertfordshire-
voices/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_1914-1918/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_august_1914 

Figure 128 Arthur Martin Leake 26 July 

1915 

Figure 129 The former member of the SAC proudly 

mounted on his horse that was in superb condition 

https://www.hertsmemories.org.uk/content/herts-history/diaries-and-letters/hertfordshire-voices/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_1914-1918/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_august_1914
https://www.hertsmemories.org.uk/content/herts-history/diaries-and-letters/hertfordshire-voices/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_1914-1918/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_august_1914
https://www.hertsmemories.org.uk/content/herts-history/diaries-and-letters/hertfordshire-voices/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_1914-1918/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_august_1914
https://www.hertsmemories.org.uk/content/herts-history/diaries-and-letters/hertfordshire-voices/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_1914-1918/the_letters_of_arthur_martin-leake_august_1914
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without permission, but his quarry was too quick for him and wangled a passage in a cargo boat to 
Marseilles.  
  

After “Le Brave Anglais” had been feted by our 
new French allies, he reported to Army 
Headquarters, only to be received with chilly 
disproval and to be informed that he was to go 
to England to report to War Office forthwith.  
 
He was just leaving the office when a Staff 
Officer, Mathew Fell181 by name, burst into the 
room with a sheaf of telegrams saying that 
M.O.s were urgently needed up the line, and he 
was sent straight up to the Fifth Field 
Ambulance of the 3rd Division.”182 
 

General Fell and Martin-Leake became lifelong 
friends. The episode in France was recalled in 

Fell’s obituary in a part written and contributed by Major General R. A. Barnsley183. 
  
 “He had, in fact, very much in common with his two great friends, Charles Gordon-Watson and 
Arthur Martin-Leake, and he played some part in the events which led to Leake’s winning the clasp 
to his Victoria Cross.  
 
It will be remembered how Martin-Leake made a hurried get-away from his Indian appointment in 
order to reach the Great War before it was all over, jumping a passage in a highly irregular manner 
in a French collier and finally arriving at Headquarters in France. 
 

He was told somewhat pompously that he would 
have to go home to the depot for further training 
and instruction. This certainly did not suit one 
who had already won a V.C. as Baden Powell’s 
medical officer in South Africa.  
 
Tempers were running high and voices raised 
when Fell, who was a D.A.D.M.S.184 in the next 
office, with great presence of mind snatched up 
a handful of papers and burst in to say that 
medical officers were being urgently called for 
from the front.  
 

This ended the interview; Leake was summarily dismissed and his friend Fell arranged a posting to 
5 Field Ambulance. About a fortnight later, in November, 1914, he had won a bar to the Victoria 
Cross.”185 
 

                                            
181 Lieutenant General Sir Matthew H G Fell, KCB, CMG, FRCS had the unique distinction of being the first Director of 
the Royal Air Force and, later, Director-General of Army Medical Services. 
182 The Army Medical Services Magazine, October 1949 
183 Major-General R.  E.  Barnsley, Honourary Secretary of the Royal Army Medical Corps Historical Museum, and a 
former Colonel Commandant of the R.A.M.C. 
184 Deputy Assistant Director Medical Services 
185 British Medical Journal, 7 February 1959, Obituary Sir Matthew Fell 

Figure 130 Photo taken by Martin-Leake of his fellow medical 

officers in the line. Obviously all in a good mood. 

Figure 131 British and French military medical personnel 
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The 5th Field Ambulance was based in a school in 
Vlamertinge. Vlamertinge is a village in the 
Belgian province of West Flanders and a borough 
of the city of Ypres. The Ambulance Bearer 
Division deployed in the Ypres salient after 
assembling at St Jean. The Bearer Division was 
commanded by Captain A. H. Heslop with Martin-
Leake and four other medical officers under his 
command.  
 
The Germans were retreating from the Marne 
River and were defending the positions they 
occupied on the Aisne River. The German 

advance to the Channel ports was stopped at the 
First Battle of Ypres that took place from 19 

October until 17 November 1914.  
 
The Advanced Dressing Station was in a large house known as the ‘White House’ situated at a 
junction of two lanes about 450 meters from the front line. Martin-Leake’s experience in the Balkans 
War with the Montenegrin army had prepared him for the conditions in the trenches during the First 
World War. Due to long lines of the medical evacuation chain and the muddy conditions, wounds 
quickly became infected. Tetanus and gangrene were combined with a constant shortage of 
dressings and medicine.  
 

“These people get themselves along in a 
wonderful way even when badly wounded, and it 
is quite surprising to see some of the cases riding 
down on mules from the front. If a man is quite 
knocked out his friends and relatives bring him 
down on a stretcher, so a badly hit man means a 
loss of at least four more from the fighting line Not 
sound from the General’s point of view.  
 
One cannot watch this sort of thing going on 
without seeing the importance of an organised 
Medical Corps for an Army, and if the War goes on 
long enough there is sure to be a great deal of 
sickness and it will become more obvious.”186 
 

During the First Battle of Ypres, Martin-Leake spent 
three weeks in the Ypres salient187 and ended his deployment at Zonnebeke. Zonnebeke was a 
municipality in the Belgian province of West Flanders. It was during this critical period of the First 
World War that Martin-Leake became the first of only three men to ever be awarded a Bar to the 
Victoria Cross.  
 
On 20 February 1915, when Martin-Leake went on leave, he was told by his commanding officer 
that his name would appear in the London Gazette. After arriving home, Martin-Leake was informed 
he had been awarded a Bar to his Victoria Cross. This was the first occasion that a second award 

                                            
186 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/m7wqkypc/items?canvas=15 
187 The Ypres Salient around Ypres in Belgium was the scene of several battles and an extremely important part of the 
Western front during the First World War. 

Figure 133 Martin-Leake and two colleagues from 5 Field 

Ambulance keeping warm around a coal stove. 

Figure 132 Arthur Martin Leake with his fellow medical 

officers in the trenches near Ypres 
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of the Victoria Cross had been recommended. On 26 November 1914, Major General Charles 
Munro188 wrote a recommendation to the British Expeditionary Force Headquarters:  

 
“This officer has shown such conspicuous 
gallantry that I recommend his case be 
favourably considered, and that he be granted a 
bar to the Victoria Cross that he already holds.  
 
At Zonnebeke, when he was with the Bearer 
Division of the 5th Ambulance, in a most exposed 
position, he went out continually in ground 
between the English and German positions in 
search for wounded, and although always fired 
at, and often having to crawl on hands and knees, 
he was able to get away large numbers of 
wounded men who would otherwise have been 

left to the inclemency of the weather and the 
continued shelling of the enemy. 

 
These operations took him many hours to accomplish. There can 
be no doubt that by his devotion many lives have been saved that 
would otherwise undoubtedly have been lost. His behaviour on 
three occasions when the dressing station was heavily shelled on 
the 5th November, 9th November and 12th November, was such as 
to inspire confidence both with the wounded and the Staff.  
 
 In such a case it is not possible to quote any one specific act 
performed because his gallant conduct was continual – and the fact 
that he repeatedly successfully accomplished his dangerous 
mission makes his case, in my opinion, all the worthier of reward.189”  
  
Monro recommended that Captain Loughnan, who had been with 
Martin- Leake, “should be rewarded with the DSO.” General 
Douglas Haig concurred with Munro: “Captain Leake, RAMC, has 
repeatedly done most gallant acts, and I concur in recommending 

that a bar for the V.C. (which he already holds) be granted.” Haig 
agreed that Captain Loughnan was “worthy” of the Distinguished 
Service Order for “gallant conduct”. 

 
In 1915, Sir John French, later the 1st Earl of Ypres, was the commander in chief of the British 
Expeditionary Force. French commanded the British army on the Western Front from the start of the 
First World War in August 1914 until December 1915. French agreed with the recommendations 
and forwarded all relevant correspondence to the Secretary of the War Office in London: “I have the 
honour to enclose a copy of the correspondence regarding the conspicuous gallantry of Captain 
Martin-Leake, V.C., Royal Army Medical Corps (Special Reserve), and to strongly recommend that 
he be awarded a bar to the Victoria Cross which he now possesses. This officer had repeatedly 
performed acts of gallantry during this campaign, and I consider he fully deserves the honour for 
which he is recommended.”190 

                                            
188 On 5 August 1914, Monro was deployed to France as General Officer Commanding 2nd Division, which played an 
important part in the First Battle of Ypres. On 27 December 1914, he became General Officer Commanding I Corps, 
with the temporary rank of lieutenant-general. 
189https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 
190 https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq 

Figure 134 A medical officer in front of  the Advanced 

Dressing Station 

Figure 135 Chaplain Rt. Rev. L. H. 

Gwynne, Bishop of Khartoum, with 

Arthur Martin Leake (AML) and 

Captain Carter, April 1915 

https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/z8jevyvq
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Martin-Leake’s clasp or bar to his Victoria Cross was unique at the time as 
there was no precedent for the award. Messrs. Hancocks and Company 

were the manufacturers of the Victoria Cross since it was instituted in 1856. 
The company requested instructions about the format of the clasp and how 
it should be affixed to Martin-Leake’s Victoria Cross. In a letter, the 
company attached rough sketches as suggestions and recommendations 
for the design.  
 
Martin-Leak’s award was gazetted in the London Gazette dated 18 
February 1915: 
 
“SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE, 18 FEBRUARY, 1915. 
1699. His Majesty the KING has been graciously pleased to approve of the 
grant of the Victoria Cross to the undermentioned Officers and Men for their 
conspicuous acts of bravery and devotion to duty whilst serving with the 
Expeditionary Force: — CLASP TO VICTORIA CROSS.  

Lieutenant Arthur Martin Leake, Roya Army Medical Corps, who was 
awarded the-Victoria Cross on 13th May, 1902, is granted,a Clasp for 
conspicuous bravery in the present,campaign: —For most conspicuous 

bravery and devotion to duty throughout the campaign,,especially during the period 29th October to 
8th November, 1914, near Zonnebeke, in-rescuing, whilst exposed to constant fire, a.large number 
of the wounded who were lying;close to the enemy's trenches.” 
 

Due to Martin-Leake’s hasty departure from India at the 
outbreak of the First World War, Martin-Leake had left his 
Victoria Cross behind. The Military Secretary at the War 
Office arranged for Martin-Leake’s Victoria Cross to be 
sent from India to have the Bar added before the 
Investiture. On 24 July 1915, Martin-Leake received the 
Bar to his Victoria Cross at Windsor Castle. The bar to the 
Victoria Cross was presented to him by King George V. 
 
In March 1915, Martin-Leake was promoted to the rank of 
captain and, in November 1915, to the rank of major. Due 
to his previous experience in the Balkans, Martin-Leake 
was selected to accompany the “Adriatic Mission”191 
established to assist the Serbians with supplies and 
medical help. On 28 January 1916, Martin-Leake arrived 

in Corfu with elements of the 143rd Field Ambulance, a 
mobile front line medical unit. 

 
On 6 March 1916, the French army took over the mission and Martin-Leake returned to England. 
On 22 March, Martin-Leake returned to the Western Front and was appointed as the second in 
command of No 30 Casualty Clearing Station.  
 

                                            
191 British liaison staff attached to the Serbian army and associated smaller Balkan states. Their primary roles related 
to intelligence (preparing intelligence assessments on Austro-Hungarian forces/activities in Serbia and Montenegro) 
and logistics (logistical support/co-ordination for the Serbian army, and for Serb refugees fleeing to Italy and adjacent 
Mediterranean States. 

Figure 136 Captain Martin-

Leake's then unique 

Victoria Cross and Clasp 

Figure 137 The telegram inviting Captain Martin-

Leake to the investiture at Buckingham Palace 
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A Casualty Clearing Station (CCS) was a military 
medical facility behind the front lines to treat 
wounded soldiers. A CCS was usually located 
beyond the range of enemy artillery near 
transport facilities. Major Martin-Leake was 
briefly attached to the Royal Flying Corps but 
was recalled, in September, to the Royal Army 
Medical Corps due to the shortage of doctors. 
 
On 19 March 1917, Martin-Leake was appointed 
to command the 46th Field Ambulance and was 
promoted to the rank of Temporary Lieutenant-
Colonel. Martin-Leake later commanded a 
Casualty Clearing Station with the 1st Army. For 
his services with the Casualty Clearing Station, 

Martin-Leake was honourably Mentioned in 
Despatches. 

 
In September 1918, after the termination of his contract with the 
British Army, Martin-Leake ended his military career and service. On 
16 January 1920, Martin-Leake returned to India after his extended 
leave in England expired and he resumed his pre-war appointment at 
the Bengal-Nagpur Railway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 138 Martin-Leake's First World War Deed of 

Commission 

Figure 139 A photograph taken by 

Bassano Limited, the same 

company that took Martin-Leake’s 

photograph  during the Anglo 

Boer war 
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THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION GOLD MEDAL 
 

The British Medical Association originated from the two earlier 
medical associations. On 19 July 1832, the Provincial Medical and 
Surgical Association (PMSA) was founded by Sir Charles Hastings 
and, in 1836, the British Medical Association founded by George 
Webster. Ten years after their first meeting, the Provincial Medical 
and Surgical Association's membership had 1350 members.  
 
The PMSA published a weekly journal called “The Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Journal”. From 1857, the journal was known 
as the ‘British Medical Journal’ or BMJ.  
 
In 1853, the PMSA extended its membership to London doctors 
and, in 1856, became the British Medical Association. In 1877, the 
Association's Gold Medal was instituted at the annual general 
meeting held in Manchester. 
 

“The Gold Medal may be awarded to any such member or members 
who shall have conspicuously raised the character of the medical 
profession by exceptional achievement through their service to the 

British Medical Association. (Bye-laws 114 & 121 and standing orders of council).” In 1915, the 
Council of the Association resolved that the Gold Medal would be presented to Captain Martin-
Leake for his conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty in the circumstances to be stipulated in the 
engrossed illuminated address that would be presented to him.  
 

Seven years passed before Martin-Leake was able attend an 
Association’s gathering to receive the award that had already 
been announced seven years before in 1915. On 25 July 1922, 
the presentations to Martin-Leake, on behalf of the Association, 
finally took place. The presentations were made by the 
Association’s President, Sir William Macewen.192  
 
During the Ninetieth Annual Meeting of the PMSA in Glasgow, 
the Gold Medal for Distinguished Merit of the British Medical 
Association was presented to Lieutenant Colonel Arthur Martin-
Leake V.C.; F.R.C.S. The medal, accompanied by an engrossed 
testimonial address stating the grounds or reasons for the award, 
was awarded to Martin-Leake by the recommendation of the 
PMSA Council.  
 
The address was presented in a volume that was bound in blue 

Moroccan leather193 with the Association’s symbol in gold on the 
cover. When Martin-Leake approached the dais to receive his 
award, he was greeted with loud applause from the Association 

members present at the gathering. Martin-Leake was invested with the award by the Association’s 
President and he was presented his illuminated address.  

                                            
192 Sir William Macewen, CB, FRS, FRCS was a Scottish surgeon and a pioneer in modern brain surgery, considered 
the father of neurosurgery and contributed to the development of bone graft surgery, the surgical treatment of hernia 
and pneumonectomy. 
193 A vegetable tanned leather having a characteristic pinhead grain pattern developed either naturally or by means of 
graining or boarding, but never by embossing. 

Figure 140 Martin-Leake at the time 

he accepted his British Medical 

Association Gold Medal 

Figure 141 The British Medical 

Association Gold Medal for 

Distinguished Merit 
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“TO ARTHUR MARTIN-LEAKE V.C. (with Bar), F.R.C.S. 
 
The British Medical Association in 1877 instituted a Medal 
“for Distinguished Merit” to be awarded under such 
conditions as the Council of the Association might determine. 
One of the conditions of the award was that the Medal should 
be given to any person “who shall have conspicuously raised 
the character of the medical profession by scientific work, by 
extraordinary professional services, or by special services 
rendered to the British Medical Association.” 
 
Members of the Association noted with great satisfaction that 
in 1902 His Majesty awarded to you the Victoria Cross under 
the following circumstances: 
 
“For great devotion to duty and self-sacrifice at Vlakfontein, 

February 8th, 1902, when he went out into the firing line to 
dress a wounded man under very heavy fire from about forty 
Boers only 100 yards off. When he had done all he could for 
him he went over to a badly wounded officer, and while trying 
to place him in a more comfortable position, he was shot three 

times. He only gave up when thoroughly exhausted, and then he refused water until other wounded 
men had been served.” 
 

In February 1915, the following notice appeared in the 
London Gazette: 
 
 “Bar to Victoria Cross. For most conspicuous bravery 
and devotion to duty throughout the campaign, 
especially during the period October 29th to November 
8th, 1914 near Zonnebeke, in rescuing while exposed to 
constant fire, a large number of the wounded who were 
lying close to the enemy’s trenches.” 
 
You were the first medical man and the first of his 
Majesty’s subjects to be awarded a Bar to the Victoria 
Cross. This is a distinction of which not only yourself but 
the profession and the Association of which you are a 
member have every reason to be proud.  
 
On behalf of the Council of the British Medical 

Association we ask you to accept at the hands of our 
President the Association’s Gold Medal for Distinguished Merit.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 142 The illuminated scroll for the Gold 

Medal awarded to Surgeon Thomas Heazle 

Parke; an Irish physician, British Army 

officer and author who was the doctor on the 

Emin Pasha Relief Expedition. 

Figure 143 The Victoria Cross and Bar 
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MARTIN-LEAKE’S TWILIGHT YEARS 
 
After he returned to India, Martin-Leake did not rejoin the Bengal-Nagpur 
Railway Volunteer Rifle Corps. On 6 September 1924, Martin-Leake was 
awarded the Indian Volunteer Forces Officer Decoration for 18 years’ 
voluntary service. In 1892, the Volunteer Officers' Decoration was instituted 
as an award for long and meritorious service by officers of the British 
Volunteer Force. In 1894, the grant of the decoration was extended to 
commissioned officers of Volunteer Forces throughout the British Empire after 
the Volunteer Officers' Decoration for India and the Colonies, post-nominal 
letters VD, was instituted.  
 
Upon his return to India, Martin-Leake became an enthusiastic amateur pilot. 
In 1927, he joined the Bengal Flying Club and, after qualifying as a pilot in 
1929, bought himself a Gypsy Moth194 aircraft. 
 
On 16 March 1877, Charles W. Alexander Carroll was born in Lahore in 
Bengal. In 1905, Charles Carroll and Martin-Leake both joined the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway Company at Calcutta. Charles Carroll later became a 

merchant, agent, and goods superintendent to the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
Company.  
 
Like Martin-Leake, Carroll was a long-serving officer in the Bengal Nagpur 

Railway Volunteer Rifle Corps at Calcutta. Carroll remained in India during the First World War and 
did not go on active service. On 15 June 1916, Charles and Winifred Nedham were married at Fort 
William in Bengal. On 29 March 1929, the couple were forced, due to Charles Carroll’s ill health, to 
return to London from Calcutta. On 14 August 1929, Charles Carroll died in a nursing home.  
 

On 1 October 1930, Martin-Leake married the widowed 
Winifred Frances Carrol at Christ Church, Westminster in 
England. The newly-wed couple both loved India, enjoyed 
hunting and the outdoors. Unfortunately, on 14 October 1932, 
Winifred Martin-Leake committed suicide in the couple’s railway 
saloon carriage. Winifred's death certificate recorded the cause 
of her death as “Suicide while temporarily insane at Chundia.” 
Winifred Martin-Leake was buried in Bilaspur in India.  
 
Martin-Leake remained in India until he resigned his position as 
chief medical officer of the Bengal-Nagpur railway. After he left 
India, Arthur Martin-Leake went on a hunting safari to 
Nyasaland and Portuguese East Africa. In 1937, Martin-Leake  
returned to England.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

                                            
194 The de Havilland DH.60 Moth is a 1920s British two-seat touring and training aircraft developed into a series of 
aircraft by the de Havilland Aircraft Company. 

Figure 145 Winifred Martin-Leake’s 

comments: “Billy William and I outside 

our saloon. Rupaund. 26 October 31. End 

of our Puja holiday.” 

Figure 144 Major 

Carroll’S Volunteer 

Officers' Decoration for 

India and the Colonies 
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ARTHUR MARTIN-LEAKE: THE AUTHOR 
 

  
 

 
In 1932, a book “Some Signposts to Shikar” 
written by R. D. T. Alexander, D.S.O., O.B.E.; 
T.D. and Doctor A. Martin-Leake, V.C. and Bar, 
V.D. was published. Many former military 
officials and civil servants wrote hunting books 
after their colonial service in India.  
 
Tiger hunting was often a necessity or a leisure 
activity for British expatriates in India. Some 
hunters hunted for trophies while others were 
interested in Indian natural history. In India, 
officers and officials often arranged and took 
part in driven tiger hunts on elephants or horses. 

 
After British colonial officials ended their colonial 
service in India, many moved to the African 
continent where they continued both their colonial 
and hunting careers. “Shikari” was/is the term used 
for an Indian professional hunter. The Shikari’s 
were recruited by colonial and military officials for 
their local knowledge, their jungle knowledge, and 
their hunting skills. A shikari, as a hunter, usually 
had excellent tracking skills.  
 
Tigers were baited with dead or live domestic 
animals. Hunters would often shoot from within a 
specially constructed hide that was built high up in 
a tree. The situation often proved to be 
uncomfortable and was often impractical. When the 
hunter took up a position in the tree hide, he would 
normally wait for daylight as it was often unsafe for 

him to move in the darkness if man-eating tigers were in the vicinity. 
 

Figure 146 “Mr. Alexander on elephant a moment before 

being submerged in the Deopani River. 4 April 1931." 
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Martin-Leake and Alexander’s Indian hunting 
experiences encouraged them to put their 
interests, experiences, and knowledge in writing. 
“Some Signposts to Shikar” was published by the 
“Bengal Nagpur Railway Magazine” and was 
illustrated with photos, sketches and charts.  
 
The proposed work was advertised in the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway Magazine before publication as 
“The Book No Shikari Should Be Without.”  
 
The book’s contents included advice regarding 
camping sites, equipment to be taken on hunting 
trips, methods of keeping fit and healthy in the 
Indian jungle, managing and reacting to 
emergencies, and hunting food and supplies. 

 
The duo obviously had a love for the outdoors 
and nature in India. Martin-Leake and Alexander 
wrote about practical and tasty food menus and 
recipes, gave details and recommendations for  
hunting rifles, and advised about the 
preservation of trophies for taxidermy.  
 
The book served as a guide with descriptions of 
the game and predators in the jungles of India. 
The duo drew illustrations and took photographs 
of animal tracks, compiled a definitive and 
recommended list of books about hunting in 
India, and gave advice on ballistics. 

 
 

CO-AUTHOR: LIEUTENANT COLONEL R. D. T.  ALEXANDER 
 
On 29 September 1878, Robert Donald Thain Alexander was born 
in Falmouth in Trelawny in Jamaica. Alexander was educated at 
Linton House School in Holland Park and at Dulwich College. 
From 1896 until 1900, Alexander studied engineering at King’s 
College in London. After completing 18 months’ practical training 
Alexander joined the ‘British Manufacturing Company’ at Trafford 
Park in Manchester where he worked in the dynamo195 testing 
department. From 1902 until 1904, Alexander was in charge of 
the testing of railway motors and electrical machinery.  
 
In 1904, Alexander went to India and joined the Indian Public 
Works Department as Assistant Engineer. Alexander was 
assigned to the Railway Branch for the survey and preparation for 
the construction of the Muttra Railway. For two years Robert 
Alexander was involved in providing engineering support to the 
560 kilometer project. From 1906, Alexander was responsible for 

                                            
195 A dynamo is an electrical generator that creates direct current using a commutator. Dynamos were the first 
electrical generators capable of delivering power for industry. 

Figure 148 "Mr. Alexander in "The Lost World" Assam, 5 

April 1931" 

Figure 147 ‘’Arthur's buffalo, Palkoi, Assam. Horn 

measurement 96 inches.” 

Figure 149 Robert Donald Thain 

Alexander 
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the preparation of the plans for electric railways for the Southern Shan States, Burma, and two 
Frontier railways.  
 

In 1909, Alexander was appointed Executive 
Engineer and then worked for two years as the 
personal assistant to the Engineer-in-Chief in 
charge of the planned railway bridge across the 
Irrawaddy River at Sagaing. 
 
Alexander was appointed executive engineer 
(Power) on the Lower Ganges Bridge and, until 
1915, was responsible for the design, construction 
and operation of two power-plants, two workshops, 
and maintenance of the fleet and rolling stock.  

 
From 1915 until 1919, Alexander served in the First 

World War. Alexander was commissioned into the Royal Engineers and was sent to Mesopotamia196 
as Assistant Director of Inland Water Transport. By April 1917, Alexander had been promoted to the 
rank of lieutenant colonel and was in charge of the design of a dockyard at Basra197, ten repair 
workshops, 23 bridges at Amara and Baghdad, and oil installations for rail and river transport. 
 

For his war service, Alexander was honourably mentioned in 
dispatches four times and, in 1917, was awarded the Distinguished 
Service Order. In 1919, Alexander was awarded both the Order of 
the British Empire (Military Division) and the Territorial Decoration 
(TD). In 1919, after operations ended in Kurdistan, Alexander was 
transferred to Afghanistan and took part in the Mahsud campaign in 
Waziristan. The Waziristan campaign was conducted in Waziristan 
by British and Indian forces against the fiercely independent 
tribesmen that inhabited this region. 
 
In 1920, Alexander became Assistant Secretary to the Indian 
Railway Board. In 1921, Alexander was seconded by the Indian 
Government as Chief Engineer to the Bengal-Nagpur Railway.  
 
Ten years later, Alexander became Acting Agent (General Manager) 
and was responsible for the more than 4828 kilometers and 74 000 
officers and men. It was during this time that Martin-Leake and 

Alexander hunted and worked together on their publication.  
 

Alexander, like Martin-Leake was a good shot. In 1900, he was Captain of the Rifle Team at King’s 
College and later represented the colleges of London in a match versus Cambridge University. For 
many years Alexander captained the Indian National Rifle Team at Bisley198 and shot on numerous 
occasions for both Scotland and India in international shooting competitions. Alexander served on 
the council of the National Rifle Association and experimented with rifles.  
 
 
 
 
                                            
196 Mesopotamia is a historical region of Western Asia situated within the Tigris–Euphrates river system, in the 
northern part of the Fertile Crescent. Mesopotamia occupies most of present-day Iraq and Kuwait. 
197 Basra is located on the Shatt al-Arab is Iraq's main port. 
198 The National Shooting Centre located near the village of Bisley in Surrey from which it takes its colloquial name 
"Bisley ranges" 

Figure 151 Examining a tiger moka - 

Mr. Alexander 

Figure 150 “A and Mr. Alexander outside Lamni Forest 

bungalow” 
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THE SECOND WORLD WAR 
 

At the outbreak of the Second World War, Arthur 
Martin-Leake volunteered for military service. 
Martin-Leake worked in Hertfordshire as a 
surgeon in command of a mobile medical unit. 
The mobile unit was part of the local Air Raid 
Precautions unit that was equipped and ready to 
manage potential casualties. Martin-Leake 
taught first aid and his command won numerous 
inter-unit and effciency competitions.  
 
When the Air Raid Precautions wardens came 
across the site of a bombing they would 
telephone for the emergency services, render 

first aid to victims with minor injuries and deal with small fires Other Air Raid Precautions units 
included first-aid, light and heavy rescue parties, stretcher parties and adolescents used as 
runners/messengers. 
 
From May 1940, Martin-Leake commanded the mobile unit from the White Horse Inn at High Cross 
near Ware, Hertfordshire in southern England. Ware is a town in Hertfordshire close to the county 
town of Hertford. Martin-Leake’s command of the mobile unit took place during a volatile period of 
the Second World War at the height of the German air onslaught on England better known as the 
“Blitz.”199 
 

Martin-Leake spent his last years managing his gardens and his 
large estate. Arthur Martin-Leake kept contact with General Fell, 
the former Staff Officer who had assisted him in his efforts to join 
the British army in 1914. On 26 October, still stoic, Martin-Leake 
wrote to Fell: “My dear General Fell, Thank you very much for 
your S.A.C. pamphlet. I have been very interested in it. What a 
pity the early history cannot be written about the Force. So many 
amusing things happened in those days. My senile troubles have 
been coming to the fore these days. If I had been a King, they 
would say there was structural alteration in the lung. 
 
Being a commoner, the medical profession calls it neoplasm: the 
man in the street calls it a ruddy cancer. I think I like the latter 
best, it is at least straightforward. I can still get about locally and 
do light jobs. I often think of the days gone by when you pulled 
me out of awkward places. I hope you are very fit and have none 
of the troubles of advancing age.”  

 
Martin-Leake’s letter was mentioned in Fell’s obituary that was written by Major General Barnsley: 
“I got to know him (Fell) when he was Director-General and I was an obscure company officer at 
Millbank, and our correspondence only ceased a week or so before his death when he sent a 
selection from his library for distribution among our Corps archives. These were only a few of the 
many books and documents he sent us from time to time, one of which was the typically gallant 

                                            
199 The Blitz was a German bombing campaign against the United Kingdom in 1940 and 1941, during the Second 
World War. The term was first used by the British press and originated from the term Blitzkrieg, the German word for 
'lightning war'. 

Figure 152 Sir Matthew Fell 
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letter he received from his friend Colonel Martin-Leake when the latter learned that his 
pulmonary cancer was beyond remedy.”200  
 

MARTIN-LEAKE’S DECORATIONS AND MEDALS 
 

 

On 22 June 1953, Arthur Martin-Leake died of lung cancer at his home 
‘Marshalls’ in the village of High Cross, north of Ware. Martin-Leake 
died in the same house where he had been born.  
 
On 26 June 1955, the Victoria Cross and bar awarded to the late 
Lieutenant Colonel Martin-Leake were, in accordance with his last will 
and testament, bequethed to the Royal Army Medical Corps during a 
ceremonial parade held at the Queen Elizabeth Barracks. Arthur 
Martin-Leake’s mother kept all her sons’ documents and albums that 
were later donated to the Royal Army Medical Corps.   
 
The Barracks was the Royal Army Medical Corps depot and training 
establishment. In 1938, the barracks, originally called Boyce Barracks, 
were built as a training depot for the Royal Army Medical Corps. In 
1948, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Royal 
Army Medical Corps, the barracks were visited by Queen Elizabeth, 
wife of King George VI. In Queen Elizabeth’s honour the barracks 

were re-named “Queen Elizabeth Barracks”.  
 
The presentation ceremony held to hand over Martin-Leake’s awards 
followed a parade and drumhead church service.201 The parade had 

heralded the start of the celebrations of Royal Army Medical Corps’ “Corps Day”.  
 

 “The twenty third of June will in future be 
known to all past and present members of the 
Royal Army Medical Corps as 'Corps Day'. The 
Director General's wish is that wherever more 
than-a handful of the Corps are serving, Corps 
Day shall be celebrated in the morning by a 
Church Service, a Commanding Officer's 
parade and a March Past. The afternoon is to 
be an unofficial half-holiday when sports and 
the like will be arranged’.”202 
 
Arthur Martin-Leake’s decorations and medals 
were presented to Major-General R. D. 
Cameron203, Colonel Commandant of the  
Royal Army Medical Corps. Cameron read the 
message sent by Queen Elizabeth, Queen 

Mother and Colonel-in-Chief of the corps for the 
illustrious occassion. On 26 June 1955, as Colonel-in- Chief of the R.A.M.C., the Queen Mother had 
written her special dedication message for the ceremony.  

                                            
200 British Medical Journal, 7 February 1959, Obituary Sir Matthew Fell 
201 The Drumhead Service originated in the 1700's when soldiers about to go into battle required a place for reflection 
and remembrance of their fallen comrades in the face of difficult times ahead. 
202 https://www.ramcassociation.org.uk/about/customs-and-traditions 
203 London Gazette extract. “Brigadier R. D. Cameron, C.B.E., M.C., M.B., late R.AM.C., is appointed a Director of 
Medical Services and is granted the temp.  rank of Maj.-Gen., 3rd April, 1950.”  

Figure 153 “This is a photograph 

of Lt Col Leake's medals which is 

to be presented  by the family to 

the Royal Army Military Corps at 

Crookham on Sunday.” 

Figure 154 Colonel Martin-Leake’s awards were presented to 

General Cameron by his cousin, Doctor H. Martin-Leake 

https://www.ramcassociation.org.uk/about/customs-and-traditions
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The address was read out by General Cameron 
during the parade: “I have heard with the 
greatest interest of the Ceremony you are 
holding today. The supreme gallantry and 
courage of Colonel Martin-Leake, of which 
these medals are an abiding symbol, will, I 
know, always be an inspiration to the Royal 
Army Medical Corps. I am sure that these 

historic medals will be treasured by All Ranks, 
not only for themselves, but as a symbol of that devotion to duty for which you have so long been 
famed.”204 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

“Courage is almost a contradiction in terms. It means a strong 
desire to live taking the form of readiness to die.”205   
 
Over the years, Arthur Martin-Leake has become widely known 
and acknowledged for his legacy on the battlefield. During peace 
time, Martin-Leake’s work colleagues in India experienced and 
described him as being quiet, dignified, unobtrusive, and patient. 
 
Throughout his career and life in India, Martin-Leake avoided fame 
and his considerable reputation and popularity. In fact, Martin-
Leake shunned the limelight and did not seek the glamour or glory 
that is often associated with battlefield achievements.  
 
“By his service to mankind (especially to the humbler fraternity); by 
his fame as a Shikari; by his contempt of the word “danger”; by his 
high degree of physical fitness; by his skill as an aviator; by his 
humility and retiring disposition, he seems to have given us all a 

lead in the right direction, a truer sense of proportion and a living picture of things that really 
matter.”206 
 

Arthur Martin-Leake was a courageous doctor, a soldier 
and officer, and a patriot.  
 
To conclude this article, Arthur Martin-Leake’s own 
comments regarding his Victoria Cross awards were 
published in the Army Medical Services Magazine in 
1949. Martin-Leake’s own words best summarise the 
man behind the legend.  
 
“But you may ask, what about those two V.Cs? Here is 

the only “story” I could get, “I feel a bit of a fraud 
about that, so many other chaps deserved it 
just as much.”207 
 

                                            
204 Message from Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother (widow of George VI) re ceremony of presentation of the 
medals of Arthur Martin Leake, VC (to the RAMC Museum?). https://wellcomecollection.org/works/k5fsn5us/items 
205 Gilbert Keith Chesterton, English critic and author of verse, essays, novels, and short stories, 
206 Bengal Nagpur Railway Magazine, December 1937. “Surgeon Leake” 
207 Army Medical Services Magazine, October 1949 

Figure 156 “Mr. A. E. Cooper and his Sitter, Colonel 

A. Martin-Leake, V.C. and Clasp.” 

Figure 157 “Mr. A. E. Cooper and his “Sitter” 

Colonel A. Martin-Leake, V.C. and Clasp.” 

Figure 155 Colonel Martin-Leake’s awards at the Museum of 

Military Medicine, Keogh Barracks, Mytchett, in Surrey 

https://wellcomecollection.org/works/k5fsn5us/items
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Figure 158 "LEST WE FORGET" 
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NAWOORD | AFTERWORD  
Major (Retired) Frank Winder 
 

Prologue: Surgeon Captain Arthur Martin-Leake VC and Bar 
 

It is our considered opinion that if you are reading this, you are likely 
to have read the intense and valuable contribution to the Nongqai – 
a description of the remarkable life and contribution of Arthur Martin-
Leake. 
 
We are sure also that you will concur that this magnificent piece of 
writing provides food for thought not only to the soldiers of this world 
but also to historians, politicians, leaders and aspirant leaders of all 
kinds and especially to all who value the opportunity to glimpse 
momentarily, some of the high points that humans have been able to 
grasp. Were it not for detailed and time-consuming research, 
culminating in an, erudite, gripping and revealing account of the life 
of an extraordinary person, these indicators for posterity, might 
surely be lost forever. 
 
We should learn from history and allow it to influence in appropriate 
ways, our plans for the future. In this way we will not make the 

mistakes of previous generations. 
 
This becomes all the more important as the world as we know it is 

hooked onto an ever-accelerating wheel of destiny. In the time of crisis and change, such as the 
one into which we are now rapidly entering we should not ignore the fact that past generations have 
faced equally, if not even more, daunting futures.  
 
It is these situations the people like Lt Col Martin-Leake VC and Bar invariably rose and led from 
the front standing up to be counted. The period into which Martin Leake was born was very fast 
moving and full of conflict. In conflict it is most likely that one side will win and so the odds are high. 
Having experienced the conflict of the Anglo-Boer war, Martin-Leake (and his contemporaries) learnt 
many lessons that would stand them in good stead when faced ultimately with the horrors of World 
War One. Victory for the Allies was a non-negotiable necessity to ensure the future of an ‘equitable’ 
society for the world.  
 
Even more cataclysmic an event was initiated by a considerably more diabolical regime in terms of 
Nazi Germany a mere 20 years later in the form of World War Two. The combined death toll for both 
World Wars was in the region of 120 million people. This figure does not include the wounded, 
displaced and traumatised. World War 1 and 2 disrupted the world for a total of 13 years and that 
does not account for the time taken to reconstruct societies. 
 
People like Martin-Leake understood the nature of suffering and that inspired leadership. They knew 
that it was important to defend humanity against horrifically destabilising influences. 
 

Figure 160 Doctor Arthur Martin-

Leake at a tea garden at Assam in 

India 
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It is most notable that South Africa, that country in which Martin-Leake 
had fought with great courage and devotion became one of the “Allies” 
of Britain, Unites States of America and the so called “Free World”. 
This country ‘boxed well-above its weight” in both wars and was 
viewed as a significant contributor to the “Free World”. Indeed, the 
United Nations Organisation can be attributed to the work of Field 
Marshall Jan Smut who was, ironically an enemy of Martin-Leake and 
the British during the Anglo Boer War.  
 
The contribution of South Africans during the two World Wars and 
Korea is owed to the evolution of the Union Defence Force. The South 
African Constabulary in concert with the other police forces and 
colonial regiments of the Union of South Africa formed the nucleus of 
the new UDF following the formation of the Union on 31 May 1910. 
We believe that the same kind of spirit with which Martin-Leake was 
imbued, manifest itself in the resolve of the UDF and its outstanding 
achievements for humanity. 

 
It is appropriate therefore that this contribution should appear for the first 
time in the Nongquai, which publication has its roots in the formation of 
South Africa’ security forces after formation of the Union of South Africa. 

 
It is a privilege, indeed! 

 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 161 Martin-Leake 

towards the end of his life 

together with his friend and 

constant companion “Waif”. 
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MEDAL MOUNTING SOUTH AFRICA 

 
After being established for longer than twelve years, I continue to provide a medal 
mounting service for fellow veterans and members still serving. I can provide ribbon 
bars on request and my motto is “Service Excellence.” It is my intention to ensure 
that I live up to the motto and I always pay attention to detail and to the quality of my 
work. At all times, your medals will be handled with care and confidentiality. I do not 
reveal a recipient’s identity. 

 
 

FULL SIZE MEDAL MOUNTING, SWING 
AND COURT MOUNTING METHODS ARE 
AVAILABLE  

RIBBON BARS AND 
MINIATURE MEDAL 
MOUNTING 

Medal Mounting South Africa are stockists of ribbons for medals from the First and 
Second World Wars. As part of my stock, I additionally have ribbons for medals 
awarded to the South African security services including the South African Police 
and the South African Police Services. My ribbon stock includes ribbons for medals 
to the South African Defence and National Defence Forces. Ribbons not in stock will 
be sourced from credible suppliers. Additionally, Medal Mounting South Africa has 
medals in stock, both in full size and miniature. These medals can be used as 
replacements, to make a duplicate set, or for display purposes. Medals and medal 
groups can be either swing or court mounted, depending on your requirements. My 
premises are located in Springs, east of Johannesburg.  
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Please feel free to contact 
me, Marius Dippenaar, at: 
- +27 82 255 7225 
(WhatsApp and cellular)  
- Facebook:  
MEDAL MOUNTING SOUTH 
AFRICA 
- E-Mail: 
armourdude777@gmail.com 
 

 

 

mailto:armourdude777@gmail.com
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SLOT | END

 


